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PURPOSE AND SCOPE
This report was developed by Carl Patton from an urban planning seminar devoted
to examination of the Model Cities Program. UP 487-A, held during the Fall of
1968, was the second seminar devoted to this purpose. The first seminar was
held during the Fall of 1967, and both were guided by Professor Louis B. Wetmore.
Model Cities was examined from several broad contexts: the basic social issuas,
the content of the program, and the role of the professional planner. The basic
social issues were viewed as they were related to the reform movement and in-
crease in social awareness which brought the Model Cities Program into being.
The goals of the Model Cities Program were examined and the objectives which are
intended to trend to those goals were brought to light. The content of the pro-
gram was then examined both in regard to scope and methods involved. Of part-
icular interest were the experiments attempted, the innovations and their
potential for success and failure. The contributions and roles of the profession-
al planner were also viewed as elements of a strategy to improve the quality of
urban life. The third context, the role of the planner, permitted examination
of the state of the profession in relation to the demands of social and policy
planning. This also permitted defining new roles for the professional planner
implied by the broadened scope of planning, and caused recognition of the demand
for an intergovernmental planning structure.
Regular seminar sessions were supplemented by guest participants and visits with
appropriate agencies. Professor Robert Heifetz, from the Department of Urban
Planning, joined a session of the seminar to discuss the background of urban re-
newal, helping to establish a context for the social awareness approach of Model
: • • :
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Cities. Professor Donald Lathrope, from the school of Social Work, Discussed
the concept of the culture of poverty, to help develop an awareness of the inter-
relatedness of the causes and effects of poverty. Robert Mendelson from South-
ern Illinois University, Edwardsville
,
presented the case study of East St. Louis
in the development of its Model Cities Program, illustrating the goal- formulation
and objective-setting process and citizen involvement aspects of the program.
Members of the seminar visited the regional office of the Department of Housing
and Urban Development in Chicago, Illinois. A discussion was held with Alan
Goldfarb, regional director, concerning the overall Model Cities Program as it
related to the total group of federal programs aimed at improving the quality of
urban living. Areas of concern to individual members were then discussed as they
related to the particular topics and papers being developed.
Staff from the Model Cities Agency and the Department of Development and Planning
of the City of Chicago met with members of the seminar to discuss Model Cities as
it related to the city as a larger unit for planning. The sub-are a -whole concept
of Model Cities was discussed, noting that the solution to Model Cities Area pro-
blems cannot be found entirely within the project boundaries.
A precis of the six papers developed by the members of the seminar is presented
as the first section of this report. Copies of the papers are on file in the
City P. anning and Landscape Architecture Library, University of Illinois, Urbana.
An opportunity to examine any paper of interest can be arranged through the
library.
Digitized by the Internet Archive
in 2012 with funding from
University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign
http://archive.org/details/roleofprofessionOOwetm
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1I. PRECIS OF THE SEMINAR PAPERS
The seminar papers, in examining the Model Cities Program, express concern over
the activities engaged in by planners, and indicate where there is need of an
expanding of professional emphasis.
Roland Loch and Milton Nicholas are concerned with Intergovernmental Relation-
ships. Loch, by using housing as a vehicle, compares the policies developed at
the three planning levels considered, and finds they are rather consistent. He
attributes this consistency to the fact that the problems of the Model Cities
Area account for most of the difficulties in the central city, and that the
metropolitan planning agencies, having only advisory functions, can establish
ideal policies to attack the problems which again rise mainly from the central
city. Where discrepancies in the intention or interpretation of policies occur,
Loch feels they result from the contrast between the central city and the sur- .
rounding suburbs. He concludes by noting that most difficulties of the central
city can only be dealt within the metropolitan context, and argues for a stronger
metropolitan government authorized to coordinate the planning of the central city
and the suburban communities.
Nicholas continues investigation of this sub -area -larger whole conflict through
the concept of the public interest in relation to the Model Cities Program. By
viewing the Model Cities area as a special interest group he examines internal and
intra-community conflict, concluding that the planner, in dealing in a Model
Cities situation, may not need to be overly concerned about the public interest at
the larger community level. He will, however, have to deal with interests with-
in the area and identify his specific client. Nicholas feels the definition of
the public is the most difficult task which must be carried out, but once this

has beem established, the ends being sought begin to crystalize. The actual con-
cept of the public interest cannot be said to have been altered, but more the
method of deriving and interpreting it. It is not an isolated process that is
carried on by the planner but through citizen involvement the process has taken
on a new dimension and with it new responsibilities for the planner and the
citizen.
From this br^ ad-based viewpoint, the scope of examination narrows. Szunyog in-
vestigates the use of the Neighborhood Center as a physical and social meeting
place which will facilitate citizen participation in the planning process, while
consumer-retailer relations in the Model Cities Area is examined by Preissner.
Both fit into the context of People and Systems.
Szunyog begins his paper with a discussion of the concern within Model Cities for
citizen participation, and the means that are provided to encourage such. He
indicates that the important aspects of the requirements and standards are the
local organization of residents, and the facilitation of an intelligent dialogue
between the residents and the City Demonstration Agency. The success of parti-
cipation in Model Cities depends, however, on a number of strategies which will
encourage residents to become involved. The relationship between the Model Cities
program and the Neighborhood Center program comes into play at this point. Both
programs have similar goals and similar problems. Each specifically involves re-
sidents directl}/ in the planning process and each program cites the other in its
guidelines as a possible, constructive adjunct.
Szunyog feels it is difficult to separate what the Neighborhood Center Program
can do for Model Cities, anu what Model Cities can do for the Neighborhood Center

Program. The role of the Neighborhood Center Program in relation to a Model
Cities Program is to organize the neighborhood socially so that it can more
easily respond to the greater physical emphasis and importance of the Model
Cities Program.
One of the most severe and immediate inequities faced daily by the low-income
resident of decayed or ghetto neighborhoods Preissner contends, is the ineffi-
cient retail distribution system. Twenty percent of the United States ' families
are left to be served by non-mass merchandise establishemnts , usually overall
independent neighborhood "mom" and "pop" stores. Such an indigenous retail
system is characterized by higher prices and limited variety intrinsic to small
scale neighborhood stores. Preissner cites several studies which document that
the poor pay more. He suggests that Model Cities offer a unique opportunity to
implement programs to alter the existing consumer-retailer relationship. Con-
sumer education, a Model Cities funded cooperative, assistance to businesses, and
attracting chain store retailers to the area are examined as to merit and areas
of conflict.
The role of the planner in this endeavor becomes extremely complex. He must
serve as an analyst: creating new., altering existing, and deleting obsolete pro-
grams as changing conditions demand. Two means to the end goal of optimum pur-
chaser capability exist. Either the ghetto environs must be altered to the
degree that private enterprise is freely willing to participate in the provision
of quality products at competitive prices, or the existing retail facilities and
functions must be improved to produce a new level of service and operation.

The relation of the residents to planning is viewed by James Steele and
Robert Daniel. Steele outlines the roles that indigenous workeis may perform
in Model Cities, recognizing the potentiality of the residents of the disadvan-
taged community to act as a bridge between the professional and the community.
Daniel then examines the use of simulation techniques for facilitating commun-
ication between the community and the planner.
The development of "New Careers" is a fourth dimension in the slate of Anti-
poverty Programs. It is a manifestation of efforts to realize the potentiality
of the poor and to find and develop ways of including them more positively in
the mainstream of American life. It recognizes that any efforts to deal with
the problems of the poor and poverty must embody some concept of "self-help"
in the system. The indigenous worker has unique characteristics which permit
him to play a valuable role in Model Cities. He has social position, "know-how,"
a style of life and motivation which make him a part of the Model Ci ies area.
The relationship, then, is mutual. While jobs for the indigenous worker help
him financially, his employment aids the Model Cities Program. Steele sees the
nonprofessional indigenous worker involved as a community action aide, housing
service aide, or helping with legal service and planning activities. Depending
upon the imagination, the list of jobs could be endless.
In the Model Cities Program, however, Steele sees the emergence of a new role,
springing from the critical need for a worker whose primary concern is the
service relationship between the agencies and the client. This person assumes
the responsibility for putting the client and the agency in touch with each other,

and would function in an overall communications role which consists of expedit-
ing and facilitating a smooth line of communications between the agency and the
client. Steele sees this person as the community worker, and examines both the
function he performs for the agency and the issues involved in training the in
digenous worker so that his role can contribute to an effective strategy of change
in the Model Community.
The nonprofessional indigenous worker will help in reducing manpower shortages
in social service fields and provide more, better, and closer service for the
poor. The indigenous community worker will play a role, with professional re-
sponsibility characteristics, which is vital to the success oj. the total Model
Cities Program.
Daniel approaches the question of relating residents to planning through simula-
tion. He examines several of the techniques imolved in simulation and develops
a proposal which relates these techniques to the specific problem of externaliz-
ing and identifying the values, opinions, and attitudes of the disadvantaged
persons one encounters in the Model Cities Area. For the planner, this essen-
tially becomes a problem of developing techniques to help facilitate a more
effective means of communication between the planning agency and those for whom
the planning is being done. Daniel presents a general description of the con-
textual elements in olved, and some of the advantages and limitations of possible
existing simulation techniques.
His proposal consists of two stages. Stage I is to arouse the interest and
opinions of the persons within a minority subculture, and begin to create an
active interaction among these people. It also serves to help all participants

gain confidence in working with a ^roup. The product of this simulation would
be the stimulation of resident opinions, determination of some of their parti-
cular opinions and attitudes, and preparation of people for active participation
in Stage II. The output of Stage II would be an increased awareness and under-
standing on the part of the disadvantaged of some of the problems planners must
face. It should also create an active interest among these people to help solve
some of their problems. Equally important as educating disadvantaged persons
is the information which it is possible to gather form such an excercise. It
may then be possible for the planners to better assess the structure of the prior-
ities within the Model Cities areas and eventually make plans and proposals which
are more closely aligned with the actual needs and desires of these people.
Daniel concludes by analyzing some of the benefits and restraints of the proposed
system and some of the implications it might have in relation to the professional
planner, the disadvantaged person, and the balance of society. He indicates as
well, some of the possible directions and areas still requiring study.

II. THE ROLE OF THE PLANNER
Within the context of comprehensive planning as viewed for this seminar
there may be identified three categories: the role of the planner, the
planning process, and the comprehensive plan. The first category, the
role of the planner, has the broadest base, cutting across all topics ex-
amined by the seminar participants. Therefore, to relate the individual
research areas, the role of the planner was focused upon. This was judged
significant because Model Cities ma y call for the assumption of new roles
or major adaptations of existing roles which are played by professional
planners.
In order to be able to compare the roles of the planner in the topic areas,
a common description of the roles of the planner was needed. For this, two
formulations were used. Robert Daland and John Parker, in Urban Growth
Dynamics
,
describe four roles of the planner, and Henry Fagin, in "The
Profession and the Discipline of Planning," distinguishes six major func-
tions of the practice of planning.
Daland and Parker, through empirical study, defined four roles of the
planner: (1) institutional leader of his organization, or the role of
building confidence in the planning institution; (2) professional planner,
or his expertise; (3) instigator of political innovations, or commitment
to innovation through the political process; (4) promoter of citizen
education in planning.
Fagin's six major functions of the practice of planning are: (1) the basic
function of the planner as analyst; (2) the function of synthesis or

assembly of parts to create wholes or systems; (3) the function of collab-
orator, or a sharing of responsibility for planning; (4) the function of
educator, a reaching beyond the immediate circle of planning participants;
(5) the function of mediator, a concept of level of compromise in actions
collectively taken; (6) the function of advocate, or the service of parti-
cular interest groups, especially those not now adequately severed.
After discussion
,
the seminar participants decided that neither formulation
alone would serve. This was due to the fact that Daland and Parker empirically
determined the roles played by practicioners
;:
and Fagin distinguished between
the functions that should comprise a planners role. The Daland/Parker roles,
then, describe sets of activities individual planners might perform, but Model
Cities has caused a recognition of the need for a team approach. Fagin ? s func-
tions represent those activities which in various mixes define the professional
positions comprising the professional teams adapted to specific situations.
For the seminar, and within this paper, functions represent both the activities
a planner engages in while playing a certain role, and the expertise that mem-
bers of a team should have, if a team is conceived as performing the required
scope of planning practice. A mix of functions may be required in a' given
situation, but the composition of that mix will depend upon the particular sit-
uation. Although Model Cities calls for a very wide scope of concern, every
situation may not call for each function.
To use these formulations, one must be conscious of the time frame and method-
ology involved in the developement of the formulations. Parker and Daland
developed their formulation more than ten years ago through empirical methods.

They were attempting to describe the role of a planning director as it was
actually played in practice. Their roles, then, are situational and descrip-
tive.
Fagin, however, suggests six functions that are required in the practice of
planning. He was using this list to suggest that "the state of the art of the
profession of planning is embodied in the best levels of competence planners
have reached in the performance of the six essential roles." Although Fagin
uses the terms "function" and "role" interchangeably, the elements of his form-
ulation are consistent with the definition of "function" developed earlier.
Fagin's redefinition is an example of the widening scope of the professional
practice which responds to the expanding demands of society. This expansion
has occurred both in terms of the content of subject matter in planning, and
in terms of the level of concern. It is exemplified by social and welfare
planning, the tendency for planners to become involved at levels other than the
city, and planning across municipal boundaries. His formulation refines the
institutional role, and calls for an expansion of the other roles to recognize
that the planner is being called upon to modify the manner in which he is doing
business as well as recognize that his clientele is expanding. The advocate
planning interest is an illustration. Although advocacy is not new, since
planners have always been advocates for various public interests and frequently
have been retained by private groups with specialized or commercial interests,
it is defined explicitly in response to a specific expansion of the scope of
professional practice.
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What Fagin presents, though, is in terms of "what should be," if a planning
operation is to be complete, not "what is," that is, what a particular person
is doing. His formulation, it should be noted, was not empirically derived,
and it could be said that the functions are not situational since they do not
arise from empirical observation. They are situational to a degree, though,
since they stem from Fagin 's observation of the profession of planning. With
obvious qualifications, it could be said that if professional practice cannot
meet the basics of both formulations , the expectations of professional planning
will not be appropriately filled.
Each of the seminar papers suggested that the scope of the practice of planning
was expanding. Within the categories of Intergovernmental Systems of Planning,
Loch and Nicholas recognized a vertical expansion. Loch was particularly con-
cerned with the relation between the policies set by various levels of govern-
ment: Model Cities Comprehensive Planning and Metropolitan-wide Planning.
The professional planner will, of course, have to recognize the conflicts and
inconsistencies that exist, and he must be prepared to help formulate his client's
goals and policies within this framework. Nicholas also responds to this vert-
ical expansion of role through the concept of the public interest. When plan-
ning for a segment of the total community, the planner may engage serious moral
questions. The conflict between the desires of a sub-area and the larger whole
must be mediated
,
unless one decides to ignore them. This expansion of metro-
politan and state planning certainly adds a new dimension to the practice of
planning.
Another new dimension of planning was approached by Szunyog and Preissner under
the broad category of People and Systems. The Multi-Service Neighborhood Center
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as envisioned by Szunyog is more than a centralization of physical facilities.
It is intended to be a means for developing citizen participation. Within a
planning program, concern must expand, and add to the physical aspect those
elements necessary to make the neighborhood viable. If this involves planning
for social service, welfare programs and the like, the planner must expand to
encompass these demands, or he may do more damage than would have been done by
ignoring the original problem.
Movement beyond the physical is called for again by Preissner. Concern for
commercial and retail activities within the community does not stop with the
size and location of facilities. The activities of the planner include the
initiation of programs aimed at altering existing consumer-retailer relations,
education of residents and assistance to businesses. This demands that the
planner become familiar with programs previously considered outside his immed-
iate area of concern. That the planner should become an expert in each area is
not intended. Rather he must accept the broadened scope and supplement his
expertise where necessar}/.
A demand for improved communications has arisen, due to the expanded clientele
with which the planner is now dealing, and due to the inter-level conflict dis-
cussed previously. Steele and Daniel, under the context of Residents and Plan-
ning, examined techniques for facilitating communication. To bridge the gap
between the neighborhood and the planning agency, Steele suggested employing
staff who are indigenous to the neighborhood. This certainly illustrates a new
dimension in the planning process and an expansion in the scope of contemporary
planning through recognition of a new way to conduct business: a revised modus
operandi. Employing an indigenous worker in a "professional" level role is an
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explicit statement that a broader conception of planning involves communications
difficult for or not possible by most professionals. If the agency and client
are to function more effective 1}', and the poor are to be provided better services,
understanding and receptivity must be improved. This might only be accomplish-
ed through a nonprofessional, and the expanded scope recognizes this.
No longer can planners base community needs on an assumption of community wants.
New techniques for understanding community desires are being developsd as part
of the expanded scope. This emphasis upon externalizing and identifyir>5 the
values, opinions, and attitudes of communities was explored by Daniel The
simulation and gaming techniques he discussed illustrate the degree to which the
role of the planner has changed. The information sought is new in nature and
scope, and substantive in content. The techniques used to derive this inform-
ation are not only sophisticated, but to a degree permit quantification and
evaluation of their product.
Model Cities is an example of the expanded scope of planning practice, and much
is being learned from the Model Cities experience, as the preceding indicates.
In particular, the planner is reexamining the way he has been executing his
role. This is so because the demands of the Model Cities program are varied,
more clearly stated, and involve both the method of practice in the profession,
the content of that practice, and the interrelationship of the various levels of
planning.
Each of the papers suggested that the scope of planning practice, including the
functions to be performed and the roles played by individuals, was expanding;
that the planner should become more closely related to the residents of the
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community; and that the planner would function properly only if he were a mem-
ber of a team. However they also suggested the need for a new kind of institu-
tionalized professional role which would begin to assume the responsibility for
integrating systems. A professional playing the role of facilitator or ex-
peditor might act as a liaison between people and agency, and would begin to
organize the functions that a team of professionals would engage in during the
planning process. Perhaps this calls for a new role to be added to those de-
fined by Daland and Parker, a role that is more likely to respond to current
problems and the emphasis placed upon active involvement. Surely the functions
which planners perform can be interpreted to encompass current demand for action,
but a new institutionalized role would reinforce this commitment.
When the professional involvement of the planner in the Model Cities Program
is examined in relation to the demands of the expanded scope of the profession,
the roles described by Parker and Deland, and the functions outlined by Fagin
provide a valuable formulation for analysis. Not all roles and functions were
considered equally significant to the Model Cities Program by the seminar parti-
cipants. More concern was expressed over: the relation of the professional
to the residents involved; recognition of the planner as a member of a team;
and integration among levels of planning.
The Loch paper, for instance, calls for a close cooperation of all planning
bodies at all levels of planning. This, in turn, appeals to the qualities of
a planner as collaborator and mediator between levels of planning. Nicholas in
viewing the public interest, saw the need to develop planning teams to accomp-
lish a given task, and the ability to act as a collaborator and educator were
particularly useful in relating the desires of the Model Cities area to that of
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public interest.
When people and systems were examined by Szunyog and Preissner, the professional
concerns of the planner were viewed differently from those of Daland and Parker.
In Szunyog's proposal for a facility as a basis for dialogue, two activities
can be seen that involve significantly different participants. On one hand,
the planner may function as a collaborator among professionals. Here the planner
works with other professionals, using his knowledge and experience to introduce
the concepts of the Model Cities Area into the process of plan and program form-
ulation. He may also function as a mediator, dealing with the residents and
leaders in the Model Cities Area itself, becoming involved in the basic exchange
of ideas which will lead to substantive proposals. The function of synthesizer
overlaps both groups and involves the joining together of various parts into an
integral whole. It is the basic function which demands the full use of the
planner's capacities; the bringing together of ideas from all sources.
Preissner, in examination of the consumer- retailer relationships, again contend-
ed that the planner to be successful, can no longer plan as an impartial ob-
server seated in a municipal planning office, but musi. be a major participant
in a collaborative endeavor for which he has been trained as a professional.
The planner is viewed as a person involved in and with the client community,
using his flexibility and trained decision-making methodology to function as a
vital discernable element. Pressner's program proposals are dependent upon a
planning concept similar to the six major functions described. Considered
policies must be compatible to both the consumer and the market segment over an
extended period of time, demanding a more intensive professional relationship to
the community.
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When the participatory role of residents was examined by Steele and Daniel, it
became evident that the ideal situation was not a listening and response act-
ivity for the professional, nor a wait and confrontation approach, but vital
and active participation in a successful procedure. The involvement of the
planner as mediator, collaborator, educator and advocate Steele feels, certain-
ly suggest a breakdown of responsibilities or functions in which the planner
plays a part. In particular relevance to Steele's topic are certian roles
which the professional planner must share with others, for example, with the
indigenous worker.
A new technique such as the simulation proposed by Daniel, if it were used
by a planning agency, would affect the roles of the planner.
Daniel feels that simulation would provide another means of achieving the
analysis. As a synthesizer, the planner would have more elements with which to
work. The basis for collaboration would be expanded, and the basis for media-
tion would be enhanced. Active participation of the public in game-simulation
would serve an education function, and the advocate would have better analytic
information. Obviously, involvement with simulation techniques will draw the
planner into closer contac> with residents, and call for adoption of a more
client-oriented role, but it will also create a participatory role for residents.
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I. Introduction
The study distinguishes ten aspects of housing for each of which the relation
of the Model Cities Program (MC) to the comprehensive planning of the
central city (CC) and the metropolitan area (MA) is dealt with. In each
case the discussion follows this methodological procedure:
Policies - Listing of policies taken from outstanding examples of policy
statements at the three planning levels considered.
Facts - Statements of facts suitable to clarify intention, efficiency
and interrelation of the policies, where this is not evident.
Comment - Comment on the nature of the relation among the three
planning levels.
Suggestions - Suggestions, if available, to enhance the consistency and
efficiency of the planning at the different levels. The
suggested possibilities consist of innovative ideas dis-
cussed or tried in the United States and of exemplary
practices in Europe.

As examples of outstanding policy statements were used:
MC:
1. Housing Act 1966, Title I, "Demonstration Cities", Program Guide by U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Affairs, 1966 (ACT I)
2. Model Cities Program, City of Chicago, "North Model Area", Goals and
Objectives - Draft for Discussion, 1968 (CHIC)
3. Application to the Department of Housing and Urban Affairs for a Grant to
Plan a Comprehensive City Demonstration Program, 19^7 (EAST)
MA:
1. The Metropolitan Plan of the Northwestern Illinois Planning Commission
1967 (NIPC)
2. The Twin Cities Area Metropolitan Development Guide, 1968 (TWIN)
CC:
1. The Chicago Comprehensive Plan, 1966 (CHIC)
2. The Minneapolis Official Plan, 1962 (MINN)
3« A Housing, Planning Development Program for New York City, Report to Mayor
Lindsay by the Institute of Public Administration, 1966 (NEWY)
As up-to-date fact reports served:
1. Past Trends and Present Conditions of the Population and Economy in
Accelerator Study Area by the Real Estate Research Corporation, 1968 (ACCE)
2- Urban and Rural America, Policies for Future Growth by the Advisory
Commisjion on Intergovernmental Relations, 1968/69 (AMER)
3. NIPC Annual Report, Trends, 1967 (NIPC)
k. Chicago Comprehensive Plan, Trends, 1966 (CHIC)
if.
II. Investigation according to the major aspects of housing
1. Location
a. Geographical . location of new housing supply.
Policies
:
MC: Increase the housing supply inside and outside the area,
especially for low and moderate income people (ACT I).
CC: Increase the total housing supply (CHIC, TWIN) by rising the
amount of residential land use within the city (CHIC) and by
urban renewal (CHIC, MINN).
MA: Provide enough housing for all area residents (TWIN).
Facts
:
The population of central cities is growing at a very low rate, if
not declining (AMER).
People who are leaving the city to live in the suburbs belong to
economically stronger groups (CHIC).
Urban renewal, in general, means a loss of dwelling units in the
renewal area.
Comment
:
The intent of the Model Cities Program is to form viable and self-
sustainehd communities that give the residents the feeling of identity
and enhance their willingness to self- improvement . To attain an over-
all integration and balance of the population it is desired that
people move to housing of their preference outside the area, after
they have reached a certain independence and a higher standard of
living and conduct, and thus become more acceptable for other housing
areas
.

hThe objective can be achieved by building or vacating low- and
moderate- income housing outside of areas eligible for the Model
City Program to accommodate the people expected to leave the Model
City areas after a certain time. In many cases, where a Model City
area does not contain any open land, the rebuilding and rehabilitation
under the present building codes will lower the density and call for
the relocation of a number of residents already during the imple-
mentation period.
For these reasons the success of the Model Cities Program relies on
low- and moderate- income housing available outside the Model City
area. The policies of both the city and the metropolitan planning
level demand a housing supply matching all needs. While low- and
moderate- income households in the metropolitan area are relatively
sparse, however, they hold a high and steadily increasing share in
the inner city. In this light the policy of the central city aims to
a greater degree at increasing the supply of attractive medium- and
higher-income housing to at least maintain the number of its
wealthier citizens.
Suggestions
:
Building new towns and communities containing an appropriate share
of low- and moderate- income housing ("An Urban Strategy" by the
Center for the Study of Democratic Institutions, AMER).
Restore and maintain the residential living qualities of the central
cities (Europe).

b. Access to employment and central functions
Policies
:
MC: Availability of low- and moderate- income housing throughout the
metropolitan area (CHIC).
Access to employment, shopping and community facilities (ACT i).
CC: .Increase land for manufacturing in organized districts (CHIC).
Accessibility of inner city manufacturing districts (CHIC).
Maintain the vitality of the CBD (CHIC, MINN).
MA: Shorten trips to work by increasing the choice of housing
throughout the region (NIPC) and by efficient distribution of
employment (NIPC, TWIN).
A variety of travel modes to meet the needs of different
people (TWIN, NIPC).
Improve public transportation to broaden employment opportunities
for all economic levels and provide access to facilities (NIPC).
Maintain the CBD as a strong regional business, recreation and
cultural center (NIPC).
Facts
:
In the suburban Weston Accelerator Study Area 50 per cent of the
employed are commuters from other counties, mainly from Chicago (ACCE)
.
Industry moves from the central cities to the suburbs (CHIC).
New industry settles in the suburbs (NIPC).
Existing and new jobs (services, offices) in the central city
require skills.
The central cities houses most of the unskilled of the metropolitan
area (AMER)
.
The disparity of types of opportunities and of types of housing
available between the central city and the metropolitan area causes
higher unemployment (up to 20f in some slums) and heavy traffic
congestions in the central cities (AMER).

6Low income housing must be related to job opportunities, commercial
and industrial development, if it is to be preferred by the poor to
their present living places (AMER).
Comment
:
In principle the interrelation of housing and central functions can be
attained between two polar solutions : Locating the two land uses close
to each other or building transportation links between the land uses spa-
cing them according to the speed limits of the transportation systems
provided. Since the city is unable to provide enough employment for its
less skilled poor, and cheap mass transit is not available to most new
suburban jobs, the Model Cities Program seeks to adapt the two extreme
approaches to bring the people to the outlying industries. Its policies
demand the distribution of low-income housing throughout the metropolitan
area and the access to the jobs for those who stay in the city. Yet
the most foresighted endeavor of the Model Cities Program to improve
the relation of working place and housing is the ducation of the
unskilled for jobs that will be available in the central city. This
policy avoids the danger of new unemployment caused by the progressing
automation in manufacturing and helps to lessen the wasteful exchange
of labor force between the central city and the suburbs twice a day.
Moreover, both the planning of the central city and the metropolitan
area promote the maintenance of the vitality of the CBD - the city's
major tax source - which means its expansion with the growing region.
Without better connection of housing and jobs such development is likely
to worsen the traffic congestion and the environmental living qualities
of the central city.
i
:
7As crucial as the access to jobs is the access to recreation, shopping
and service centers to assure the viability of the existing low-income
community and to give those who move out the feeling to belong to the
larger urban entity.
The policies set forth by the Model Cities Program do not conflict with
policies found in the planning of the central city and the metropolitan
area. The city goes even further and plans to increase the land for
manufactory -within its borders (CHIC) to achieve full employment for
its residents (CHIC) broadening its tax base at the same time. Though
industrial growth in the city could be objectionable in respect to
environmental and locational considerations, it may serve as a limited
short-run local solution before a more employment and mass transportation
oriented population distribution at the regional level is reached.
Suggestions
:
Tax incentives and investment subsidies for business and industry
locating in certain areas (AMER, Recommendations 6 and 7, Europe).
Move of governmental offices to the suburbs (This development has
already begun in the United States).
Use mass transit systems as a determining element in shaping the
metropolitan structure (NIPC, Europe).
i . .'. s:'/' .;
2. Community environment
a. Convenience
Policies :
MC : Convenience through accommodations (EAST).
Neighborhood environment for the enjoyment and use of the
population (CHIC).
CC: Community facilities (MINN, CHIC).
Encourage participation in community activity (CHIC).
MA: Public services of adequate quantity and quality to all
communities regardless of income, racial and ethnic
composition (NIPC).
Convenience to facilities and activities (TWIN)
.
Convenient and diverse environment (NIPC).
Facts
:
The lack of supportive community facilities is greatest in the
low income areas, where they are needed most (AMER)
Comment
:
The Model Cities planning combines social-physical programming.
People should become self-sufficient to be able to move up (CHIC).
The basic requirement for this goal is the provision of a convenient
community, offering all services and facilities that meet the needs
of the poor and correspond to general standards of living.
The importance of shaping viable communities in the fight against
poverty and its related evils is equally reflected in the policies
of the central city and the metropolitan area.
Suggestions :
Comprehensive Community Development Pro. ert; (New York State Urban
Development Corporation, founded in 1968).

b. Health
Policies
:
MC: Neighborhood environment free of significant physical menaces to
health and safety (CHIC).
CC: Environmental health: air pollution control (CHIC), separation
of incompatible uses (MINN), quietness (MINN). Public safety(CHIC)
MA: Elimination of conditions both in structure and environment that
are injurious to physical and mental health (NIPC, TWIN).
Facts
:
High crime rate in the slum areas (AMER).
Industry and heavy traffic intrude into residential areas of the
inner city, for which both damaging activities are vital (NIPC).
Traffic congestion in the central city grows with the size of the
region and takes its social and psychologocal toll (AMER).
Comment
:
All three policy making levels agree on the necessity to do away with
the threats to health and life that are prevalent in the inner city
and before all in the blighted areas. The concentration of urban
problems in the central city may suggest to put more stress on the
part of the Model Cities Program that favors an ultimate dispersal of
the low- income families and its high share of black families in the
whole metropolitan area. These people could then be taken care of in a
less complicated and more favorable environment, and would not add to
the difficulties of the inner cities
.
Suggestions
:
Make substantial clearances in the Model City area and build new
housing that is also attractive for people of higher incomes
(Model Cities planning of Chicago).

1C
3. Design
a. Rehabilitation and renewal
Policies
:
MC : Rebuild and revitalize selected large slum and blighted areas
(ACT I, EAST).
Housing in adequate condition (CHIC).
Maintain neighborhood character (ACT I, EAST).
Representation and participation of area residents in planning
and execution (CHIC, EAST).
CC: Improve the housing quality of existing residential areas (CHIC)
MA: Elimination and prevention of blighted and deteriorating
housing (NIPC).
Facts
:
Though efforts have been undertaken to renew the blighted parts of
the cities, the problems arising from the slums and their population
have not diminished.
Comment:
The Model Cities Program recognizing housing renewal as a fundamental
means to eliminate poverty prescribes the way how to do it. Considering
the past slow implementation of urban renewal with its failures the
detail seems to be decisive for the success of a policy for housing
renewal. The Model Cities Program seeks the solution in a locally
concentrated exemplary effort with a strong participation of the
residents. The housing renewal is used to establish a sense of common
and personal identity and responsibility in the residents as a basis
for future self-sufficiency. Much of the planning, therefore, must
come from the inside of the problem area.
!
:•-.•
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b. New construction
Policies
:
MC: Improvement of urban design (NEWY).
Investigate new cost reducing technologies (ACT I, EAST).
Provide every resident with housing suitable to the needs of
his family in respect to price, life style, tastes, aspirations
(CHIC).
Provide neighborhood environment (CHIC).
CC : Improvement of urban design (MINN).
Diversity in housing types and densities (MINN, CHIC)
.
Build neighborhood with all facilities (MINN).
MA: Better design (NIPC).
Orderly development (NIPC).
Encourage design and planning innovation in both housing
structures and land development (TWIN).
Choice of housing types (CHIC, TWIN).
Build neighborhoods and communities (NIPC).
Identity and individuality (TWIN).
Facts
:
The building regulations in the urban growth zones foster low-
density detached housing (AMER).
The construction of large units requiring common effort and
coordination is rare, though slightly increasing (ACCE).
..
. )
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Comment
:
Building low- income housing requires imaginative planning which
is often hindered in the metropolitan area by the present building
regulations (AMER, CH. h) . The usual suburban housing, facilitated
or imposed by the use of the automobile, excludes people with low
income, because they cannot afford the wasteful expensiveness of
the living.
Moreover, many of the poor, especially negroes, do not find their
preferred environment in the suburbs (Chicago Model City Area
Planning Agency). The question arises: what are the standards to
which the housing of the poor should be raised?
The great number and the conformity of the policies suggest that
the needs for design improvement are general. Low- income housing,
however, depends on careful design.
Suggestions
:
Legislation granting cities and municipalities exterritorial
authorities over areas of logical expansion (AMER, Recommendation l),
"Planned unit development" regulations to replace rigid conventional
zoning districts with broad general standards and with detailed
administrative review and approval of site plans (AMER, Recommen-
dation 22c).
Design contests (Europe).
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h. Occupancy
a. Composition of a housing area
Policies
:
MC: Meet the full range of housing needs (ACT I).
Elimination of race barriers (CHIC).
Lease-hold and tenure similar to city-wide proportion (CHIC).
CC: -
MA: Housing choice within neighborhoods (TWIN).
Facts
:
Many people are reluctant to share their housing area with people
of lower income or different race.
Comment
:
The comparison of content and number of the policies betrays a non-
commitment of the planning of the city and metropolitan planning to
small-scale economic and racial integration. Model Cities planning
in effect deals with a racial problem. It assumes that tensions will
disappear and racial integration will occur as soon as the area
residents have reached a certain economic level. But it may very
well be that many of these people, once their present living en-
vironment meets all their needs, have no reason to leave and racial
concentration persist . This situation is expected in Chicago.
Suggestions
:
Federal assistance for balanced housing with low-income households
in proportion to the total projected population (AMER, Recommen-
dation 23).

Ik
b. Composition of the metropolitan area
Policies
:
MC : Supply of low- and moderate- income housing in the area and the
metropolitan area to meet the needs for such housing by area
residents (ACT I, CHIC).
Low and moderate income housing on small and scattered sites
throughout the metropolitan region (CHIC).
Legislation to insure equitable housing practices (CHIC, EAST)
CC: Balance in age and economic structure (MINN, NEWY).
Equal housing opportunity (CHIC, NEWY).
MA: Housing opportunities for all racial, social and ethnic
groups (NIPC).
Facts
:
In most parts of the metropolitan area the choice of housing types
to meet the requirements of all families is poor (NIPC).
Higher taxes push upper income families and business firms out of
the central city (AMER).
The out-migration of young families from the central city to the
suburbs accounted for 50 percent of the suburban growth from
i960 to 1968 (ACCE).
The less skilled, many negroes and the aged resist the attraction
of job opportunities elsewhere (AMER).
Groups who differ in income and race are living increasingly far
apart in large areas of similar housing (NIPC).
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The problems of the areas eligible for the Model Cities Program and
with them the problems of the inner city are aggravated by the
metropolitan imbalance of the economic, racial and age distribution
of the population. They in turn produce further imbalance.
With similar policies the three levels of planning try to achieve
different population movements
:
The Model Cities Program aspires dispersion of its poor and black
area residents. The central city likes to be attractive to higher-
income and younger families. Both rely in their endeavors on the
metropolitan planning which tries to provide housing in the suburban
area for the people now concentrated within the city limits.
Suggestions
:
National policy directed toward a more balanced pattern of urbani-
zation lessening barriers to migration and enhance the attractiveness
of new and existing communities (AMER).
Resettlement allowances for low- income persons migrating from labor
surplus city neighborhood to labor shortage suburbs (AMER,
Recommendation ?').

5. Public efforts
a. Financing moderate and low- income housing
Policies
:
MC: Use all public and private resources to increase the supply of
low- and moderate -income housing (ACT I, EAST).
Use the possibility of non-profit organizations (EAST).
Investigation of cost-reducing housing construction (ACT I, EAST).
CC : Expansion of the financial resources for moderate- and low-
income housing (CHIC, NEWY).
Programs reducing the cost of housing purchase (CHIC).
Rent supplements (NEWY).
Purchase and rehabilitation of older property (CHIC).
MA: -
Facts :
The omission of corresponding policies in the metropolitan planning
suggests that little concern about building low- and moderate- income
housing exists in the metropolitan planning. Obviously such directives
are delegated to the competence of the different municipalities,
which have little interest in such development.
Suggestions
:
Federal assistance for balanced housing in large-scale developments
and new communities (AMER, Recommendation 23).

b. Coordination and cooperation
Policies
MC: The program should be comprehensive through cooperation with
state, county and metropolitan agencies (ACT I, EAST).
The program should be of sufficient magnitude to contribute
to the sound development of the entire city (ACT i).
Programs for the overall needs of low- and moderate- income
housing (ACT I).
Relocation planning and assistance (CHIC, EAST).
CC : Expand and strengthen cooperative ties with other governments
of the area (CHIC).
Fair share of the regional and metropolitan growth (CHIC, MINN).
MA: Create a system of planning to coordinate the development
process at all levels of government and private activity (TWIN).
Facts
:
Cities over 250 000 inhabitants are subject to diseconomies of
scale (ACCE).
Urbanisation raises public and private costs (ACCE, AMER).
The central city has to provide for the service needs of the
commuters (AMER)
.
The tax resources of the central cities increase at a decreasing
rate (AMER).
The central city faces growing expenses for high cost citizens (AMER)
Educational services are widely unequal due to the disparity of tax
resources in different parts of the region (NIPC).
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While all three planning levels call for their mutual coordination,
the facts are that the inequality gap between the central city and
the surrounding suburbs grows. The suburbanites benefit from the
existence of the central city but hardly strive to take over some
of its burdens.
Besides governmental funds it takes the cooperation of all citizens
to fulfill the goal of population balance by changing metropolitan
housing patterns, which is necessary for the success of the Model
Cities Program.
Suggestions
:
State legislation to lodge regional responsibility of a State urban
development plan with area-wide planning agencies, which have the
responsibility to review and grant applications (AMER, Recommen -
dation k) .
Strengthening county government for dealing with urban land problems
(AMER, Recommendation l8).
Legal force for state and regional frame plans (Europe).

III. Conclusion
The study reveals that the policies of the three levels of planning are
rather consistent. This can easily be explained:
The problems of the Model Cities area account at the same time for most
difficulties in the central city.
The metropolitan planning having only advisory functions can set up
ideal policies to attack the problems "which again mainly ari:;e from
the central city.
Where discrepancies in the intention or interpretation of policies
occur , they result from the contrast between the central city and the
surrounding suburbs
.
Through the same contrast almost all policies of the central city and
the Model City area become unrelated to the actual development outside
the city limits
.
The badly needed coordination of the planning of the central city and
its suburban areas is not possible at present since the surrounding
communities are not inclinced to share the central city's problems.
They also are protected by conventional building codes, which do not
allow much room for innovative development necessary for housing the
poor and other measures to relieve the pressures on the central cities.
The central city is unable to solve its problems alone . As the investi-
gation has shown most difficulties of the central city can only be dealt
with in the metropolitan context.
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The Model. Cities Program itself
,
concentrated on the most striking
evils of the central city, is only a start and a short run solution.
It must be followed by large-scale actions to establish the balance
and to improve the structure of the whole metropolitan area. The Model
Cities Program especially requires economic changes and the construction
of new towns and communities as complementation of its locally centered
social and physical planning.
These reasons call for a stronger metropolitan government authorized
to coordinate the planning of the central city and the suburban
communities, and to draw up a plan with legal force.
The strengthening of the metropolitan planning has consequences for the
image of the planner:
The planner at the metropolitan level mainly acts as mediator between
the interests of the suburban communities and the central city. Besides
he should be an educator especially to the suburban communities.
The existence of an influential metropolitan planning assigns an
advocate role to the planners of the communities and the central cities.
The relationship between the planners of these two levels is comparable
to the one between the planners of the Model City area and the central
city, with the difference that the Model City area does not constitute
a governmental unit.
In this hierarchy all decisions affecting the greater context have to
be made at the next higher level. The interest of the part must be
weighed against the interest of the whole.

THE CONCEPT OF PUBLIC INTEREST IN
RELATION TO THE MODEL CITIES PROGRAM
Milton J. Nicholas
Prof. L. Uettnore
U.t. 437
January «, 1969

INTRODUCTION
The Model Cities program is oriented toward the improvement of the living
environment and the general welfare of people. The unique aspects of the program
are its focus on a specific area of a city and Its comprehensive approach to
the problems of the area. The fact that the program deals with one specific
area of the city could necessitate an alteration In the roles which a planner
must take as well as his concept of what policies and strategies are in the
public interest.
Planning itself, as well as planners' proposals, has traditionally been
considered as a profession which responded to the public interest. How one
defines the public Is of great importance in dealing with this concept. In
addition, conflicts may arise between interests of the Model Cities area and
the community as a whole, the resolution of which will be extremely crucial.
This paper then attempts to explore the concept of the public interest and
its relation to the planner and ultimately its relation to the Model Cities
approach.
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THE PUBLIC INTEREST
The concept of public interest is a very basic and necessary element of our
democratic system. Our conception of democracy is based in part on a conception
that there is a national unity and common welfare which can be Identified and
realized. The structure of this concept is, however, quite abstract and not
easily agreed upon. In fact, some believe that it is not really definable and
is useful only as a concept. There have been a number of formulations which
have sought to structure the concept and three of these will be presented here.
The variance between these formulations illustrates the difficulty in dealing
with this idea.
In their book Politics Planning and the Public Interest ,Meyerson and
Banfield establish a conceptual scheme to structure the concept of public
interest. They established two main categories and subgroups under each.
The first is a Unitary conception of the public interest. In this in-
stance the whole is viewed as a single set of ends pertaining to all its
2
members. There are two subgroups in this category: Organisraic and Communalist .
The Organismic conception sees the whole as possessing a certain set of ends.
The ends may differ from those held by individuals in the whole, but the ends
of the whole take precedence.
In the Communalist conception the ends held by the whole are ends also
shared by the members, in essence they are common ends. The Unitary concept
then stresses the idea that ends should be common to the public by either super-
seding individual ends or by being shaped by the individuals of the public.
3
The second major category is Individualistic conceptions . In this case
the ends of the individual become the most important. The ends of the public
are considered an aggregation of individual ends. Within this category three
4
subgroups are defined: Utilitarian, Quasi-Utilitarian, Qualified Individualistic
The Utilitarian argument focuses on the individual and the ends which he
views as important. The public interest, in this case, is best served by
attaining happiness for the greatest number of people. This concept recognizes
that there could very well be common ends in the public, but no extra value
is attached to them. It also assumes that one can sum up the wants of individuals
and then judge if the majority were fulfilled.
-1-
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The Quasi-Utilitarian conception also stresses the importance of individual
ends but goes further and states that some mens' ends are more important. The
whole is seen as an aggregate of individuals, but more value is placed on
certain individual's ends.
The last subgroup, the Qualified Individualistic
,
also focuses on the
whole as being an aggregate of individual ends. In this case, however, only
certain types of ends are considered relevant. Ends, for example, which are
related to self-interest rather than community interest would not be acceptable.
The scheme put forth byMeyerson and Banfield focuses not only on the make
up of public interest by considering how ends, both individual and collective,
are taken into account, but it further relates this to the way in which decision
making is carried on. Depending on which concept of the public interest is
employed, the decision making process may vary. This idea will be further
developed in a latter section dealing with planner and the decision maker and
their interpretation of the public interest.
Two other formulations of the public interest can be found in the Nomos V
publication The Public Interest . The first to be discussed was set forth by
Colm. He distinguishes four levels at which one can consider this concept.
The first is the Meta-Sociological level . At this level it is recognized
that in a pluralistic society various groups and individuals have different
value systems. However, there are some values which all people could agree
on, such as health, political independence, etc. The attainment of these
values constitutes the public interest at this level. Public or private
initiative can bring these values about, but if the private sector fails to
do so, the governmental unit must take over.
The second level which Colm sets forth is the Sociological level . The
emphasis here is on the political process as being an important part of public
interest formulation. Individuals and groups In addition to having differing
value systems also tend to emphasize different aspects of the public interest.
It is the duty then of the political process, in a democracy, to resolve
differences and arrive at a common understanding of what constitutes the
public interest. Colm, unfortunately, does not elaborate on how this process
actually proceeds.
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oThe third level, the Legal level , stresses the Importance of the concept
for the formulation of governmental regulations. The point here is that govern-
ment needs some formulation upon which to base some of its actions, the concept
of a public interest provides such a base.
9
Colm's fourth level is termed the Economic level . At this level the
abstract concept of a public interest is translated into specific objectives
and goals. These goals in turn become yardsticks for assessing the performance
of certain programs. This evaluation process can be used to ascertain if the
public interest is being served. Colm in his formulation stresses the importance
of the concept in the area of public policy. The need for governmental units
to have such a concept is readily seen, since many of the actions and areas of
concern of government can only be justified by the need to fulfill such an ideal.
Colm's formulation then is more practical and can be seen as useful in policy
forming. Meyerson and Banfield's, on the other hand, dealt more with the way
one chose to define the ends to be considered as being representative of the
public interest.
A third formulation, also set forth in The Public Interest (Nomos V), was
set forth by Cohen. The focus here was not on the structure of the concept
itself, but rather on its usefulness as a concept. He sees the public interest
being used in two distinct ways : 1) as implying the basic values of a community
and 2) in an instrumental sense by saying that an action would be in the public
interest if it implemented one or more of the basic values . Included within
this view of the public interest is the need to consider future generations in
policy formulation and in public interest conceptions. In many instances a
profession, such as planning, can forsee certain future situations which lay
people may not perceive or not be concerned with. As a profession then it
would be in the public interest to attempt to respond now so that future
situations can be altered. Cohen's second function of the concept is closely
related to Colm's Legal and Economic levels. The concept can provide a basis
for governmental action as well as act as a restraint on public action insofar
as it is used as a standard of achievement or performance.
This third view of the public interest differs significantly from the
-3-
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previous two in its emphasis on the concept as a concept and not its structure
or operation. In essence the public interest is either a conclusion concerning
the efficacy of means or a shorthand expression to the effect that the chosen
ends are consistent with the established basic values of the community
By surveying these three formulations, one can gain an appreciation of
the abstractness and general lack of agreement on any specific statement con-
cerning this concept. There is some discussion in the literature that this
concept should be considered an overall framework which can be used to relate
values and norms. With this initial discussion of the concept completed, a
consideration of its elements and interpretation is seen as necessary.
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THE INTERPRETATION OF THE PUBLIC INTEREST
In considering the various elements of this concept, of prime importance
is the delineation of the public when attempting to determine interests and ends,
Two distinct types of publics can be identified* 1) total public and 2) special
public. These can be viewed as resting at either ends of a continuum.
The 'total" public would be a conception which conceived of the community
as a whole, as the public to be dealt with. Interests and ends would be some
aggregate or representative views of the whole community. The "special" public,
on the other hand, would be a much narrower conception. This would include
"potential" groups (groups who have been underrepresented) or special interest
groups who have traditionally had a voice in public affairs (League of Women
Voters, etc.). Unlike the total" public, the "special" public would vary
greatly in its composition. Shifts would be seen among special interest group
members, as well as nettf group forming, as the issues at hand changed.
Realizing that there could be this two fold view of the public, the next
issue is who would be responsible for the interpretation of the public's need,
and how would he define his public. If the concept of a "total" public is
employed, certain assumptions must be made in regard to decision making. Taking
such an approach assumes the decision maker is capable of identifying the ends
of the people as a whole, as well as being able to attain these ends even
though he must impose on certain special interests.
If the concept of a "special"' public is employed, an alternative system
must be employed. A decision mechanism which allows the interaction of interest
groups and which accepts the outcome of such an interaction is needed. The
four methods of interaction set out in T'eyerson and Banfield's book, namely,
cooperation, contention, accommodation, and dictation, would be applicable
i.
12here
Cooperation would be exemplified by having the parties to the dispute
agree on a common end which would then become the basis for choosing among
other ends. In contention, however, each party tries to settle the dispute
in a manner most advantageous to his view. In accommodation, one party chooses
to shift his ends and accepts the other's proposal thus ending any conflict.
Dictation implies that one party compels the other to accept his terms. If
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these interactions were carried on between various proups in relation to specific
ends, it is assumed that the outcome would be that which is la the public inter-
est. This, however, is not the case. In a conflict situation, in many cases
dictation would be the means of settlement due to inequities between interest
groups. One may say that the Model Cities program is itself a response to such
inequities.
Traditionally it has been the role of the decision maker (politician) to
interpret what the public interest was. This, however, was not done literally,
and in many cases it was done without consideration being given to the factors
mentioned previously. In most cases the concept was used as a rationale for
public policy formulation. In this respect it was used in two ways; 1) as
a goal and 2) as a standard. As a goal it was an ideal to be sought in relation
to public policy. As a standard it has been used to evaluate proposals and
their relevance to the whole community. In addition, the decision maker has
found it necessary to shift his conception of the public interest in many
instances in order to retain his position.
Unlike the decision maker, the planner and the planning profession tradi-
tionally have held to the concept of a total public and a community interest.
Early conceptions of planning saw it as an independent entity, able to establish
a comprehensive view of the public interest and seek to serve it without any
external pressures. A realization that the public interest is really an
abstraction, and that dealing with diverse interests and groups and their
interrelationships is more important, has recently come about. Planning seems
to be shifting toward the political conceptions of public interest which can
be characterized by a shifting public as well as shifting interests.
To this point the discussion has focused on the changes and interpretations
of the public interest at the community level. The concept goes beyond this,
however, and encompasses all governmental levels. The evaluation of the public
interest is closely related to the scale of governmental activity which is
being considered. Interpretation of this concept occurs from the neighborhood
level to the Federal and world-wide level. In each case, however, a different
set of concerns are dealt with and the ends sought also vary widely. The
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dynamic and abstract nature of this concept really negates any attempt to define
It except In a qualified way and in a specific context.
Due to this situation, a problem arises for the planner insofar as his
role in relating to this concept. In relation to this, six distinct roles which
the planner may need to play can be enumerated: 1) synthesizer, 2) collaborator,
3) educator, A) advocate, 5) mediator, 6) generalist. The first five roles
were developed by Henry Fagin in his paper The Profession and the Discipline of
Planning .
The roles of synthesizer and collaborator can be used in a substantive
manner by the planner. They are roles which although not specifically set out
have been played by planners in many instances in the past. They deal with the
bringing together of ideas in a comprehensive fashion and creating a useable
and appropriate strategy.
The role of the educator is a necessary one in order to assure some base
for the planner in the community. Until the planner's insights become Dart of
the outlook of the larger community, the planner's plans remain inert with no
13
power to infuse action
The last three roles, that of advocate, mediator, and generalist, closely
relate to the planner's definition of his client or public. The role of the
generalist is not one of the roles which Fagin enumerated. It is a role which
the planner has traditionally played and maybe still of value in certain cases.
The advocate role would consist of being a representative of the interests
of a special public in the interaction of competing ends. This role has re-
cently come to the forefront and is predominantly related to the representation
of under-represented groups. The need for a professional to "speak" in behalf
of certain groups in order for them to obtain some of their ends is evident.
But the question then quickly arises concerning the fact that this may not
truly De a legitimate role since the public whose interest is being represented
is a very narrow one.
The role of the mediator on the other hand also can be related to a view
of the public interest which allows for Interaction between groups for the
resolution of conflicts. The planner in this case would be available to provide
-7-
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information and suggestions but would accept the outcome of the interaction.
The role of a generalist is one which I believe planners have played in
the past. This can be conceived of as a general welfare approach to the public
interest, but in an authoritarian manner - the greatest good for the greatest
number. The public interest would in this Instance be conceived of but not
solicited from the people.
These are roles which for the most part are new to the planner. However,
they are necessary roles which he must play in order to respond to the changing
demands of the profession itself. In addition, they are roles which can affect
his outlook on the public interest as well as the reverse being true. The roles
outlined above also have special significance in relation to the Model Cities
approach. The Model Cities program incorporates many new features which the
planner must deal with. The need to create citizen participation, and establish
a face to face relationship with people in a community are new strategies
which the planner must be able to adapt to. The need to coordinate programs
from a number of agencies, and establish a common target is another vital
element. These new demands necessitate the reassessment of how the planner is
to function and what his responsibilities will be. In addition, the planner
must be able to establish who his client or public really is. Is the Model
Cities area a special interest group and if so, must their ends be in conflict
with the greater public interest at the community level? This is the type of
question which the planner must respond to and decide upon for himself in order
to allow him to function effectively in such an area. In the next section
this relationship which the planner must work within will be further dealt with.
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THE MODEL CITIES APPROACH
The Model Cities area exhibits many of the characteristics of the larger
community at a much smaller scale. In most cases the scale of the problems is
reduced but not necessarily the complexity. In considering the concept of the
public interest this can best be illustrated. The establishment of common ends
many felt could be greatly lessened by having a geographically limited area with
a relatively homogeneous population. This was not the case at all. The interests
and ends represented in this area are extremely diverse. The fact that we are
working at a micro-level does not do away with conflicting interests, it merely
lessens the number of variables to be dealt with.
As within any community, the delineation of the public is quite a complicated
task. This is especially true
s
however, in the Model Cities area due to a com-
bination of past situations. There is a considerable lack of communication
between citizens in the area as well as an apathetic attitude due to past
failures of other programs and strategies. In addition, there are many self-
styled leaders who say that they are speaking in the name of the people. As
can be seen, the difficulty in sorting these factors out can be immense.
Assuming that some sorting can be carried out, there are still many con-
flicting ends which have to be dealt with. Two levels of conflict can be
identified: 1) internal and 2) intra community. Internal conflicts would
center within the Model Cities area. Such conflicts would not seem to be oriented
toward ultimate goals but more toward the priorities to be established. The
needs of such areas in regard to better housing, employment opportunity and the
like is well established. What is not established is how these problems should
be attacked and in what order. Also, there is the desire for the community to
establish some power base and the internal struggles for the control of this
are also to be dealt with.
The planner can play a significant role when such conflicts and situations
arise. He has the ability to act as a mediator to better inform the disputing
parties of their options and also attempt to point up areas of compatability
which may create a more cooperative atmosphere for discussion. The planner can
also be a catalyst for new ideas as well as be able to synthesize the ideas
which arise out of interaction and present alternatives. In many ways this is
-9-
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not totally a new set of tasks which the planner must perform, the only differ-
ence is the scale of activity is greatly reduced.
Conflicts of the intra communitv variety are more means oriented than
priority oriented. At the community level, for example, the Model Cities program
may be considered as being within the public interest since it attempts to deal
with many situations which are commonly considered as being bad. When, however,
a Model Cities program begins to affect individuals within the community, many
people react negatively and create conflicts. The basic goals of the two areas
may not be in conflict but the means employed to attain them are reacted to in
many cases. Conflicts which arise from differing goals can also be cited. In
many areas, for example, a revision of the governmental structure to allow for
greater local control is a goal. But along with this there may be a goal which
focuses on increased job opportunities and which may rely on a strong centralized
authority to be accomplished. The allocation of resources to the Model Cities
area instead of other sections of a community can also be a point of conflict.
The planner in an attempt to resolve such conflicts on a basis which is
equitable to the area he is representing must take the position of an advocate
for the area. His role would be to represent the area in any dealings with the
greater community and at all times attempt to strengthen the position of the
Model Cities area. In this case the planner does not seem to be abiding by a
concept of a "total" public interest in his representation of a ''special' 5 public.
This is not really the case since it is in fact in the "total" public interest
to proceed with the types of programs which are responsive to this area's needs.
The residents of these areas have for the most part been excluded in previous
conceptions of the "total" public. Our form of government is based on certain
human rights and to this point they have not been upheld for all people. The
needs and wants of disadvantaged groups are in the total interest of all people
if we once accept our governmental structure.
The planner must, however, go beyond the resolution of conflicts and must
attempt to establish his client and the ends which they seek. The vehicle which
is Incorporated in the Model Cities program which best can serve such an end is
the idea of citizen participation. It is an important element of the overall
-10-
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program for both the citizens and the planner.
For the citizen it is a chance for the first time to actually have some
voice in the decisions and plans which are prepared for their area. In addition,
such an element can, as it was intended, help bring out the actual ends which
these people feel are their most important ones. For the planner, such an
articulation of views and ideas can better help him establish his concept of
the interests of the area. The interchange of ideas in such a matter could also
serve to clarify internal conflicts and depict a clearer image of the public in
the area.
Citizen participation, although a needed tool in the overall Model Cities
strategy, can be a problem to promote and do so in a way that will result in
meaningful outputs. The fact that there is citizen apathy, miserable living
conditions and especially a lack of faith in their own ability to foster change,
tends to work against effective citizen involvement. Once such a component is
established the question of who can participate is also of importance. There
are many groups within the Model Cities area who are willing only to deal with
their own specific interests* It may not be wise then to consider that citizen
participation can produce all the elements which the planner needs as his inputs.
However, with an effective participation base established, the planner can
relate his concepts to them and receive some reaction which could be helpful
in restructuring strategies to better meet the citizenry's needs.
The Model Cities program has really been instrumental in rethinking the
role of the planner, his viewpoint and also the planning process. The new roles
which a planner will have to consider were discussed previously. The advocate
role by far has been seen as the major way in which the planner can best relate
to the Model Cities area. The East St. Louis program has accepted this role
as the most meaningful one by which the planner can define his client and the
ends which are to be sought. Beyond this, however, one can see a need to shift
the viewpoint of the planner since he does have a new role and to further change
the process by which he arrives at plans and proposals.
The planning process is usually seen as a five step process: goal form-
ulation, policy formulation, analysis, plan making, and evaluation. For the
-11-
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most part each of these steps were carried on by the planner without any true
relation to the community. With the Model Cities program this sequence and the
steps have been modified.
The analytical phase is now the first item to be carried out to be able to
apply for Federal funds, but in conjunction with this has come the need for a
comprehensive attack on the areas problems. It is now necessary to coordinate
many agencies to proceed with the program. In the area of goal formulation, no
more can the planner establish goals without the review and consent of the area
citizens. The planner must be able to identify the goals and priorities set
forth by the people. The fact that the planner must also represent the area in
relations with the greater community is also a new role. These are all changes
which affect the planner and his ability to function within the new program. In
addition to these new elements, the planner must also work within a framework
which does not have an established governmental unit. The area must rely on
the greater community for its power and personnel to carry on the program. These
are all elements which make the program unique and necessitate a new approach
by the planner to be able to respond effectively.
The viewpoint of the planner is also an area which must be considered. The
conflict between the Model Cities area being a special interest or 'public"
interest can be an area of concern. The planner has usually seen himself as
representing the interests of the total community. Uith this program this
viewpoint is slightly altered. The fact that the area is a special interest
group does not necessarily negate the aims which it is striving for. The planner
must be able to reconcile the fact that the program is in the interest of all
even though the benefits and resources are being focused on one particular area
The resolution of this idea for the planner should be an easy task. Of more
meaningful consequence will be his attempts to resolve conflicts which arise
in the area or with the greater community. The planner must be able to bridge
the gap between the two areas. If one were to label the attitudes of the Model
Cities area and the greater community; one could use MUson's formulation of
14
a private regarding ethos and a public regarding ethos . The private ethos
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would characterize the citizens of the Model Cities area who are only concerned
with the achievement of their own ends. The public ethos would essentially
represent the greater middle class and its views. The planner has the respon-
sibility to somehow brinp these two viewpoints in harmonv. As was pointed out
by Wilson
, a planner can help create a <?roup which is self-centered and tends
to distrust the outside world, or work for an organization which will define
positive goals and be willing to discuss and interact to modify or amend them.
The assumption which follows from the stress on pluralistic planning is
that plans which are so developed will truly represent different value svstems
and objectives other than those of planners alone. The values which are ulti-
mately represented in the plan are supposedly those which represent the public
interest of the piven area. The means by which these ends are arrived at is
important in distinguishing if they are truly representative. Through the use
of effective citizen participation, this can hopefullv be arrived at. This
approach also is able to stimulate planning in three distinct ways: 1) by
better informing the public of alternative choices, 2) by forcing the public
agency to compete with other planning groups for political support and 3) by
forcing those critical of "establishment" plans to produce superior ones not
just criticize . In order to effectively play the role of the advocate for
an area, the planner must be able to synthesize the varied elements which arise
out of such an approach to planning. The roles set forth earlier seem equally
applicable depending on the situation. The planner at some point must play
each of these roles. For such an approach to be completely effective, it may be
necessary to create teams of planners who can take on the various roles which
are needed. In many instances the planner may not be able to play a certain
role as effectively as a person from the neighborhood could. Here the use of
indigenous workers in the program can be of importance to establish a liaison
and prepare a base for the planner to work from.
The Model Cities program and the techniques it employs are meant to be new
and innovative, however, problems arise out of the fact that the program sets
up specific guidelines to be followed and sets a time limit for their completion.
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In many instances this will prove a difficult time schedule to meet. In addition,
many cities desperately need this program but do not have the capability to
prepare an application for submittal. Allied agencies who must contribute to
such an endeavor have traditionally not cooperated with the planning department
due to their autonomy. The melding of such diverse agency interest is another
major consideration. The program in all respects calls for changes in processes
which have been carried on for many years.
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CONCLUSION
The concept of the public interest, as was discussed previously, is one
which cannot be readily defined nor easily dealt with. Perhaps this concept is
not a static ideal but reallv a process which is continually changing. It may be
visualized as a process by which policies are evaluated and judged in relation
to a certain set of values which are articulated by some of the public. The
concept is still an abstraction but one which is useful to governmental bodies
to insure that some of their functions and actions are legitimate.
In the context of planning, the concept is also useful as a justification
and standard mechanism. The concern for the public interest at the planning
level is realistic since policies and proposals set forth will alter human choice
and flexibility. The conception of the public interest held by a planner will
tend to bias his decisions as it will for the decision maker as well.
The Model Cities program can be seen as playing a part in altering the
conception which the planner has of the public interest. The planner must be
capable of changing his role to meet the new demands of the program as well as
be able to ethically reconcile his advocacy of one particular group. All
professions have as one of their obligations the protection of the public interest.
The definition of this interest varies greatly but it is useful as a bench-
mark against which one can measure certain actions. This use of the public
interest perhaps is its most important function.
A planner or decision maker cannot pause and consider in each situation who
is for it or who is against it and then wait for some equalization by interaction
to take place. Actions which are deemed necessary by a professional can be
taken and justified by saying that they are in the public interest. The concept
is a useful tool to promote action as well as to hinder improper action.
The planner in dealing in a Model Cities situation may not even need to
worry about the public interest at the larger community level since it is so
by virtue of the existence of the program to begin with. However, he will have
to deal with interests within the area and identify his specific client. The
definition of the public is the most difficult task which must be carried on.
Once this has been established, the ends being sought begin to crystalize.
-15-
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Although the program delineates an area, it cannot be considered a homogeneous
unit and be dealt with equally in all respects. The composition of the population
will necessarily be somewhat diverse and especially so in their ideas. The
involvement of citizens in the planning process is the major means by which the
planner can be assured of dealing with the common values of the area. This
involvement must be encouraged on a wide scale to adequately cover the total
range of views within the area, for only then can one cain a true perspective
of the situation.
In addition to a more active type of involvement, projects such as a neigh-
borhood self-survey can be carried on by indigenous workers to provide further
information on the needs and desires of the area's citizens . The whole Model
Cities program is based on an increased level of communication. Communication
between people of the project area, governmental agencies, and between the pro-
ject area and the greater community - without such communication the program
cannot operate at its most efficient level.
The planner, to be able to adapt to this new situation, must be flexible
and have the ability to shift roles as the need arises. Unlike traditional
planning projects where the planner dealt with physical considerations pre-
dominantly, he is now called upon to design social and economic programs instead
of physical features. Unlike before when his expertise enabled him to proceed
with his work without any consultation, he now finds himself in a position
where he must seek out the needs and wants of people and work to fit his
proposal to this set of ends. Such a situation is beneficial to the planner
as well as the people he is working in behalf of. The planner can deal with
established values which are other than his own and the citizenry can have a
voice in policies which are being developed for their neighborhood.
The Model Cities program has had its most dramatic affects on the roles
which the planner must play. In turn, this shift in roles has been reflected
in the planners conception of the public interest and above all how he can
establish this overall set of eoals for the whole area. The new roles which
the planner must take on can all be seen as reflecting the common interests
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of the area, and are merely vehicles which the planner uses to facilitate the
attainment of the community's ends.
The actual idea of the public interest cannot be said to have been altered
but more the method of deriving it and in turn interpreting it. It is not an
isolated process anymore that is carried on by the planner. Through citizen
involvement the process has taken on a new dimension and with it new respons-
ibilities for the planner and for the citizen. The planner must create an
atmosphere which is conducive to involvement in addition to providing incentives,
The citizen on the other hand is obliged to participate and voice his views.
The establishment of such a scheme in many cases takes a long period, due to the
existing situation in the area. This time element must also be considered
since it is one of the more important factors in this program. A period of a
year is allotted to the formulation of a plan, during which active citizen
participation must be taking place. This is a difficult schedule to meet.
The time limit of five years set up for the whole project also is short when
one considers the extent of time it takes for urban renewal plans to be com-
pleted. In one sense the time element is a limitation while in another it is
a necessity. The Model Cities areas have consistently been let down by programs,
If such a new program can not produce dramatic results, it is feared that people
will lose interest and begin to retract their support of the program. The
priorities which are established by the people in most cases will be those which
produce a quick return. The need for the planner to program short range changes
is of importance. One can see then that the requirements of the Model Cities
program are quite unique due to the area it is to aid and also due to the
innovative nature of the program.
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" The uulti-SorvicG I.cighborhood Contor as a Moans ox
Citizen Participation in Ilodol Citios "
Iiodel Cities is an attempt to solve problems which
former solutions were unable to ameliorate. Important here
is the failure of ordinary urban renewal programs to accomplish
anything but "iTogro removal' 1 , as some have accused. It per-
haps tool: successive summers of unrest in our major cities J
tho relative deprivation of h'ogro slum dwellers, which they
so strongly feel; and tho efforts of sensitive loaders for
the nation to finally realize that if tho phenomena wo call
slums and poverty were to be eliminated, they could not bo
approachod from a purely middle class point of view, hodel
Citios is an attempt, then, to approach prejudice, poverty,
slums and all concomitant problems comprehensively and from
a more realistic viewpoint.
The iiodel Cities Administration of HUD requires
"widespread citizen participation in the program,"
The implementation of this statutory provision
requires: (l) the constructive involvement of
citizens in the model neighborhood area and the city
as a whole in planning and carrying out tho
program, and (2) the means of introducing the
views of area residents in policy making should
be developed and opportunities should bo af-
forded area residents to participate actively ^
in planning and carrying out the demonstration.

^UD docs not dotormino the organizational pattorn
this roquiromont would tako, This is loft to tlio particu-
lar city which administers tho program. Local cir cuiustan-
cos will vary fron city to city, and tho moans to this end
will therefore vary. IKJD does, however, sot performance
standards which must bo mot by the City Demonstration
Agency if tho iiodol Cities plan is to receive Federal appro-
val. Uach city must spell out precisely how tho local citi-
zens will bo Involved in policy mailing and planning through-
out the program. The standards include first, an existing or
newly established organizational structure embodying neigh-
borhood residents the leadership of which ''must consist of
persons whom neighborhood residents accept as representing
their interests." c-
Sccondly, the participation must have direct access
to the decision makers in the City Demonstration agency. In
order to bo able to Influence decisions and policy "that
structure must have sufficient information about any matter
to bo decided for a sufficient period of time so that it can
initiate proposals and react knowlodgoably to proposals from
others." 3 This initiation and reaction require that the
structure have a sufficient technical capacity. This should
be aided by professional, technical assistance in a form
agredd upon by the residents*
Thirdly, financial assistance should be provided for
transportation, baby sitting, etc., so everyone has the op-
portunity to participate, Finally, neighborhood residents
arc to be employed in tho program, with a view toward the

3dovolopmont of now career linos through appropriate train-
ing. The inportant points in those requirements and stan-
dards arc tho local organization of rosidonts, and tlie fa-
cilitation of an intelligent dialogue between the residents
and the City Demonstration Agency. The hypothesis of this
paper concerns both of these elements, and tho relation-
ships between them will bo brought out lat^r in tho sections
on citizen participation and tho neighborhood contor,
Tho philosophical reasons for tho involvement of tho
citizen in shading his own unviromiontal destiny are stated
well by Robert Lynd in his book luiowlodyo For ..hat_
,
published
over twenty-fivo years ayo. he cays that wo must, as pro-
fessionals (ho is speaking tosociologists in particular, and
to planners by extension) refrain fron accepting institutions
and thoir values as ^ivon, an accepatance of the rightnoss
of tho lI American way,' 1 the middle class concept of morality;
wo must scoh criteria of tho significant, which must be tho
sane as those persons' criteria of the significant. Those
criteria or values are what Lynd believes to be shared by
all cultures or classes because of their existence as human
boings* They encompass an approach to humanity and human
problems which is not based upon values of culture, but on
values of humanity. They include the craving of the person-
ality to live not too far from its ov/n physical and emotional
tempo; the craving for a sense of growth, a realization of
personal po.:er; a desire to do things involving a felt sense
of fairly immediate moaning; a desire for physical and

psychological security, but with t n -c option to be insecure;
a craving to share purposes, fooling, and action with others.
Those philosophical or socio-psychological values have
boon brought into the -- oclol Cities program and. the various
social service programs of the Office of hcononic Opportunity,
The social and physical relationships botwoon these to pro-
drains have been pointed out by hUD , who states that many
hodol Cities progra.is arc under way in Community . -ction
Iro^ram neighborhoods, and that there has been coordination
between them in the form of assistance provided by the
Community action Agoncy in enlisting neighborhood support,
organizing residents for -participation, and providing tech-
nical assistance. The City Demonstration Agency has in many
cases dologatod some planning and organizational functions
to the Community Action Agency • M-
.e have bee:; looking at citizen participation as it
relates to the
. odol Cities program without really defining
it, I have choscxi a broad definition which I think encompasses
all connotations the concept implies. Citizen participation,
then, is the active involvement of persons, cither individu-
ally or collectively, in the decision making process regar-
ding issues which physically, economically or socially affect
the viability and stability of tie individual or of the com-
munity. This definition implies and assumes the ability to
participate, and therefore assumes social, psychological,
physical, and economic stability or security and ability.
It assumes working within an accepted system, as a member of
the system, to effectively change it, if change is warranted.

John I.I, Foshctt, In his analysis of social partici-
a
pation, points out that participation is not/uniformly
distributed phenomenon. It is usually restricted to a
middle class minority, and rovolvos around issues dealing
with co nuiiity life. In citing a G-enoral CommunityParti-
cipation 3core, he relates necessary elements Tor partici-
pation! voting frequency; frequency of discussion of edu-
cation, government and civic affairs with family, friends
and officials; membership and activity in formal organiza-
tions ; involvement in local issues; attendance at meetings
\7here these wore major issues; and frequency of association
with leaders and officials. The main factor associated with
participation was status or position in the social system.
This status variable usually includes Income, occupation,
ethnicity and odu cation, hach clement of status lias differ-
ential variability with the variable of participation, but,
summarily, the higher the status of an individual, the more
liholy he will either desire to participate, or the more
factors such as occupation may influence the social or
economic necessity to participate,
A few of Fosl:ett f s observations are Important to the
hypothesis of the paper, and for participation in general,
first, ho cites the fact that contact with others , and es-
pecially with other -participators, is important. The ability
to participate means the ability to c o; -lmuni c a.t c^ and this
relates to one's educational level. Third, participation
must have a functional relevancy, including a relevancy to

to one's position or status. In an environment of poverty,
discouragcment and alienation, it is difficult to soo such
rolovance. .-long witli those, the elements of place and
froqiioricy of participation play a large part, .aid,
Support for a program exists only when the
proposal groY/s out of the thinking of the v/idor group.
The best way to insure support atotho solution
level is to secure full participation at the
orobi old defininr; and decision- laking level. 5
«-> r. r>t atogy for professionals to follov;, Foskoti
states that the participants 1 perception of relevance is
greater if they participated at the locating and defining of
the problem.
The sueoss of participation in .-odcl Cities, then, is
based on a number of strategies, among which arc making
issues more relevant to more people; recognizing the diver-
sity of value systems, getting down to basic human values;
compensating for the inability to communicate through edu-
cation and through the experience of participation itself;
innovating tine, place and circumstances of participation
while actually see] ring out iion-p^.rtp.^ipaiits to create
involve iciit and not to merely gain support for a program;
and, lastly, mailing participation respectable and a source
of prestige for ever" 'one through a modification of the role
oxp e
c
tat ions people have of themselves and of others; in
other words, raising and improving the self-imago of the
participant.
farticipat ion in J odol Cities must follow these
strategics and recognize the actual social and psychological
positions, and their perception, held by L'odol Cities resident

7Thds laiov/lod^e and understanding on tho part of planners
and politicians must cover the ran;ye of typos of model Cities
areas. Although most target areas nay be predominantly bca;ro,
and exhibit all the olononts of poverty and prejudice of
slums, some areas may be in transition, from white to I.e^ro,
or from middle class i.o^ro to lower class . o-yro, or some
other variation. But since the first typo is prevalent, per-
haps it would be relevant to point out differences between
the general opportunities for participation which exist for
the l.e^ro as an ethnic minority, and the opportunities of
which pthor minorities could formerly avail themselves.
In the past, immigrant and ethnic groups formed co-
hesive enclaves in the city. The Greeks, Hungarians, or who-
ever, banded together physically and socially for mutual
protection and advancement, ."ithin a generation or two,
the process o2 acculturation and socialization into the
greater, on-^oinj society had taken place. Politically, they
formed pressure groups, and were usually of sufficient num-
ber to have direct representation in city hall. Old style
machine politics was the rule. The acculturation process al-
most centered around the local political club, where jobs
could be had, and other needs could be communicated to the
proper authority.
Throughout the process of upward mobility, from low-
er to middle class status, the immigrant groups had a pride
and self confidence in their inherent worth. There was a
certain class consciousness, a feeling of unity in purpose.
It would be reduntant at this point to reiterate the problems

8which Legrocs face In making a go of life* Their feelings of
futility and alienation and uselessness arc well known. The
General for 1 of politics in our major cities has changed;
the machine has given way to the efficient professional.
The means to a stable life and upward mobility are therefore
non-existent in the form they once tool:, especially for the
i.e[;ro poor.
The past decade, however, has seen a change in American
ITegro history. There isa movement toward ethnic stability;
and though the goal of a good life is echoed through the alleys
of every slum, the enact form It would take and the means
for reaching it are not agreed upon by all I.'egro factions.
In the past participation by ethnic "roups took the
form of voting for a candidate who could materially benefit
the voter; by actual work on the precinct level; and for
some, by actually running for office under the machine's
auspices and guidance. The underlying elements, though, which
shaped the ethnics' participation were a social-psychological
stability , and a confidence in tk system and in the future
engendered by this stability. Cohimuni cation through an
efficient machine assured almost universal participation.
ITegro participation, however, has been in most cases
dissimilar from earlier forms. On the one hand, militant
groups have formed, and by either peaceful or violent means,
have tried to bring about change in their status. Positively,
the- are at last giving the ITegro a sense of pride in his
race and in his ability.
On the other hand, there have existed for many years

a: 10ng the i
T
egro minority cue 11 , organizations as the H*A.A,C.P.
and the Urban League, who have clone much for the I.'egro per-
haps outside the slum, in lessening job prejudices, but
have done little in torus of instilling the hogro with
self pride or confidence* .vnC., until recently, these groups
-./ere dominated by white liberals both in member shio and in
policy formation. The iiegroes benefiting most were those who
had so-ic semblance of middle class status and could more
easily better themselves,
oince the focus here is on the more common Model
Cities area, the ii'egro slum, the conuomitant focu3 on the
problem of participation is centered around groups or hinds
of people who inhabit those areas, and on problems of the
actual participation of those . ./e may, for the sake of
convenience, identify two broad groups J those who do par-
ticipate, and those who do not. And, carrying this further,
we may break down each broad category* Among those who do
participate, there are ''militant ''groups ot individuals, and
"legitimate" groups, -llitants are defined as those who act
outside the greater social system, and whose major goal is
the aquisition of equable power in the political decision
malzing process. Legitimate groups are those, such as the "
Urban League, who have attained some semblance of the middle
class ethic, and who may work exclusively at that level.
Their goal is similar to that of the militants, but they
would not change the system of powerj they work within it.
The second broad group contains the normally non-
participant mothers on welfare, the aged, the unemployed
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those who exhibit and are apart of the culture of poverty,
There are a number of differences aming these groups.
One difference is brought out by Banfield and /ilson in their
booh, Jit:,; politics, and utilized by ./ilson in his AIP
Journal article on citizen participation in urban renewal.
This is a class difference, and involves what is called a
''private-regarding'' and a "public-regarding 1 ' interest, The
former is characteristic of the lower classes in general;
they are seen as unorganizable except under very special
circumstances, and for special purposes, as when they are
directly threatened. On the other hand, the middle classes
are "publics-regarding, " able to place the public interest
above their own. The non-participants and in some ways the
militants are accordingly private-regarding; and the legi-
timate groups are public-regarding.
In anfctherway, we may differentiate among all three
groups as to what they want to accomplish, what their aspi-
rations are, and what means they use to achieve them, Prom
-ilson* s analysis, we see the importance of the word
''interest,' 1 and its relevant definition, JtJroin a middle class
point of view, the 1T.A,A,C,P, is working for the interest of
the greater social system as well as for the minority
interest. But, from the point of view of the minority
themselves, the militants may well truly represent the
greater public interest, and much more importantly and
particularly, the minority interest. If we harh bach to
the concepts of Lynd, and looh at the fact that a sizeable
minority has been excluded from the greater society and its
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benefits, it is hard to imagine that the interest of the
middle class societ y should be uppermost, rrom the point of
the minority, their Interest encompasses that of the majority
rather than vice-versa,
-*s to when and why the legitimate or militant groups
participate, and where they and the non-participant s fit
in the planning process, we may simplify the analysis by
saying that there are three periods involved in the process,
which are not really discrete, but which overlap to degree,
and continue through time I planning, programming, and
operation, ./ith our three major groups, there may bo
appropriate periods for their participation, especially
the Militant and legitimate groups. Generally, the organized
groups are the filter through which the professional staff
reaches the people, and through which the people may voice
their interests to the staff.
In iast Saint Louis one example of the interplay
among groups, representatives, residents, and the profession-
al staff may be seen. Although this is only one case, never-
theless, given the facts of the general situation, namely,
that (1) the hegro poor have become increasingly aware of
their circumstances in contrast to those of the white (or
Ilegro) middle class, that is, their feeling of relative
deprivation; (2) the social upheaval in major cities which
is a call for immediate action; and (3) the distrust for
legitimate Ilegro organizations (the feeling that they do
not truly represent the poor), then we can generalize to
other areas as well. In hast Saint Louis, militant groups
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sought and gained a lar^© measure of control over tho
planning program from t?ie beginning; because they represen-
ted the interests of t n ic majority of the residents, they
succeeded. The man they favored for the job was chosen as
director of the program and is an effective liaison between
the professionals he has hired and the people he represents.
It is the view o£ the chief planner in ....ast 3aint Louis
that in the forthcoming period of the hbdel Cities program,
when money is allocated for the execution of the plan, the
major antagonists will ho the militants and lower class
ITegroes on one side, and the middle class negroes on the
ot^or.
..e turn now to the third element of the hypothesis,
the .u lti-3ervice I'.'eighborhood Center, of which there arc
two types, both seen as potentially valuable for the desired
goal of meaningful and effective participation in lodel
Cities.
The first typo is a program element of the Office of
.Jqual Opportunity, which was established in 19&1;.. The multi-
service center is set up and administered by a local Com-
munity ...ction Agency as a part of the overall Co. - unity Ac-
tion Program. The Agency's purpose is to take a variety of
social services and programs directly to the people most
in need of them. It reflects the social welfare concept of
outreach. Some of the progra is administered by the agency
include tho heighborhood Youth Corps, the Job Corps, head
Start, programs for diroctsocial welfare and recreation
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programs^ - primary goal of the center, aside iron that of
bringing services to the people, is to give the area a sense
of community and involvement through the various educational
and vocational programs offered. The center also hires resi-
dents, usually young pepplc who are participating in the
Neighborhood Xouth Corps program,
The second type of center is described by Joan Hock
in a thesis done at the University of Illinois. It combines
the OhO approach, as outlined ahove, with a program of HUD
which "^rovi:hes grants for the acquisition of physical
facilities to house neighborhood or community centers, health
facilities, or youth centers. The former stresses the servi-
ces themselves, the latter stresses the facility to house
such services.
The combination, under executive order of the
-"-resident, was initiated as a neighborhood Center Pilot
Program in lyo7. federal agencies and departments Involved
in it are IIUD, Oho, hi/, and the Departuent of Labor. Its
purpose is to demonstrate.'..
how local residents might be mobilized to plan
(a center) which can house health, recreation-
al, social and other community services, .. . an .".
to demonstrate and evaluate systematically the
role of community Involvement in planning, do- ,
veloping and operating the neighborhood Centers.
There are two ways of approaching the program, and
six of the twelve cities chosen to participate utilize one
approach, t n c other sin taking the second approach. The
approaches are, first, a neighborhood development cor-
poration is established, anda decision nailing board of
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directors in elected by the residents; or, second, the city
establishes neighborhood advisory boards, who advise advise
and cooperate with the city in planning the center. 7
The initial relationship between the hodel Gities
concept and the neighborhood center program is that they
both have similar goals, and, by extension, similar problems*
jJach specifically involves, or hopes to involve, residents
directly in the entire planning process. Jach program also
cites the other in its guidelines as possible, constructive
adjuncts t o the respective programs. It is difficult, there-
fore, to separate what the Neighborhood Center program can
do for hbdel Gities, and what hbdel Gities can do for the
I eighborhood Center program,
.-t first glance, one can say that the relationship
depends upon which program was initiated first. The first
program established would seem to facilitate the second. And,
since the first of the two to be operationalized by the fe-
deral government, its possible presence in an area desig-
nated for the neighborhood Center program should facilitate
the latter. In fact, throe of the four cities studied by
Hiss hoc!: had the Neighborhood Center located in a hbdel
Cities neighborhood. This is the case in Washington,
Philadelphia and Hew "for 1 :,
Second, one can validly consider the neighborhood
Center program a part of the hodel Gities concept. The nOdel
Cities Program Guide states that the purposes of the .-.ct are...
...(a) to rebuild or revitalize large slum
and blighted areas; (b) to expand housing;
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(c) to expand job and income opportunities;
(d) to improve educational facilities and
orograns ; to combat disease and ill Iiealtl ;
(f) to reduce dependence on wolfare pay-
ments; (g) to reduce the incidence of cri le
and delinquency; ... 8
A city demonstration program sliould not
consist of a variety of social, economic
and physical i lprovements carried out in
isolation from one anotner, • •Components
should be developed into interrelated
systems. 9
flic two progeans, then, are complementary to each other,
with the model Cities program being the more comprehensive
of the tv:o.
Problems here are obvious, especially in light of
the stated hypothesis with its emphasis on participation.
If we look at the hypothesis only as it is stated, and with
certain assumptions, then there are no problems in at least
a simple solution. Given that the tv/o programs exist, com-
plementary in their goals, then one can conclude that if
the _ eighborhood Center is established and functioning, as
a physical and social meeting place (necessary conditions
for participation), hbdel Cities planning in the area
should be facilitated.
The actual circumstances are not so simple, however.
The establish:.ient of one program does not mean the automatic
establishment of the other program in the same area. It Is
more conceivable that a ITeighborhood Center could be estab-
lished in an area that does not need the physical improvements
component of -odel Cities. The converse is harder to imagine,
-.odcl Jities areas by definition need -.eighborhood Centers.
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ooi.ie of the variables involved in solving the problem
of citizon participation in Lodel Cities vis a vis the
i eiphborhood Center are in the form oT questions, fhrst, when
is the center to be established before, during, or after
the initiation of the uodel Cities program? Second, what are
the problems of "lartici^ation in the Neighborhood Center
program itself? Third, would the institution of both of
the programs in the sane area at the sane tine cause con-
fusion among the residents? In ansv/er to the first question,
it has beer. su^;;ested that the hulti-Cervice Jentcr, in either
form, and the .
.
odel Cities program, can nor 1 : toward one
another's ^oals of meaningful citizon participation in a
sequential manner, hicperience in New horh programs has point-
ed out that there is a great deal of difference in success
in hodel Cities programs when the neighborhood is organized
into citizen groups, as opposed to when it has no organiza-
tions. Due to the loss complicated and more basic nature of
the multi-service otoaran, on the one hand, and the more
complicated or sophisticated I.Iodel Cities program on the Or'
other hand, the former program might be initiated first.
One of its main purposes would be to foster a continual
process of participation in the area; to organ&ze it to the
point where the residents areinformed of special needs of
the areaj educated as to programs, processes and respon-
sibilities involved in .odel Cities as well as i.eighbor-
hood center projects; and capable of participating in
both projects and their programs.
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Thi: strategy would follow the concepts sot forth
by John I'bskett and delineated earlier.
The program offerings of t' c neighborhood center
could focus on problems especially related to participation,
The center offers the necessary preliminary elements for
meaningful participation* contact with other participators;
the develop: lent of the ability to communicate effectively;
a functional relevancy of the project op problem; a place
to participate; a frequency of participation (through
educational and infor ational meetings); end, can lead
to proposals which would emanate from the thinking of
the residents as a whole. Support throughout either or
both programs would be insured and increased if partici-
pation began at the problem defining and decision making
level, as proposed.
The relative ''simplicity' 1 of the neighborhood
center programs, .' therefore, are basic to the later
participation in a hodel Cities program, The center would
organize the neighborhood socially so that it could more
easily respond to the greater physical emphasis and impor-
tance of the h-'del Cities program. If success of hodel
Cities is based at least partially upon the organization
of residents, and their participation, then this sequence
would facilitate both programs* It would not mean, however,
that t le center would lose its importance after the initia-
tion of a LlOidol Cities program, but, as was stated pre-
viously, the former is a necessary adjunct to the latter.
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in areas which are organized with effective citizen
groups, the multi-service center is no less important,
both for its sal:e and for its relevance to the he-del Cities
concept and comprehensive approach. It is probably inevitable
that even in these areas there is a large segment of the §
population with little or no meaningful participation and
voice in the affairs important to the viability and func-
tioning of the community. The overall role of the neighbor-
hood center, therefore, is to reach all residents with the
information and education they must possess to be properly
represented in society. It cannot be a catchall or panacea,
but as a continuing function, it can be a help In those
areas most in need of social and physical betterment.
This paper has attempted at the outset to show what
is so blatantly obvious to social scientists and to planners
at the present time! that in order to reach peoplein need
we must know what they themselves desire; we must divorce
ourselves from a middle class approach to social problems;
we must loo 1 : comprehensively at areas such as those designa-
ted as hodel Cities areas or as target areas for social
programs, first In an anthropological way, trying to find
the unique elements in the community, and second, to put
this hnouledge in the content of society as a whole , with
a historical perspective on the problems and the plight
of the ITegro, the displaced southern white, and the aged
or otherwise insecure. The neighborhood center program or
any other program must be approached with a sensitivity
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hitherto vnlaiown amony those who devote themselves to such
pursuits. Such sensitivity see is to bo evolving in the
humanistic thrust of recent decades*
The planner, in the particular contents discussed,
and role expectations
must nerforce develop now roles /if ho is to be an effective
a^ont in the process of positive change, —o must not be
simply an innocuous technician who nuts together a plan
which fits almost any area in the country, lie must first
reassess his role as a professional, h.e must be an advocate,
not for particular interests or yroups, but for humanity*
lie must recognize the universality of Lynd's concepts
and at the same time recognize that what is yood ^or ono
individual (that is, what is mentally healthy) may be
an adverse condition for another person^ This involves the
pro. lotion of an element of choice as wide as is possible.
The planner is worhiny with the total environment, not just
the physical environment, hie training, therefore, as well
as his worhiny outlooh, must bo wide enough to include the
total diversity which is inherent in our civilization.
In the --odel Cities nro^ran and in the citizen participation
conponent of that proyram, the planner needs to be complete-
ly open. On the one hand, he cannot force his middle class
values on the local population and therefore must accept their
desires for what they are; on the other hand, he is faced
with the problem of educatiny these people as to the re-
sponsibilities that society expects of them. The role of
"hediator" is therefore most important in this content.
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>*liile this provision raises questions of the reality of
an idealistic approach, that the planner as mediator would
represent so: ie conceptual public interest and -otonotc
that, it seeiis absolutely necessary at this tine to search
for this type of approach.
The planner could tahe two different approaches, as 1 see
it. x'h\rst, he could be whatever he worhs Tor wants hiu to
be. Here he would have no "roles" except that of a technician,
3econd, he could, as is suggested, tahe an advocate's view
toward probleus, as and advocate for go ic llhuman" interest,
as opposed to either a "public"' or ''private" interest. The
latter approach is desirable in any content.
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"The uost direct contact between tiie ->oor and the
business community is at the retail level' 1 yet it 13 here
-./here the poorest lembers of the society a re being served
by the least efficient element of the retail distribution
system. This is by f .r o e of the most severe and immed-
iate inequities faced daily by the low-inco le resident of
decayed or ghetto neighborhoods. The residents of these areas
tyDicall"?' are forced to re lai n within these environs of
dilapidation, isolation, -rd stagnantion because of
unemployment, ]a ch of education, immobility, or cultural boiKjfcs.
The low-income consumer, besides the requirements of food
and clothing, have the same socially supported desire for
major durables as all other members of the society. ;hile
having the same wants as the total po ulus, the low-income
purchaser is constrained, aftei t 1 e allot lent to food and
shelter, by inadequate funds, by poor credit position, nd
by a general lac!:: of shopping sophistication. The retail
marhet mechanism is based on the mass -market purchasing
power of the middle- income
; ;
roiri. The lo ;er 15> to 20. J and
the uppermost 10, j of the ^o">ulation are ignored by the
boundaries of the system. The needs of the up >er-income
group have willingly been fulfilled by specialized consumer
service-oriented establishments; the possibilities for
attractive profits being assured. This leaves 20 j of the
United States T families, mostly in low-income areas, to
bo served by non-mass merchandise establishments usually

small I lependent neighborhood 'bom and pop" stores.
The low-income areas are served by an indigenous
retailer system, characterized by the higher prices and
limited variety intrinsic to small scale neighborhood stores,
, survey"" taken in I960 in Los Jigles ' hexican-.inerican
^hettoes and the .atts area, documented trices 7-21,, higher
for a standard marhet basket consisting of 30 items purchased
in si a 11 local stores when cov.ipared to similar items purchased
in a Deverely hills supermarket. To further aggravate
the local store-higher ^rice cycle, discrimination towards
. egro consumers in j e ro areas may exist. k survey-' con-
ducted to evaluate discrin .1. at ion in prescription price
according to purchaser , black mid white, revealed the least
expensive type of pharmacy was the chain-ov/nec] variety drus-
store located in low-income neighbor-hoods with nearby com-
peting pharmacies. The central-city enain drugstore furnished
the most attractive prices v/hile the independent pharmacy
in high income areas vith few competiting pharmacies
proved most expensive, probably due to consumer service
and convenience demands.
"The most interesting results were those observed
in independently owned variety drugstores located
in "ioor neighborhoods with few nearby competitors.
_11 6 pharmacies in this clas ification charged
the ITegro observer more than his white counter-
part* these neighborhoods wore all
•
predominantly I.egro. '' •
The social characteristics of the low- income group
seem to m ke its members susceptible to victimisation not
only by poor merchadi sing, but also by parasitic merchants
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who function /ithin the unique ghetto conditions to fulfill
a void in the normal market structure. The most fl .grant
abuses experienced by the low-income purchasers involve
'hard goods 1 ', large ap liances which .re relatively expensive.
The coiis- 1 iers do not have sufficient funds ion cash purchase,
a requirement for independence in choice of product .nd supp-
lier ..of the item. The unethical merchant can thus make
his o n larket ..nd name his own price by stressing easy
credit, off-brand merchandise, low down payments, and
small installments. A comparison of prices in Los Angeles
and its suburbs revealed iross varia tion on standard name
5
appli mccs :
,/atts . Jas t Los . n; ,e 1 e_s control
Zenith Portable T.V. „dl70.- - ,130.-
. .mors on Portable T.V. ]-210.- ,,.200.- .A70.-
Zenith clock radio - );2.~ 19 • -
absurd prices are paid by the consumer for a multiplicity
of reasons which ire the resultant of the noria 1 market's
failure to consider the demands of this purchaser segment.
The low-income appliance shopper pays indirectly for hie
"easy credit" and acceptance as a credit risk by the re-
tailer. The symbolic importance attributed to material
goods, char cteristic to .uiierican society, is parallel among
all elements of our <u lture; the low-income consumer has
many of the same basic and symbolic demands as the upper-
income buyer who can easily afford tlaem.
The lower-inco le oo nsumer clearly is disadvantaged in
his purchasing power, nobility, ind ch oice of indigenous

shopping facilities, 13at as severe astho imbalance appears,
the Ghetto-based retailer is very inch debilitated by the
sa Le factors ,/hich stricken the residents. There exists a
cyclical relationship, a symbiosis which must be broken or
altered to a fleet a basic change in the consumer-retailer
function. The consumers in low-income areas are faced
with a prevalence of small, inefficient, non-economical
small businesses who are oblivious to the mass-merchandising
practices of chain stores. This <x> ndition appeared as t'ie
of the profit motivation of the i-a ss-market stores; the low-
income purchaser has little to offer the ethical businessman
in terns of easy profit, just as the low-income urban
community has little to offer as physical incentives, hew
retailers have been effectively excluded by the higher cost
of doing business whileexperiencing greater risk. Therefore
the retailers to remain Is. st are those ..ho are bound to the
ghetto location by investment or personal ties. They then
must reflect the high cost of doin business by demanding
higher prices while consticting the variety and volume
of products offered.
The low-income central-city location is particularly
expen sive for the businessman becsuse of high land prices,
consturction costs bulstered by strict urban codes, urban
rentals, and exaggerated insurance rates. There is little
to ahe the central-city low-income areas attractive to
chain-store entrepreneurs when w ate suburbs offer cheap
land, low insurance rites, zaid. financially stable eo stumers
.
Low-income consumersmust exist under the strains of
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snail resi urces co Lpoundod by dollar underutiliz-tion when
spent in neighborhood stores which, by nature of thoir snail
scale, are uneconomical* These incoupatible functions are
amplified by the residents' lac 1 : of shop dng sophistication,
lac!: of nobility to expand their shopping boundaries, and
self-imposed cultural ties to shops accomodating a partic-
ular life-style or ethnic x .ority. ny attempt to
amelior .te or correct a single problem would do little to
improve the long-torn consumer position which ultimately
implies increased purchasing po ;cr, improved quality and
selection of products, enhanced consumer knowledge, and
lower per iten cost, .t least three forces must be attacked
simultaneously to stimulate a lasting economic, social, and
physical improvement of the co sumer-retailer relationship,
rhe consumer's position must be altered over both the
short- and long-torn, first by maximizing existing
purchasing power, eventually by increasing purchasing
ability. The two-phase idealogy applies to existing
retailers as well; to remove their existing ph/sical --^-
economic limitations while assuring their position in a
future reorgainized retail system. In addition, new retailers
must be brought into the low-income area to infuse the
benefits of chain store mass-merchandising into an other-
wise static market place, n comprehensive approach could
generate the climate where each of the three segments
would servo to amplify the others over an extended period
to the mutual betterment of the purchaser, retailer, community,

and environs.
The :.odel Cities ,ct offers an unique opportunity to
impleiaent progr ,ms to alter the existing consumer-retailer
relationship by means of a milt I- faceted attach. .ction
programs, adjusted to meet the characteristics of the
individual community, could he structured from a com-
bination of ossible elements which rectify diverse ghetto
short col Lin s. One particular approach may serve to remedy
a severe situation on a short-term basis, to be replaced
when appropriate by a more permanent program. The hodel
Cities-supported program would have to be primarily
directed towards the resident if the inequities faced by
the ghetto-area consumer are to be balanced. Consumer
education could be a first and major step towar the develop-
ment of a knowledgeable chopper, one who is aware of the
quality of merchandise offer by indigenous small stores
as compared to that of a chain-store located outside of,
yet accessible to, the ghetto area. Improved shopper
sophistication encourages the merchant to be aware of Hie
quality of products available to the sgonsumer . Shopping
knowhow would eliminate some of the self-imposed barriers
erected by the residents against consumption outside of
their falsely .ccomodating ghetto community. The consumer
education program may well Include the distribution of
informative literature presented in an easy to read fonmt
describing shopping hints to determine product quality,
producer-label reputation, cometitive prices, and store-
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price comparisons. This information, and daily shopping
prices and hints, could ilso beco e part of an educational
1 . 7. series "Tro : the community Tor the coi.imunity" presented
through the T. /. medium present in the majority of low-
income homes. The di semination of general consumer
information could be supplemented by personal counseling
o- consumer problems and complaints, possibly as a function
o£ the neighborhood center, .any legitimate disagreements
betwe n the consumer and unethical ghetto merchants are
never documented because the residents lac 1 knowledge of
legal aids, interest limitations, and repossession agree-
ments. They fail to take action against the merchant out
of fear of welfare payment loss and salary garnishment,
eventhough their co iplaints are supportable and valid.
hven when equipped with improved shopper perception
the resident may be confined to the physical neighborhood
by the lack of mobility, both private and public. . .nd
until the indigenous retailer reacts to the demands of the
educated consumer an immediate improvement in shopping
facilities within the designated hodel Cities area must
be provided. ._ possible solution to the necessity of
quick retail facility formation and operation might indicate
a hodel Cities funded cooperative which would serve as an
educational and experimental project as well as providing
quality products to its supporters. lirom past cooperative
experience the low-income, apartment dominated, urban condit-
ions would not favor the success of the cooperative venture.

/itsle cooperative attempts have been characterized by a
settled community of dddle- to upper-middle income educated
fa lilies -here active community organisations have developed
voluntary leadership. apartment dr/ellin- I plies the
residential inst .bility of occupants ./ho would not lihely
invest in the ,.ei hhorhood or accept leadership responsibility.
hven after consideri g theoe initial problems the cooperative
may be felt to orovide enough additioia 1 merits to '/arrant
its establishment and support by the hodel Cities program.
The cooperative form of business, synonamous with consumer
owership, alio is the lo\/-i icome resident the opportunity to
invest his capital in an enterprise th .t functions to
serve the "^aritculr needs of the community and him as a
voting member of that orgainization. It is service at cost
to the coop members, by the use of year-end refunds pro-
rated on patronage, the coop can serve the demands of its
participants st f e net cost of doing business. fro" i
the consumer's point of vie 1./ the cooperative functions to
provide facts for its members as to the need for more
detailed product standards; labeling st .ndards; value of
its goods and services; iraximum product quality per unit
price; and the nrovision of product typo and variety
suited to tie particular locale. The community cooaer-tive
could bo justified alone on the basis of its beirr an ed-
ucational e:nericnce enabling the residents to develop
i iproved shoeing knowledge, while providing its members
an eunosure to easiness operations through the investment
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in its common stock, preferred stool:, and bonds. Tlie
experienc ; of member participation in tho actual operation
(one voto per member irre^ardless of total stoch holding
value), product selection, and coot ^oals and oolicies may
have -lore lonaer r;.n e community values tlian just i-iproved
s oppiii", conditions. "•«. cooperatives are businesses and
are ou.je.ct to the same economic laus that govern any
business." The cooperatives which have failed usually
exhibited several defects in ma a^ere nt, financing,
co, ipetition, lembership, booh keeping, and hoard of Directors;
all of \rhich are disciplines ./here potential leadership,
sup >ort, and technical aid can be furnished by other members
of the
- odol Cities program within the community. If the
cooperative project is undertaken as a temporary solution
or experimental project its successful operation could well
serve as the basis for expansion and provision of additional
facilities to serve the entire community and its environs.
The neoort of the _.atioxi&l commission on Cooperative
Development stresses the four elements of success;
1. there must be a need and this need .rust bo
recognized and felt by the ..embers (the organization
of residents by a central committee to form the
cooperative may be one element of the community
proaram)
2. there must be in alert, trained, 2) rward-
lo okiiv; ma naaer
3. there must be adequate capital (provided by or
supplemented by the unrestricted funds of the
odel Cities program)
ii. there must be an informed and educated membership
(v.rhich implies x continual educational program to
promote and enlist new members)
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The community leadership organized by the I.Iodel Cities
Dro^ram shall be needed to develop the public acceptance,
as arc the supplemental funds required to establish a
Physically mature cooperative undertaking.
"It is still true that no cooperative which
has developed financing; and operations large
enough to have a ..1,000,000.- annual volume
has failed; but the minimum to make such an
assurance continue is probably increasing
and we may well see some ,,.1,000,000.- volume
cooperatives close because they-are too small
to be effectively competitive."'
The cooperative organization need not be restricted
to consumer products, this business form has been
particularly successful in the provision of consumer
loans through credit unions, an omnipresent need of low-
income families. The money which members of the credit
union borrows comes from the membership's own accumulated
savings, with an additional small portion acquired from
outside sources. To be successful the credit union must
minimize the operatiora 1 expenses of detailed inquiries
and reference checks, thus implying the formation of credit
unions along three organizational types:"
1. occupational- membership is associated with
a common employer
2. association- membership is united through
membership in a consumer cooperative,
church affiliation, etc.
3. residential- residents of a definable sub-area
Since the model Cities areas are characterized by low-
income families, the members' initial share capital and
savings may not be adequate to enable operation, therefore
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ro quiring preliminary funding through the Lodel Cities
resources until union equity is enlarged by earnings and
investment, membership of the individual credit unions
in the Credit Union liatiora 1 ..ssociation would provide loan
protection and life-savins insurance, and bonding coverage,
making the union a legitimate lending instrument while
permitting lower interest rates for consumer n.oods (maxi-
mum alio" /able charge 1,j per month on outstanding balance
or 12,j per annum) and the consolidation of debts at one
lower rate.
The consumer in n i norved position cannot maximize
the acquired benefits unless there _s -. corresponding
improvement in retailer status. The product and quality
demands of a newly educated and expanding financially
affluent public cannot be met if the retailer himself exists
on the theshold of surviv.?.! because of changing financial
and physical conditions. Llany of the snail neighborhood
stores are tied to their location by sizable " mi- li quidatable
investments in physical facilities which become more
expensive to maintain while producing diminishing returns.
C-oncrally,, these si'.iall business oper .tions are uneconomical
and inefficient as a result of the conditions which have
forced them to remain as the environs degenerated. The
relative position of the "mom and pop' 1 stores in the
marhet structure has potential for improvement through the
coordination of existing aids and programs available to the
small businessman. Lona; a concern of governmental policy,
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the small business is fortunate to have an informational
and financial source in the Gmall Business .agency. The G3A
v.
ras created by Congress to advise and assist small business
by: 9
1. direct and indirect lending of money
2. distribution of Government contracts and surplus
Government porporty to sua 11 business
3. information and assistance regarding management,
and sponsoring researca into management problems
lj.« developing and presenting helpful material in the
foreign trade field
5. providing production and products assistance
6. providing .aid prenaring "oublications
/ith these guidelines the Gmall Business agency has
instigated an extensive program through which a ret .iler can
obtain direct (100,j) financial aid up to ,.-350,000.- for
the purchase of machinery, equipment, facilities, materials;
business construction, expansion, or conversion; or as
direct worhing capit .1. The direct loans are provided for
periods up to 10 years at a maximum interest rate of 5l/->
(and not below %%) when it is ascertained that adequate
ban!: or private financing is not available at reasonable
rates. In addition to the normal financial procedure,
special participation loan plans strive to accomodate
unique and emergency situations:
1. Small Loan Program- meets the financial demands of
the very small businesses through loans up to
,,,15,000.- directly from the 3BA, or as GRa portion
in a mutual loan ./ith a private lender, repayable
over a si:: year period.
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2. .amplified ZjO.nl: Participation ilan- throuyh this
program the small businessman deals directly with
the ban]:, following their instructions in prepari^
and sub uttim; the credit information to enable
the quichest possible action. The .3 PI. may
furnish up to ,/350#°0«- or 7^. J °-° the total loan
which ever is smaller; repayable over 10 years
3»- .Jarly Paturities Participation Plan- this plan
allows the ban 1 : to participate in the loan for
as 1 .ttle as 2 years while the 3LV, will continue
its share of the credit for u years more
It. Tool Loans- provides loans to corpor .tions
formed by groups of s:a 11 businesses to obtain
equipment, inventory or supplies with the 3Bu
}2[>0,000*- per participating small business at
5, j interest
5* Loans to areas of unemployment- SLP. loans at
h
r
,j to snail businesses in areas designated as re-
development areas by the rea redevelopment
administration, or by the Department of Labor
as havina substantial unemployment.
The 3J3h defines the acceptable small business as havii a;
annual sale: of 1 million or le ss in the ret ml and
service trades, and „5 million or less in the wholesale
r.iarhet. jach ofthese five programs has particular
relevance for the iy.1prove1.1ent of individual businesses
within the low-income areas, especially if coordinated
with the 1 odel Cities program to obtain the maximum
benefit for the com unity's over-all objectives. hile
the forementioned ,3m. pi ns arc aimed at individual
enterprise, two other provisions focus attention upon
business groups and community-wide business proposals.
Pith the use of nail business Investment Jornpanies the
33., licenses, regulates and provides financing of privately
and publicly o\med small business investment companies (PPIC)
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who provide sapital and long-torn loans, as -./ell as advisory
and consulting services, to snail businesses. To assui.ie
operation the 3BIC r.iust provide .,-300,000.- paid-in capital
and supplies which the 3Bh nay natch to the maximum of
.,-3000,000.- through the purchase of 3BIC subordinated
debentures. jhen the SBIC has lent or invested a major
portion of its noney, additional funds can be borrowed from
the SBa in amounts up to %0,'j of the company^ paid-in capital
en toto not to exceed 1\. million. ,/ith this financial
background the 3BIC nay oroceed to finance other snail
businesses through five means of investment:
1. purchasing debentures which are convertible
into stool; of the snail fir:. is
2. purchasing capitol stock with or without v.rarrants
to purchase additional stocl:
3. purchasing debt securities with or without
warrants to purchase stocl:
ii. any other acceptable instrument of equity financing
5. long torn loans to the business
This neans of investment in the community by a community-
based company opens many paths for substantial of the snail
businessnan who, if pitted against other financial demands
within the .odel Cities area, would not fair nearly as
well. The .odel Cities program and staff, in this case
would have the role of instigator, coordinator, sponsor, and
financial reserve by simultaneously ma:cini zing the use of
3B-L funds. The 3&11 Business agency also provides for
local Development Companies, incorporated under the laws
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of tlie state of operation, to promote the economic
development of the community on either a profit or non-profit
basis. The development company can borrow up to j]>50 s 000
for 25 years as the S3h.*s maximum OG,j share of the project
cost, available at 5'.w> interest. . reduced interest rate
of %,'j is available from the 3BA if additional funds are
lent at a si..iilar rate by private institutions, a
categorization possibly ennanded to include Lodel Citios
funds, thus permitting additional monies at the lowest
possible cost.
The aid to business by the SBA does not end with its
financial obligations, since funds in the hands of inexperi-
enced uanagement have little chance for competent use, the
Service Cor^s of Retired Executives (3G0hJ) "./as established
to furnish gr .tis managerial aids to the small businessman.
The donation of management shills and training should be
developed within the hodel Cities program as a long-term
community asset affecting all throe comonents of the
consumer-retailer relationship. as one element, resident
training in a neighborhood cooper .tive would improve the
individual's employee-consumer status while serving the
con unity. /brking e::nerience of this type may to of
future value when utilised by mass-merchandising operations
who are to be encouraged to join and service the community.
n stable consumer market, increased purchasing power,
and an indigenous skilled and unskilled labor source may
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may provide tlio incentives, when combined with financial
aide, to encourage the acceptance of low-income central
city locations by mass-merchandising chain stores. The
chain store, the third and probably longest range element,
or the consumer-retailer trilogy, has effectively avoided
the ghetto areas ac their operation is based upon a low profit
margin dependent on stable sales and predictable operating
expenses. Intrinsic to the concept of mass-merchandising,
variety and volume of consumer goods complement lowest
possible per item price. The need for this service in
low income areas is paramount; these families must maximize
the purchasing power of each dollar spent on consumer
products. If the benefits of mass -merchandising are to be
accrued by the ghetto resident, the Inner city location
must be made as attractive as a suburban site to the chain
store operators. It has been the imbalance in operational
costs and site acquisition that forced the chain store to
suburban locations, so steps must be tahen to reinst .te the
city as an equally or more desirable site. Present federal
policies perpetuate ''atomistic ownership" within the marLet
structure by the liberal policies towards small business.
-i proposal by ^redericl; Sturdivant to remove the barriers
thai: restrict progressive retailers would follow a policy
similar to that of post- ./orld ,/ar II investment in foreign
business. The federal government Insured the value of
.American investment but left the tasl: of -or ofit mailing to
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the management. The .jturdivant plan implied support
through the Department of Commerce which :oulcl :.iean direct
government influence in private domestic business, a concept
liable to much public opposition. Yet a similar program
could be initiated by the I'odel Cities program by providing
investment guarantees for building or buying in disadvantaged
neighborhoods. The investment guarantees would be
validated through the bank deposition of funds useable for
the reimbursement of physical lose from looting, burning,
and compensation for oper .ting losses during periods of
civil unrest. .'in annual fee of approximately 0.5/J °~
insured assets would be charged the participant for the
guarantee service. In addition, conformation to state and
local laws protecting the cocumor would be strictly
enforced to maintain the highest quality standards in the
areas traditionally subject to product discrimination.
A related program not necessitating the direct use
of federal funds, yet possibly proposed and encoura ;ed by
the hodel Cities community program, could encourage the
establishment of local franchises of chain stores. The
franchise sale to local retailers by the parent corporation
would include assistance in none"/ and management details,
to ensure stability and competence, heanwhile the seller
profits from an established, under- serviced market who
can identify with an existing Indigenous retailer. neither
the investment guarantee nor the franchise is a ''moral
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obligation" by the business community to the low-income
residents, it is sound business policy to offer this nearly
untapped marhet nroducts at .:. location and price appropriate
to its characteristics, .hen private enterprise becomes
aware of the legitimate profit potential of the neglected
low- income marhet a natural businesr locational pattern
'./ill bring an increasingly wide range of chain store
retailers into . odol Cities areas. These areas are being
stimulated to change on a short term basis while formulating
a long tern frameworh which should provide the catalyst
for improved physical and eco omic conditions for both
the individual resident-consumer and indigenous retailer.
The basis of the low-income marketing system has
developed fro 1 an uni jue arrangement of social conditions
from which the poorest consumer cannot escape. Generally
it is a special system of sales and credits catering to
the wants of those disadvantaged families:
''It can persist because it fulfills social
functions that are presently not fulfilled by
more legitimate institutions. The system's
paramount function is to allow those who fail to
meet the requirements of the impersonal bureaucratic
economy to beco-.o consumers of products which
cost substantial sums."
The libdel cities program seems obligated when
considering physical and social policies to improve the
oresont ghetto marhet system which daily bombards the
consumer with woor quality merchandise, high prices, absurd
credit rates and repayment conditions. dthical small
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business establishments, though guilty of inadequate
service, are hampered by hi h operating ex eases and deter-
iorating physical conditions. Any attempt to improve the
inequities must consider this consumer-retailer relationship
as an entity over an extended period of time. The goal
must recognize an improvement of the consumer/resident's
economic and occupational standing as part of better
environmental and social conditions. The retailer role
may be altered from a market structure of improved sra 11
businesses supplemented by a temporary cooperative venture,
to a long-range mass-merchandise oriented system comle-
mented by small scale service stores. The committment by
the I.Iodel Cities program must be based upon improvement
of the buyers ' status through consumer education, and the
maximum! ^at ion of the residents ' purchasing power.
Educational programs on a face-to-face, and informational
basis can beco e a function of the com .unity center and
its permanent staff. Concurrently the atomised and
uneconomical small businesses must be aided to promote a
varied and economical aarlret place. The consumer and
retailer must be considered to be mutualistic, if the
nev;ly educated consumer's demands cannot be met by an
improvement of the existing businesses then additional
steps must be tahen, possibly in the for: of a financially
stable cooperative. Lihc/ise the funds expended on the
support of the coon endeavor may servo the multiple purposes
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of education, market analysis, and quality market. 3ome
of the proposals may appear to conflict when considered
as a single undertaking J financially supported small
business pitted against chain stores; black capitalism
versus black managers, this need not be a valid argument.
.
Jlements of the total program must be considered in their
temporal context, a cooperative may force the demise of a
corner food store on a short-term basis, only to be
replaced by a privately ouned chain store several years
later. Conditions in the designated area are meant to
and directed towards change, the marhe t organization must
react to these varied requirements.
The planner's tash in such a dynamic program becomes
extremely complex, it requires constant monitoring,
stimulation, evaluation, and decision making. The planning
procedure becomes loss academic and more personal v/ith
multiple intermediate decisions rather than a formally
structured five year plan. The pi. nner must assume the
role of an instigator to encourage small businesses to
seel: out improvement loans from the appropriate federal
agencies (ie. oHl), and sti_.ail.te the formation of a
community cooperative headed by competent residents. He
must work as a coordinator, bringing the programs of the
. odel Cities proposal into working relationships with
other available sources of ionics, both Federal and
private to accomplish a unified objective. .aid continually
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tho planner must serve as an analyst, creating new, altering
existing, and deleting obsolete programs as changing
conditions demand. Jventhough the planner's responsibilities
becor.ie more involved in the consideration of the consumer-
retailer relationship tv/o means to the enc. goal of
optimum purchaser capability exist. .Jither the ghetto
environs must bo altered to the degree that private
enterprise is freely willing to participate in the provision
of quality products at competetive prices, or the existing
retail facilities and functions must be improved to produce
a nev; level of service and operation.
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INTRODUCTION
"In the Great Society, the elimination of
poverty reouires more than brininging up a
a particular group to a minimum level of
income assets and public services. It re-
quires attention to the achievement of new
rights of political and social inclusion.
For the poor are the excluded not only
excluded from economic affluence but from
the now possibilities of the society in
other dimensions as well."
The poor must be brought into the mainstream of the to-
tal American system. They must be included in the general
system ^hich must provide them with means for politics! ef-
fectiveness , self-determination , psychological inclusion ,
reduction of powp r1 c s sne s
s
and alienation , social inclusion ,
changing the pattern of social difference and deference , the
dimunltlon of stigma. ^>nd the acceptance of diversity .
In developing new forms of inclusion (for the poor) it
must be recognised that thos" at the bottom are not necessari-
ly limited individuals, and that they do have some contribu-
tions to m^ke to society ps well as to their own personal ad-
vancement.
The development of "New Careers ' is a fourth dimension
in the slate of Antipoverty Programs. It is a manisfestation
of such efforts to realise the potentiality of thr- poor and to
find and develop ways of including them more positively in
the mainstream of American life. It recognises that any efforts
to deal with the problems of the poor and poverty must embody
some concept of 'self-help* which must be made an integral
part of the system. New Careers is a positive mechanism for
understanding the roots of the poor as well as recognising
their strengths and limitations. It proposes and alternative
to mphasizing the pathology of the poor; their deficiencies,
and the resulting apathy.
THL NF,'-! CAREERS CONCEPT ;
The New Careers Concept (hereafter "new careers"), the
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term itself, initially appeared in the title of a bood pub-
lished a year after the poverty program had become law. The
book, New Careers for the Poor ,, written by Fr^nk Riessman and
Arthur Pearl (th<° chief theoreticians of the concept), pre-
sents an exhaustive study and description of the problems of
our non-oroductive population. It analyzes its causes, ef-
fects, evaluates suggested remedies, and proposes 'New Careers'
as a remedy ^>yi6 sites its implications. Its basic thesis is
that anti-poverty measures begin with th^creption of job op-
portunities for those without jobs snd those who are not even
in the labor marketo
"'The New Careers theory, 1 ' says Fr^nk Riessman, pro-
poses that all the human occupations (health, educa-
tion, recreation, welfare, etc) can be broken do"n
and reorganized to provide a much more efficient ser-
vice product, while simultaneously all ovinia: people
who hpve little or no training to olay a productive
role in entry service positions. These untrained in-
dividuals will h^ve the opportunity of t rarnin^ on
the job and rising in the service hierarchy with the
ultimate option of becoming professionals.
The theory reauires a. reorganization and redefi-
nition of jobs for both the professional and the non-
professional. It not enly breaks the job down into
component perts, but also proposes new aspects of the
job to be performed by nonprofessionals p.nd to be per-
formed by professionals. First, the theory proposes
that untrained nonprofessionals can perform a gre~t
many of th^ trsks now performed unnecessarily by pro-
fessionals. Second, it proposes different degrees of
training. Third, it proposes that this training can
be acquired on the job itself and through systematic
in-service training and job b^sed college courses,
T'Tith the ide^ of providing people with ^m-pi: oyment first
ard diplomas l^ter. Fourth, it proposes th-t this re-
organizationwill free professionals to perform on much
higher level of specialized services that reouire ad-
vanced training and experience «,«
TEC SCHEURER 3U3PR0FESSI0NAT CAREER ACT OF 1966
The basic theme of the New Careers program is "hiring the
poor to serve the poor rs a fundamental approach to poverty
in an automated age." The primary impetus for the program
comes from the 1966 Scheurer Subprofessional Career /ct, which
authorized 35 million dollars to employ ^nd train nonprofes-

sion^l individuals from the disadvantaged communities to oc-
cupy -positions in the public sector of the economy. ~ It rep-
resents the first federal law to be passed that provided fun-
ding ^nd directives to ne^ careers projects in the public sec-
tor. There hd been other pro^r-^ms aimed at providing jobs
for the chronically unemployed. The Nelson snrndment in 1965 s
made it possible for the unemployed to -participate in communi-
ty beautification projects and other similar projects
^
The Scheurer Amend nent provides the basic fram^ .ork for
the New Careers progranu It is "specifically designed to en-
able chronically unemployed individuals to secure entry posi-
tions other th^n as professionals in t^e public sector of the
economy; with built-in opportunities for training and experience . *'
5
ence, 1 ' The emphasis on the public service aspect of the econo-
my is directly related to increasing demand for public services
throughout the country.
The future of new careers opportunities in the public ser-
vices is more promising. Says Victor Fuchs, of the National
Bureau of ^conomiesliesearch, "virtually all the increase in em-
ployment in the United States from ^8 million in 19^7 to ?2
million at present has occured in th<° service areas of the econo-
my; ™hile employment in the production of ^oods has rem°ined
relatively stable. • , In 1966, estimates were m^de by the Office
of Economic C-nr>ortunity and the Department o^ Labor which ouo-
ted the needs ^or aide? in health care alone (before the advent
of medicare) to exceed 1.2 million. In education, urb^n im-
provement and x\relfare the estimates w^s at 3 million.,-,
The Scheurer Amendment o^ 1966 focused primarily on Non-
white adults ^5 years of age or older one million of whom
were looking for work in March 1966. (Most of the antipoverty.
programs prior to this concentrated primarily on youth oppor-
tunities in education, training and jobs). The discrepancy that
exist in the unemployment rates bet"Taen non-Haite and white
adults establishes the basis for the emphasis on non-white indi-
viduals; which for non-whites is t^ice th^t of white adults.
Other provisions of the amendment are as follows:
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1. It directs its attention to those individuals
"indigenous' to the local community who pre to be
hired as auxil lary personnel in the various service
agencies
2. The people hirer1 in these positions c-n receive
time off from work for education and training.
3. Upward Mobility should be o key factor in the
development of jobs and c-reors.
The following objectives have &een established for the New Ca-
reers programs:
1. A sufficient number of jobs for all persons without
work
.
2. Defining and distributing new nnd existing jobs such
that plcements exists for the unskilled and uneducated,
3. The jobs to be permanent and provide opportunity for
life -long careers.
k. To provide an opportunity for the motivated and ta-
lented, poor to advance from low-sill entry jobs to any sta-
tion available to the more favored members of society.
5. The development of work th~t will contribute not on-
ly to the employed person but to the well-being of society.
THE NE .' CAREERS MOIEL
The objectives stated above P.nd the provisions incorpora-
ted in the enabling legislation cannot be effectively achieved
unless there is positive commitment to the concept and validity
of the new careers program. Its implementation "ill take time
money and strategy. There must be positive commitment to the
program on the part of participating agencies as well a° posi-
tive support from the constituency in the community. Th<" agency
and the professionals therein must be willing to subject their
organization or system of organizations to critical analysis to
determine how and to "what extent new careers can be feasibly
established in their organizational hierarchy.
Some more specific guidelines for developing new careers
programs ^re developed in the following New Careers TTodel which
c«n be used by interested agencies. The following features shoul'
.J4.-

should be incorporated in the programs as much as possibles
fiealizing that e^ch agency will establish different objectives,
different focuses in relations to its needs and organizational
structure o 10
1. The establishment of new entry level positions
in which new employees c?n be imraed lately productive.
2. Tr^inin"- integrally connected to these entry po-»
sitions.
3. A genuine, eyoiicit career ladder between the
entry level jo^s °nd higher positions in the person-
nel hierarchy.
k. On going tr^inin? for higher positions on the job;
and throurh training sessions scheduled during the re-
leased time allowed durin^ the working day.
5. A close link with educational institutions which
generate accrdited courses on the job site end on
campus
•
6. The employer should assume the responsibility for
organising the totel tr^ininq; programs or subcon-
tracting it to a training resource.
7. There should be planned up^r^ding all along the
line pmonp; the pres ntly employed workers so that the
new worker is not promoted at the expense of presently
employed personnel.
Kx^riences T.rj.th neT"r careers in New York City reveal four
conditions which must be met by tho*-e agencies desirin^ to im-
plement new progr~ms. First, there must exist a shortage of
manpower in the p^rticul^r agency; secondly, indigen us com-
munity residents must be employed to promote ^ood community
relations; thi dly, there should exist some unfilled profes-
sional vacarcies; ^nd fourthly, federal funds should be avail-
9ble and communitv pressure to provide employment opportunities
for indigenous residents.
The philosophy behind the develppment of new careers should
not be merely the creation of jobs but to seek weys in which
members of the disadvantaged communities c°n m^ke a constructive
contribution both to themselves end the well-beine- of society.
B-c^use Ne TT careers *nd the Model Cities progrem pre geered
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to the development of disadvantaged communities ?md its resi-
dents they pair together quite well in attacking the problems
of the poor and their communities! .And because of this empha-
sis, its seems most appropriate that the soundest ne^ careers
programs ore those Wiich ~re planned to fit as components in
programs of community development such as the Model Cities
program. These programs provide the key to the effort to re-
create institutional ^nd soci 1 arrangements so thot they will
moke real community development possible. It is also incorpo-
rated in the objectives and performance standards for citizen
participation (in the Model Cities Program) that "neighborhood
residents will be emplo^red in planning activities and in the
execution of the program T*7ith a view toward development of new
career lin^s of occup^tionol advancement, including appropriate
training and modification of loaal civil service regulations
for job entry, -=n r" promotion,' 3 ,,
'THE UNIQUT, CHA-IACTJ-JRISTICS OF THI ," INDIGENOUS T THK"R "
In defining the term "indigenous," the dictionary "-ives
"native 1- or "of the locality in Question" as a synonym for
"indigenous," and as a definition of native " an inhabi-
tant, ?.s distinguished from a visitor or temporary resident.
In the New Careers Program the definition has been stretched
to mean persons having the cultural, social ^nd economic >
characteristics of a ^iven group, oven though oil do not nece-
ssarily live within the same geographic area,*' Thus, indige-
nous istending to take on a meaning akin to "peer group,"
rather than being related to a given locality. There is also
a tendency to narrow its application to 1o t -t- income croups, a
specialized meaning resulting from currently intensified efforts
to serve such groups more extensively ^nd effectively.
For the purposes of this paper the term "indigenous worker"
has be~n adopted. In the past, a chief problem in the new ca-
reers development h^ * been in the nomencl ature, pnd titling of
the new careerists, end ho^ they would be designated. Several
designations (general) h^ve been usod by different authors and
-6-

programs. Nonprofessional h~s ber.n used by most ps a general
all Inclusive term which include all those persons hired un-
der the new careers program who had less than th required
stills for a given Job position. The indigenous preprofes -
slaonal has been used to denote those positions held prior
to professional st~tus --nd employment. The ind igenous semi-
professlonal position reauires even fewer professional skills
than those required 6f the preprofessional. The indigenous
subprofes-ional ° s position is the least concerned TTith profes-
sional standards.-.. Other terms have been used in designated
the indigenous worker such as para-technicians, par- -profes-
sional andt^e like. The nomenclature and titling of a job
is just as important ~s the job itself. They reflect much
about the job's meaning ^nd significance. They a2:so -reveal
much about the employers attitudes about the new careers con-
cept and their wlllingess ^nd commitment to its efficacy.
WHY IS THg "IJmTIC; rTCU:: TQ-fKER" EFFECTIVE ?
The essential v-iue of the indigenous vorVor representing
the disadvantaged community is his capability of acting ^s a
"bridge 1 ' between the middle class professional 9116 the low-
income client. Professionals representing the institutional
agencies are normally rejected by members of the low-income
communities. They pre accused of not representing the interest
of the .poor and unsympathetic to the plight of the poor. Unfor-
tunately, past experience ~nc\ present conditions characterizing
the poor communities are evidence of the validity of this en-
dictment. Thus<, most institutional leaders pre being challenged
to reassess programs «nd approaches geared to the di^ndv-n-
taged community. In the meantime such proar-ms as new careers
provides an alternative. Through the ''indigenous worker", the
agencies can establish a. line of communication to the community
and its residents.
The :i indigenous worker' is in a unique socio-cultural po-
sition to be effective in providing an alternative through T -hich
the bureaucratic professionals can ^-in aceess to -'nd entrance
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in to the community. He possess special communication skills
and peer status attributes which the mlddle~class profession?!
lacks. He is thus able to function in « social
class mediating function; interpreting the community, its life
style, values, ^na interests to the professional as well as pro-
viding a similar service (in reverse) to the communitv residents.
Through the indigenous worker, the agency is able to establish
and gain legitimacy in the community as well »s establish a rea-
sonable base end atmosphere for operation.
The indigenous worker is uninuely oualified for the -\bove
functions because he is, first, a peer of the client and shares
a common background, language, ethnic origin (in most c^ses),
style and group Interest. In other words, he is not a "middle-
class square', he belongs, he is a significant other, and is
one of us." The indigenous worker, however, should not be re-
cruited primarily on the ''glory 1 ' of his indigenous status. If
he is selected without an attempt to probe further into the
sources of his pe-" o onal strengths and weaknesses, it is ouite
possible that the qualities needed in auch a person ^s well ^s
his eventual success may ba sacrificed.
Charles F. Grosser, cites other recruitment factors which
should influence the selection of the indigenous TTorker. First,
those persons with nualities endemic to the loc 1 population
(ethnicitv, social cl^ss, welfare status, residence ^nd contact
TTith public agencies); secondly, he looks for those individuals
among the poor who h' ve successfully mastered the intricies
of urban slum life and are ^ble to subsit or "live T 'ith their
problems." A third factor is the ability of the selected in-
dividual to communicate (objectively and constructively) with
the middle-class professional; while maintaining a militant
attitude snd commitment to advancing the desires -nd interests
of the community's residents.
14
Those characteristics and attributes which serves to en-
hance or insure the indigenous workers effectiveness in deal-
ing with the client-community and the institutional agencies at
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the sp.me time c^n be listed under three n-^jor c-'te^ories : his
social position which mirrors that of the community; his know-
how or natural knowledge in dealing with the problems of the
low-income community and its residents; and his "style-of-llfe "
which identifies with that of the residents. The militancy he
projects in dealing with the agencies and also with the rest of
the area residents plays a significant part in his effectiveness
also. _ -
SOCIAL POSITION ;
Because the indigenous worker is a representative element
of the disadvantaged community he c~n establish and maintain
rapport with the other residents in the area mo^e effectively
than professionals. His b^sic "likeness" to the residents fa-
cilitates this ra.-oport. He is ^ble to establish a dialogue t^nd
communic te TTith the local residents on a level that TTould be
inappropriate or against most professional cannons and codes.
The indigenous worker is able to relate on a "first name' - ba-
sis to the community's residents^ __sometViin<* the professional
h^s found it difficult to accomrlish, or feasible to do. "Even
professionals T 'Tho h~ve excellent human relations skills ^re li-
mited by the nature of their function as an expert.'' This defi-
nition of role which the professional and the poor both hold,
prevents the development of a fully rounded, everyday relation-
ship between them. Yet, it is this very type of relationship
that is the key to effective program participation ofi the part
of the poor
KNOW-HOW
Because of his social-class identification with the low-'*
income residents the indigenous worker possesses a significant
natural knowledge of the local community and the u things" that
m^ke it "tick," This special knowledge is important because it
developed as ° result o^ the indigenous resident being on the
inside ( 15 He has lived in it") °>rd not from the outside or ^bove.
He is, therefore, pb e to interpret ^nd transmit to the profes-
sional the attitudes,
. life styles, desires, and interests of the
residents in the community; as well ps sh^re this knowledge with
-9-

the residents themselves. This ability certainly signals a
positive influence in the process of decision-making and pi-un-
making among the various agencies. It also has an effect on
the response that these agencies ~ets to their programs by mem-
bers of the client-community.
"STYLL-OF-LIFE"
The overalll style of the indigenous worker is ^lso quite
important to his success in the new role. It matches that of
the local residents for the most Dart. Generally, he is able
to be less formal in his. relations and contact with other resi-
dents in the community. He c^n approach the residents on an
informal basis; he en speak their language* Thus, in most
instances, he is able to establish a better bargaining position,
He is more directive, active, and partisan in his overall pro-
jections. He is militant in his dealings both with the ^genq/y
and the community. He exhibits his true style in his constant
demands for action. He is less accepting tof delays and "talk/'
that usually characterizes the professional stype of operation*
Another indication of the indigenous workers style is his con-
tinous introduction ^f new demands such as: changing rules
and requirements, hiring and firing of ineffectual or unsympa-
thetic professionals, etc. There may be some significant
questions that can be raised regarding this aspect of the in-
digenous workers style and it may be deemed, unrealistic^
but it does signal a desire of the nonprofessional to get some-
thing done. The style match is seen again in the indigenous
workers tendency to externalize the causes of proble s rather
than look for internal ones. This is a comni^n tendency among
le-w-income people in general*
MOTIVATION ;
The social position, know-how, ~nd style are characteris-
tics that enpJoi e the indigenous worker to do nn effective job
with the low-income client. Just as important to his effec-
tiveness is what the job does for him. There is special satis-
faction that me gets from, ]}. the respectgained from per-
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forming a meaningful job in cooperation with aiid alongside
professionals; 2, the pride he gains in learning a useful
skill ;a.nd 3» a feeling that he is helping others,
Implicit in the theme "hiring the poor to serve the poor,"
is the 'helper therapy 1 principle which has boon used quite ex-
tensively in solving the problems of special problem groups,
ti.e., drug addicts, chronic acoholics, and psychologically
disturbed people). The principle suggest that people with a
particular problem are better suited to help others with the
same problem. There sa^ms to be t TTo important implications
for the indigenous worker of lower socio-economic background:
1). si -; many of the nonprofessionals recruited for new ca-
reerist positions in the Model Cities program and in other an-
tiooverty programs will be scbeol drop-outs, former delinquents
long-term ADC mothers and the like, it seems nuite probable
that placing them in a helping role will be highly therapeutic
for them; 2). as the indigenous worker benefit personnaly frann
their helping roles they should become more effective ^s wor-
kers and thus provide better help t a higher level of s 1r ill.
Such a cycle is seen as «n important positive force in a de-
pressed community.
The foregoing does not me^n to suggest or imply that hel-
pers selected must always represent special problem p-roups.
This is only one wry in which the motivation to help others has
been functionally utilised.
In summary, "this closer relationship TTith a peer nonpro-
fessional worker may prove to ^e the most effective way of rea-
ching ptl6 involving the poor. It provides n hnma.n 1 inV to the
professional service
-
nd makes possible ne rT kinds of programs
that ^re better designed for those who need them ^nd better
utilised by them," The possible ways of u°inp- the indigenous
worker in the Model Cities arena are varied -md numerous. It
represents an almost ideal situation in which the full poten-
tial of the indigenous worker can be realised and effectively
utilized.
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JOBS FOR TFE INDIGErOUS 'JQHKKUS
ME ; CARERS AND THE MODEL CITIES PRCGRT'' :
The Model Cities Program is a deliberate »ttem"nt to mix
social end enviroment^l components acro.cc; mpny fpder^"1 Tines
in a comprehensive program of hu^^n resource development and
overall neighborhood improvement. Similar to the Community
Action Programs administered by 0E0, The Office of Economic
Opportunity, the Model Cities Pro^r-m includes a verv broad
program checklist embracing many systems of services; eduction
,
employment
, famlJL^ TTelf "re , he "1th services , housing , economic
development
,
consumer Information ^nd credit
,
end lege! service s
The primary focus is on human resource development. .
16
'The carrying out of a comprehensive program (such as
Model Cities) TTill reauire the concentration of Federal, Stete,
and local public pnd private resources. Available talent and
skills must be joined together. loci leadership, privete ini-
tiative, and the citizens of the Model Neighborhood will h°ve
to be mobilised to develop en^ implement such a program."
Due to the special problems end character of the ?7odel
Neighborhood, the critical tasks, initially, involves developing
en understanding as to what h^s caused t^e problem^ of the model
neighborhood and its people and developing an action peogrem
which evolves from this understanding. It is necessary (there-
fore) for ell feasible avenues of dialogue, communication, con-
frontation end involvement with respect to the area residents,
the community of the poor as a unit, *s well r s '-dd ' tion^l re-
sources inside and external to the community be pursued as
a means of developing a mutual understanding of the problems of
the community and its people s.nd possible solutions th^t are
satisfactory to both the '"served and the servers."
"New Careers" seem to provide one chennel through which
a dialogue for communication r-nr^ understanding is facilitated,
in such a wav that both t 1o e agencies and the residents cen re-
ceive maximum benefits. And the new c°rrers concept appears
particularly ae-propri^te for the Model Cities situation because
-12-

of the wide r^nge of opportunities (in the public services)
for develonin" meeningful career positions which en be effec-
tively occupied by the indigenous workers.
The extent te which these opportunities °re exploited end
meaningful "Positions «.re developed (for the new careerists) de-
pends largely upon four important factors: 1. 'the illin^ness
of the various social service agencies to provide ne^ career
opportunities ;" 2. "the scope of services (or work activities)
of the agency; "3. "the characteristics of the community being
served ;" end ^. "the training capacity of the agency ^nd /or the
community. " ,Also, the agency and its leadership must be billing
to analyze its professional functions to the extent necessary
to determine how the indigenous worker (the nonprofessional)
c^n be feasibly and constructively brought into the total or-
ganizational system. Melvin B. Mo.ctulof, Director: Model Cities
of the Ileptional HUD Office (San Francisco), states: th~t 'the
initial failure (of the new careers proper- n-<s) is in the way
organizational analysis h°s been c^one as the b' sis for crea-
ting ne T ' positions; thus, rather th-Hi analyzing the job func-
tion ^nf Greeting new position within these functions, merely
essist-nce level jobs vis-se-vi the professionei are created,"
What is needed, he continues, is a systems redesi<-'-n
This redesign should focus on analyzing the structure of
the organization ^nd the functions of Ion" -established work no-
sitins; hope-Cully to cleanse professioneis of those functions
which do not reouire professional skills end can be adeouat^ly
performed by individu°ls who are consir'er-^bly less ^killed
,
This kind of self revitallzation of old line, self-serving end
self peraetuetin^ organizations must be accomplished by all a-
gencies directly or indirectly involved 'in the Model neighbor-
hood
.
The emphasis must be olaced on the development of 9 career
line positions 9 ^s opposed to simple 'deed-nd 9
,
meaningless
jobs which ere void of dignity, job integrity, »nd work identity,
-IS-

A THliOR TICAL SCP r Jji , FO • D.T INING irO KPP- ;T,CS C PROF i;SIGNAL
id i\FOiiPiCFir GiorAi pqpiticp'S s
;rilli»m C. lichen, h°s developed « theoretical scheme for
use in determining worker roles for both th professional ^n6
non-rjrofe°sionol TTorker.L ' His model is b^sed on the v^rv simple
and explicit assumption that: in th- series of functions and
work task performed by 9. p°rticul°r nfr c-ncv there "re those
which call for professional skills and those that en be feasi-
bly executed by loss skilled individuals.
The scheme attempts to establish some me ns f r assuring
that adeou»te professional standards and practice are achieved
and maintained. This is necessary for any service a/rency in
order to maintain its credibility and the confidence and sup-
port of its clienteles and also the sources of its f in^nci ^1
support. The scheme was developed primarily for use in the so-
cial welfare service agencies but it h^s im-nort^nt implications
for most professional or«pni nations. The scheme reco^ni^cs th-t
in the hirin^ of both professional anr" nonpro-r o- c'ion'-, l staff per-
sonnel a level of professional competence must bo maintained.
To injure this level of competence, two c^te^ories of con-
trols over the behavior of workers aro developed in the scheme.
(See the scheme below)
WORKER MJTONOWY
CLI ,NT VULN-jiABI-
LITY
"Hi»hu
-Hi^h i! "Low ;!
''Low"
1. Clients Sit-
uation
1. The Profes-
sional
+ +
2. The Specia-
list
+ -
3.
i
i
The Subpro-
fessionrl
- +
4. The 'Ude
1
. Lac1 ' o^ ex-
perience guides
2
.
Lack of ex-
ternal controls
3. Lac 1' of sup-
port for profes-
sional stand ore's
2. Nature of Service
AS UPAPCP CP COMPETENT PR/'CTICE
PUR. J P -'.OF P3ICNAL /.
,
maintains ^
internal controls
>
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UNSKILI D ' fO^ER
requires
External control
"Aide"

These controls fall into tno categories: 1. Organizational
or external controls °nd 2. Profess ional or internal controls. ?
Organisation ! controls ^re those measures which are incorpore-
t d in the operational structure of the organization itself*
They attempt to spell out those "correct 1, actions for the wor-
ker ~nr ethical behavior which is reinforced bv direct obser-
vation of the worker b Tr hi supervisor, administrative reviews
and other overt personnel controls. 'hile some of these type
controls are necessary at all levels of work positions, they
are most needed at the lower level -positions where built-in or
internal controls are lc st developed. On the other hand, pro-
fessional controls are b^sed upon "a generalised body of know-
ledge ^nd generalised -kills sqsimil.^t^d over an ertended train-
ing period. Ithical standards *re instilled in the individual
durin^ the course of his education ! t-^ining; ~nd reinforced
bv -pressures -within the professional community, org-niaotions
,
the -professional liters turn and sometimes through leg^l sanc-
tions. T'e need for these two specific types of controls has
a definite influence on the various methods of recruitment, se-
lection, screening, and the type positions assigned to personnel
accordingly. The model on the preceding ^-age identifies those
factors or variables that must be considered in determining the
kinds of roles that should be assigned to those individuals who
-re professionally nualified to perform high level tasks, and to
those individuals with lesser skills ho must be placed in lower
sub--nrofessional positions*
The t TTo variables established in the model which ~re used
to determine (a) the relet ive need "or controls on worker beha-
vior and (b) the kind of controls appropriate to a particular
situation Pre: CLIi FT VUH' .: ACUITY A ITT T ;.K " AVTOFOHY . Client
vulnerability refers to the :, rela.tive susceptibility of persons
using (the services) to h°rm or deprivation resulting "ro m the
failure to provide competent and responsible service bsed u^on
soci'l T-Tork principles, 1' -Two ouestions or sub-v-ri^bles are
pre^-nted here. 1. To T''h^t ext nt is the client vulnor°bl~ due
to the nature of his (physical, mnt 1 °nd emotional) situs tion.
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(i.e., s eial stetus, sp-e or sex status). 2, To wh t extent Is
the client vulnerable due to the nature of thr services provided.
'Vulnerability ~risin?r directly or indirectly from the impact
of the R/rency nnd its services upon the clientele. " Factors
in such im"D"ct might include the ^o^ls of services in relations
to tbr clientele; the decree of authority ' nd control of the a-
gency worker and scope of the clients 8 lives dealt TTith by the
agency; and the effects on ^o^i°T status of r ~cini o nt'"- of the
service. rorker Autonomy reflects the degree to ^Mch the work-
er is called upon to function autonomously dcneRndiug on his
3 built-in " professional controls.^. It is concerned not rrith the
nature of t s client or the nature of the service (directly)
but is instead concerned withtthe degree to which the behavior
of the worker can be influenced -nd determined b^ outer as op-
posed t inner- controls. li Obviously, the need for workers with
professional education is heightened T ~he'"e mejor dependence is
on inner controls. Conversely, if supervision, explicit guides,
and the like, can result in a service of duality, the need for
professional education is diminished. There are three sub-vari-
ables that besr ur>on the maior variable of "worker autonomy."
c
A. Expli c it Guides to Ior^or :" T :.u 1 ns t regulations, ^nc* rou-
tines en le^d to speed, efficiency", -nd productivity. Tiey
tend to insure standard performance even though oereonnel changes.'
3. V isibility of P'^ctice: 'Conf id entillness <*nd privacy
of worker-client contact.s -Thich ere nece^sAry for ffective ser-
vices also offer ha7ards to tV client. This f~ct, ^o often
ignored, is particularly true in a. fio&d where so minv individuals
e^plo ed do not have professional identity or preparation. The
secrecy th^t insures help for some clients -nay hid the harm done
others. There ere, however, important differences in the decree
to which social ^ork practice is visible."
C. Qrp-eni national Support for professional st nd^rds ; The
third factor influencing worker autonomy has to do TTith the de-
gree to which the worker practices in a sett in/? in TThich there is
understanding ^nd support for professions! stend-rds.'" The worse
the st-^nd^rds of th- agency, the are ter the need for practicion-
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ers T-ith full profes- ional education who can protect the clients
anr1 '-rorv toTT°r^ higher standards. This r r ^ron^ibilit.v cannot be
placed on the shoulders o r the unt ^ined."
Eespite its direct orientation to the social ^ ork fields of
practice, the scheme that was developed a"hove he s some i^port^nt
iTnrilic -'tions for the hiring of the ind igenous (nonprofessional)
worker in tho virions osnects of the Model Cities Frogr^m. Be-
cause of the very nature of the t-sks involved in the program,
the differences in the services provided in the Model neirrhbor-
hood. (to its residents) end the services normally found admini-
sterend in the social work profession are "Imost nil*
JOBS FOxi Tee INDIG-^CUS 'ORil :R I.' T TT": rOLVJ CITI Y IYOG :^M :
In the liodel Cities programs, the indigenous worker may be
employed by the central planning or coo^din^tino agency or by
coonerr ting service organizations. M-^ny .iob definitions for the
indigenous nonprofessionals h^ve been developed independently
by a number of Community Action Programs, (^n antecedent to th
Kodel Citis Program), such as i'obilizatiori por Youth, .Lincoln
hospital Project of New York City, the Dixwell Legal Rigts Assn
of Mew Epven, the Community .Aperentice Pro/tram developer r>.t How-
ard University and others. Some of these job descriptions ore, -
26
Conrrmnity action .Aide : to do the leg-work for the
community e.ction agency throUTh canvassing -rd other
activities so th^t the program con become a potent
force in the community; est-^blioh close relationships
"-ith locol org^nize+'ion^ , churches, schools, civil rights
groups, etc. A similar function is quite rppropriete
in thr Model Cities experience.
Housing Service .Aide : t~ help org niz neighborhood im-
provement goups; collect and "-ive out information ^bout
available housin^; talk to groups ^bout home financing
~nd maintenance; refer ten^nt^ to other community services.
Homemekor : to T -Tork r 'ith families or single pe^oons in
their homos to help t^em become more comocten"f" in home
management; counsel on the u^e. of community resources,
such s eligibility for welfare or ^ousin^; offer com-
p-nionsh p -^nd psychological suoport; ^cort to co^unity
o,r encies - _hen nece^s ry or provide b^bv sittin^ service
during appointr->~nts.
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Child ctg Mde: to Trork in day c-re centers as -ides
to administrative -^nd te°chin°: staff --ta/'-e attend - nee
,
maintain profiler on the children, help ith eating
and toilet routines, participate in the educ tional
program under the supervision of the teacher, etc.
Parent Eduction .Aide : to '-or'" with the parents to
increase their understanding o^ how their children's
performance in school is rc.l ted to con "itions in the
home; work with teachers 9n^ school dministr tion
to help them understand the nature of the childrens
home life ^nd cultural styles ; participate in indi-
vidual meetings between parents and the teacher.
Other positions relevant to th° Model Cities Neighborhood are
Home Visitors : needed most in 1o tt rent h^uHin^, ori-
ent in,<r nc-< T residents, oounselin' r nd educating with
regard to housekeeping standards and identifying special
needs ^f individual families,
Monitors - a person needed in low-rent housing. VJ e
would live in -m ^p^rtmont within the housins devel-
opment and there should b^ p. sufficient number of
these individuals so tb^t, in high-rise development
at least, there would be one person for every one or
t^o buildings. He would not be ? policemantor assistant
custodien but rather would focus or the rrenera] con-
ditions - Tithin "his" building.
Family Counselor ; work directly Tith families ho are
having problems, ' ssisting them in such °ress as family
relationships, c r, re of children, financial -nd employ-
ment d iff icu n tie c', health problc s, etc. In the c-se
of a renewal program he would °lso help to expedite
the relocation or rehabilitation process, including
helping the family "adjust nd become a v rt of their
new enviroment. In all instances tr rTou"id involve
and TTork closely TTith °11 relevant community agencies.
Heiaborhood Coordinato r; A^nlicabl e to both housing
and renewal are^s. This person world be responsible
for stimulating nd criiiding resident organisations,
aiding th m in thr development of ** ™i^e variety of
social, educ tion 1 end "self-help pro^r-ms. He
would emphasize the discovery of loc°3 indigenous
leadership, workig TTith t>em ~nd others toward their
gradual a.ssa at ion of more civic responsibility end
part i c i pa tion.
Home .Economist: needed in both housing ~nd rene ral
this per 6n*"wc~ld focus on providin- services in the
°reas of • i one-'- management »nd budgeting, nutrition,
clothin^, mainten°nc
,
etc. In general, work with
widows anc through classes would help resident ^et
the est ve.lue out of their limited resources.
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Leg.-! Service s; those functions T *hich lawyers per-
form but hich do n t reouire leg^l expertise cr
which require only re»dily acquirable skills. Such
jobs as:
!• Contact or 'iofcrr^I Mont - whose responsi-
bility it may be to find and interview witnes-
ses and encourage residents to turn to legal
aids office for ^ssistonce.
2. Receptionists .
3. Interviewers
;4-. Post-Trial Processors
Planning .Activities : There ^re any number of func-
tions which the Urban Planner finds himself perform-
in^ which noed to be and can be done by individuals
with less than college training.
1. Planning fi ss^ stents .
2. lose^rch Specialist ; data collecting, survejrs
inventories, etc.
Depending on the imagination of the developer, the list
of jobs thot could be developed under new careers homings could
go on ~nd on. iBut something else is needed over ^nd above brosd-
ening services if the ov rail Model Cities programs are to be
successful. Simply making more services ev^il^ble in the com-
munity T -Till not guarantee their use. In the Kodel Cities
Program there is a critical need for a worker whose primary
concern is the service relationship between the agencies ^nd
the client; who takes the responsibility for putting the client
^nd the agency in touch T ~ith ^"»ch oth^r. This person T-rould func-
tion in an overall communications role which consist of expedi-
ting -nd facilitating p smooth line of communications b 'tween
the agency °nd the client.
For the purposes of this paper, this person lv r been desig-
nated as 9 Community Ilorker. Ideally, this person would func-
tion in a role dt°ched from the operating line organization of
either aid or service units, as a bridg between the -" rncy pd-
ministr tion nd the community. The term community worker is
an adaptation of the formal Neighborhood orvcr.
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TH 7 , COMMUNITY ~C,(K',R
Implicit in much of tb.p foregoing material has boon the
rolos of the indigeno^^. TTor^er ^° Q facilitator, contact ^gent
and communicator ns well a a n bridge between the community and
the various p/rencie^ established in the Model Citie^ ^re^, There
ore other functions which the indigenous worker en perform,
"The fragmentation of services, both -public ^n? private
throughout various communities is generally recognised as a
major deterrent to their effective u^e by those in greatest need
of them. The blue-collar worker or low-income person faced with
scattered f^cilitie^, hampered by barriers of language, and em-
bittered by the impersonal, officious vnd institutionalised man-
ner with T Tlnich he 1r frequently met often is overwhelmed ^nd to
often rejects, or is rejected by, the only sources of aid availa-
ble to him. His problem worsens ->nd multiplies, Onlv at the
point of crisis doa° ho or hi° family turn ag°in for help,"
The situation depicted above is traoric~lly typical of such
areas normally designated for Model Cities grants. 3ecu°e of
the nature of the areas which nualifies for Model Cities assist-
ance, by the time a progr^'-n is established the situation above
has multiplied to tremendous pro ,nortions_ especially having a
he^dstart before positive efforts are made to attack °uch prob-
lems in the area.
To correct and deal with such problems as the fr^^ment^tion
of services, m°ny community planning programs h^vo been developed
aimed at some administrative centralization of services. In most
ca<?es this solves only a minute aspect of the ovor^ll problem.
The problem (in many cases) is not in the administration. There
is a d ir^ need for a human link between the community ond the va-
rious service agencies, A person who intervenes in the situation
correct it and is permanently hired to see that the s1 tuition
doe° not occur again. Extending this individuals function there
is need for an expediter of services. The Mode] Cities Program
aims to "provide & full range of services °n^ to insure continuity
of services to residents in the community. This con be ^ccomp-
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lished by making available a variety of services under a uni-
fied service and edministr- tive progr^m t ^nd by establishing
p clear and workable pattern of interchange and cooperation
amonnr various community facilities °nd pro^r^ms. Unfortunately,
in the past most service agencies have bo^n content in making
a host of services available to the poor nn^ leaving it to the
client to make use of them. Yet, the experiences TTith lo^er-
socio-^conomic groups is th^ 1- they ^re generally not sophisti-
cated in maneuvering rithin the multitude of public °nd priv ate
service agencies. They bee me lost in the process of referral
and re-referral. Soon-r or l^ter they become disenchanted ^nd
finally gives up.
i "ore and more, the agency is finding that thev must take
upon themselves the responsibility for seeing that- the client
gets to the service, or gets from one service to pnother, or
even from one agency to another. Without the agencies assum-
ing this responsibility the ider of continuity will become a
meaningless programmatic objective. These problem^ cannot be
solved simply through administrative inrcrov-ments or modifica-
tions plone. There must be a human link provided.
The Community Worker (indigenous) representing th<~ community
4s admirably qualified and suited to function as an expediter
of services. He is seen as ^n eppropri^te intervener needed.
He would be theliason between the client ^nd th<° ^rency "•nd out-
side resources. He ^cmld he the individupl to Trhom the client
could appeal ^or help in finding the appropriate serviee, or in
negotiating the service jungle.
TH^T 13 TH COn-IUN ITY OPK'iS' JOB ?
In his capacity as expediter of services, the Community
Worker provides a link between the client pnd community resour-
ces. He may work independently or °s a member of a team. His
function T -ill be geared to the provision of services ^nd. not to
providing healing functions. This is a mpjor distinction between
his position and those which m^y be filled by other indigenous
workers. As such he or the team of T^hich he is p p-rt will: ? p
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1. Miint^ln a complete roster of service ^encies °nd
organizations within the Model Cities are** He knows
what tvpe of services they r>rovide "v* * Tht their rules
and regulations °re.
2. Establish ^nd maintains contact TTith these community
facilities* He gets to kno™ the proper administrative
personnel who en facilitate referrals, ^nd he keeps up
a cordial relationship with them.
3. :--e is the instrument through T*hich interagency re-
ferrals ire made end consummated.
U>, He exercises tracer end follow-through procedures
to see th-t the client makes -nd "keeps his appoint ents
H<~> continuelly checks to see that the client is receiv-
ing the maximum potential service of an agency Trith
minimum delay.
5. He receives complaints from the client about the
lack of service or quality of service -^n? investigates
them in the client's interests.
6. He provides the professional members of the service
team with information about wha.t resources n re availa-
ble which might meet the needs of the client as defined
by the professionals. He takes r^^nonsibil ltv for faci-
litating ^h^tever disposition tha team m-kes.
7. He interprets his role to all agencies and services
^nd to the community genefallyl
There are other function- which the Community ITorker(s)
dp" perform that are geared to promoting general community
programs in education, self-help -nd community ~ction. Ag^in,
these kinds of jobs are suited for indigenous workers who have
direct contact, access to the community 9 s constituency, ^n& the
necessary credentials for performing in the disadvantaged com-
munities. Some of these add i tonal tasks are listed belo TT
,
1. Increasing the competency of residents to cope T -ith
stressful situations.
2. Fostering an ttitude ^f service to others -nd to the
neigborhood
.
3. Supporting, whenever possible, resident organizations
a'edic-^tod to improving community conditions. The support
moy take the form of offering consultation sorvic s, re-
cruiting memb-rs for °n organization. T-Jhere feasible pro-
viding resident^ TTith m- eting spaces.
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k. Stimulating social and fraternal organizations to
take interest in community affairs,
5. 'here, necessary, organizing resident'7' into groups
to tackle specific community issues.
6. Where community councils exists, a community worker
•along T <Tith a designated professional ill be assigned to
become active in these organizations, J^o seek broader
grass roots represent-* tion, t to feediinto tv<r council
*nd its appropriate committee a inform -t ion on unmet needs,
to assist it in developing a str tegy of action, to as-
sist it in devM c-T-in" a voice th~t c^n be he' re1 -nd that
really sneaks for t^e neighborhood.
7. Assisting the neighborhood -based 'agencies; to more
adeouately fulfill their purposes. This make take the
form ef offering professional consultation services, en-
gaging in joint venture**, recruiting volunteers, helping
them write grant proposals, providing special - orksh6ps
and training opportunities "or their staff, helping them
develop in-service tr ininr program, etc.
WHAT AtCi. HIS ROLLS:
In performing these jobs, the expediter plays m-ny roles.
He may be an
Interpreter -- called vmon to interpret to the professionals
the particular meanings or attitudes expressed in various
subculture 1 ways of thinking anri speaking; or to e'-^lain
cl^ss patterns, values ^r biases. lie may do the ^ame kind
of interpretation to the resident of a professional atti-
tude or action. He may on occasion have to act as a trans-
lator f or the various nationolitv groups present in many
communities.
Ner?otja tor — interceding ^or th^ residents with a parti-
cular community agency in order to bre-^k through red t-^-e,
to get appointments or benefits. He m~y negotiate for
more expeditious service.
attorney -- reauired to act a S - i~y attorney to argue e
cape for a client TTho is not receiving the benefits to
which he is entitled under the regulations of -^ specific
agency.
Educator -- informing the residents of the kinds of ser-
vices available to them, ^nd their rights and responsibi-
lities in receiving these services.
Instructor — teaching the client, if necessary, how best
to ^o about ^ettin^r a particular service. For example,
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he raight suggest to someone ^Tho is goinc: to ^ply f or
a. job 1iO tt to dre^s or ho* T to t^V r to the interviewer.
Helper — called uron simply to help in the problem of
getting p client to or from a particular c ^rvice. He
may personally go r^ith the- client, or he m~y provide an
escort or a babysitter,
'E II ; IS HI 3 3E
As representative of the client, the job definition of
the Community Worker rasises -o-ne signific nt auestions, such
as: who is to employ him; where is his b^se; how c n he de-
velop sufficient "muscle 9 to be effective with the various
agencies within the community and * rith the local residents.
Because of the general rejection of the bureaucratic style
by the poor, how does he maintain rapport rrithin bis consti-
tuency in the community^. while working with the various com-
munity agencies. How does he m^int^in hi° legitimacy? These
are nuestions which the agency hiring the '^indi^-nous worker'
-n?> the worker himself must Tive considerable attention to.
His ultimate success or failure ^oth in th- community ^nc* in
the agencies is contingent upon the decree to which these prob-
lems are satisfactorily resolved.
There -ire several model for hiring inr"1 ividu-ls functioning
in similar roles of the Community Worker. At a compar tivel
y
higher lev 1 of operation is Sweden's ombudsmen , he is a gov-
ernment official ho checks on the v rious service bure ucr°cies
when complaints are received. His source of power is directly
political and official. There are other such as the union coun-
selor (usually * volunteer) who has his b^^e in the unions and
it is unofficial. However, the proup he - Torks Tith has ties
to city, st~ te and national organizations. His power is unof-
ficial but lie in his affiliation TTith -n imrort^nt politice""
interest group.
The most desirable model rrould seem to be that in TThich
the power of the worker is official. However, this h^s odious
drawbacks for the "indigenous TTorker." He is not *=> politician
nor a trained professional ana thus, he is net in p position to
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handle those positions which require that he exhibit or perform
a political role.
The above models h°s the worker functioning outside of the
agency or service he wishes to influence. His power derives
from th~ir position in other structures and the power emanating
from these. They use this power, in a sense, -\c-inst other a-
gencies to influence them to perform services more efficiently
for the agency's clientele who pre also the cliente! of the
indigenous worker 7 s org~ni^t ion.
P. second model h-s the Community worker based within 9 par-
ticular service agency which he ishes to influence. His m^in
function is to facilitate services among the v rious departments
and offices within the Model Cities area ->nd the larger communi-
ty.
To insure the effectiveness of the "indigenous worker in
this situation, the agency must have a cle^r end deep commitment
to serve low-income clients. It must recognise the intrinsic
difficulties of agencies serving this function. More importantly,
the J indigenous worker" should have an independent or somewhat
independent source of power ^nc* authority in i^he atency; otherwise,
his function may be come subverted by other needs of the agency.
The job demands in this model are much to overwhelming for the
kind of worker suggested here. Again, it is a ou stion of TThe t«
ther the indigenous worker has the politic 1 end professional
8 muscle s to survive the kind of forces that he will f-^ce in this
situation. This particular model suggests a person who can hold
his own in the agency as well °s sustain himself in his community,
working inside of the agency pieces him in an awkward position for
dealing with hi^ constituency.
Perhaps the rmst relevant model to our situation here is
that in which the ''indigenous" community worker functions as part
of a "complex of services/" He is employed in ^n autonomous
agency Tithin the community which °ct^ in the role of the com-
munity's advocate. Such functions are typical of many Community
Action .Agencies, Model Cities ] lanning agencies ?n rl the Neigbor-
hood Service Center, the mechanism selected as the most desirable
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for the functions being outlined in this baper. The Neighbor-
hood service center represents a common mechanism to which lo-
cal residents turn in the time of crisis, "The neighborhood
center is in a unioue position to document specific needs of a.
neighborhood ^nd thus c^n stimulate the development of, or
initiate on its own ne*-T patterns of service s ~nd new °er^rice
models. It c^n ~lso provide the b^se from which community self-
help ^nd social action activities c^n be mounted.
"
The neighborhood service center provides an umbrella for
a. wide array of local community services ^nd functions. It has
in most cases direct access to other agencies inside or outside
of the community. The "indigenous" community worker Mred into
the center functions in it to influence a. variety of other a-
gencies
i
respective to the various services avail- ble to the
Model Neighborhood (e.g., health, educ tion, welfare, employ-
ment, legal aid).
The Community Worker is emrloyed by the Neighborhood Ser-
vice Center and his source of power is in the center's eMlity
to reci-oroc^te in the form of offering services in return to
other community agencies for cooperation with the Community
'Worker. The Cross-refferel system is a pcood ey^m^le of how
the center and various agencies cen benefit e^ch other.
Other sources of -eo TTer which the Community 'orker must re-
ly upon ^re 1. his o T'Ti personality and strenths; 2. his hum^n
relations skills; J. his inside knowledge of agency's function-
ing; ^nd ^. his personal relationship rTith people in other a-
gencies. This is not to imply th- t the Community ?orver func-
tions autonomously/ but tfiven the sup-eortin resources of the
professional personnel and other nonprofessionals, he is able
to exert a reasonable influence on those agencies he wishes to
affect. As he rains mere experience in his job he win be oble
to function independently.
This model is most er"oro"Dri^te for -eoor communities where
the problems *re multiple ^nd so ^re the agencies to h ndle
tbem ^nd where the people sh -"- away from the bureaucratic style
•^nd functioning of these .^g^ncies.
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WHAT 10 5 TJE t8 DO' FO ' TH AGENCY :
The community worker (hired by the Neighborhood Service
Center) serves ^s a symbol of th<= agency's -ccent^ncp of the
responsibility for the clients receiving the full benefit of
its potential to help, not only **lthin its own facility, but
in the convnunity generally*
hether he works directly out of t^> Neighborhood Service
Center suggested or in some other agency in or outside of the
inmedi^te locale, he en play °n effective role in improving
the agencies efficiency -md functioning. N^nv times he will
be able to clarify for the agency behavior reaction th t may
see-1 incomrrehen^ible or peculiar -^nd th^t fost harassment °nd
ten°ion in various adminis ' r^tiv^ and orofession^l personnel.
The Community "orker c-?n ^lso explain procedures, regulations
?>nd proposals of the agencies which m">v seem unecess°ry or un-
sympathetic to the community's interests. Thus, the Community
Worker c-^n intervene in the viscious cycle of misunderstand ing
,
mutuel rejection ^nd despair tVnt So typically characterizes the
relationshiD that builds up between the community and ^/xency.
Ineeffect, he functions as s "buffer/ 5 absorbing the strains
from both sides (the community --nd the gencies). He is a two-
w??y facilitator* Also, in explaining the work of nrof^ssion-^ls
to the community s residents, he makes the work of the agency
move along with very little complication. Tbe agency is thus
allowed to function more smoothly in achieving its go? Is and ob-
jectives.
Another significant ^ein for th^ agency is th^t the rela-
tionship between the agency and the community is improved • iS Low
income workers ^r)^ ^oor families must bo convinced that th^ new
planned programs pre different, &nd that their p^st experiences
with the service agencies will not be repeated, ^nd that the
agencies --re serious about wanting to help them.
In summary:
„
1. The Community rorker provides p bridge between the
various services of a comarehensive progrem.
2. By the very act of placing the Community \Torker on
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its staff, with sanctions to intervene in scheduling
-<nd procedures on behalf of th<= community, the agency
provides itself rTith a form of "auality control'"' to
insure ^g^inst the dangers of institutionalized "prac-
tices and procedures,
3. The Community Worker mpkes the wor^ of the agency
^Tith lo T'T-income people ~nd the poor smoother. He func-
tions to ^id both the -.or^ncy ^n^ the client by providing
r> hum.^n link, » line of communication. He symbolizes
to the 1o t,t- income clients th^ ao-<~ncy 5 ° bre~k TTith p«st
practices ~nd it o sincere intentions to provide service
to them.
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I^SU~:S IN TKJMUING Tv " 'INDIG^ITQU? VQ r. •
Selection and training methods h^ve been referred to through-
out the -naper as important means to acouiring ^nd maintaining
the "indigenous worker. '* They constitute t Tro mMor t°sv s for
agencies riesirin^ to imnlement Ne^ Careers Programs, Implicit
throughout the discussion has been the need for a redefinition
(on the part of the agency) of professional and nonprofessional
roles in addition to the sneci^ic training of both personnel.
A memorandum prepared in the Department of Health, duc^tion,
flnri Welfare by the T^s 1 ' Force on Separation of Assistance and
Social Services emphasised this point: ;j The development of any
nen system or change in agency organization policy or structure
T -Till involve a Retraining of all st°ff , Tiith particular empha-
sis on the provision -f a^sist^nce and social services. t;
~p
iT.ThOLOLOGY :
With regard to tr~inin^ methodology, Pearl °nd Riessman
stress the following seven noints:~~
"1. continous on-the-job training and almost immediate
initiation to wrv
;
2. an activity ^-ther t^an lecture approach (do rather
th^n TATrite) with a. heavy emphasis on role rlayin^ apd role
training.
3. an intensive team approach aimed at building strong
group solidarity among the nonprofessional workers in any
ociven oro.iect;
4
.
informal individual supervision n t any tine on re-
quest, supplemented by groun discussion ^nd. ,e:rouo super-
vision,
5. a do TTn-to-e->rth teaching style, emphasizing concrete
t-'si'fs presented in claritv and detail, which recognized
th^t concepts and theory, if properly presenter! , are def-
initely within the rr,-ch of indigenous workers.
^
. utilization of t^e "helper principle." henever r>o°--
sible Tiore experienced nonprofessionals should assist and
te^ch their less advanced colleagues in dealing T -Tith va-
rious t^sks;
7. freedom for the nonprofessional to dev^ica his nerson^l
style. 1-
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Obviously the content of th~ training program for the
indigenous worker Trill deprend largely on the particular task
they will be performing in the agency. Most o f the experience
indicates, ho^evor, that rol<~ playing ~nd 'lemming by doing' 1
seems to be the oreferred orientation technique.
PROBLEMS IN TRAINING Tin "IKDIG KOIT W^Kl"
Pearl pnd iie^smpn also emphasize certain problems to "he
considered in general tr^inin^ of n^nrirofessionpls. The train-
ing of the nonprofessional will ell f o^ the recognition ~nd
solution of many -problems; however certain issues should be an-
ticipated in the course of training; So"ie of these are J
1. Confidentiality: (tho establishment o^ b-^sic trust in
the agency on the part of the indigenous worker)
2. acceptance and use of authority: (Many indigenous wor-
kers, because of their personal experiences -n^ cIpss stand-
ing, are reluctant to assuming authority).
3. over-identification with the institution ^r\d under-iden-
tificption with the community, or client population. (Very
often the indigenous worker, bein" pleased with his new
status, feels in debt to the institution or agency, thus
he feels indebt to the institution or pgency. He responds
by want in." 1 to tee vorv obliging and adopts what he believes
to be the pgency 6 s point of vie- regarding- the poor, -
'
- etc).
k- , Over-optimism and defeatisms
5. relationship of the nonprofessional to nrofe?°i on^ls
both within ~>nd outride th^ organisation."^
Says Carmen Norm^ndia, (an indigenous worker hired in the
ednc-tional field) has said that: "the indigenous worker should
be trainer1 to become ?n effective advocate for his community,
tart of this training should focus on better understanding of
t' 3 existing power structure, withiemphasis on how to de^i T^ith
it without losing his identity. He should be trained to be ar-
ticulate, informed, and militant. "~j.
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CONCLUSION
.A Str^te^y for Ch^n^e
It m°y be argued by many that the role of the: ' : ind igenous
worker in the ilodel Cities Pro.^r^m, its constituent agencies
and in other institutional organisations may be merely -pasted
on to existing practical without forcing any changes in them,"
that the tactic of using indigenous workers doe° not readily
answer the ideological issues of the changing ends ^n^ goals
of social services today ^nd tomorrow. ' (Miller end Mcin).
There is no question that if an agency is committed to the
New Careers Program in a negative fashion, it could (quite ea-
sily) u^e such an approach to effectively destroy the purpose
of new careers programs and , it might indirectly defeat its
progra for working with the poor.
But r ' iven the current background of the rmnpo^er shortage,
the antipoverty climate, &.nd the criticism of social Planning
agencies frith regard to thelfcr treatment °nd urograms p or the
poor, it is argued that the utilisation of indigenous personnel
in existing and future programs is likely to be quite °tr^te,^ic
in the process of social change.
The position taken in this paper has b en that the intro-
duction of indigenous nonprofessional workers in the i-fodel Cities
Programs c~n be an effective strategy of change in its approach
to effecting change in the Model communities. It can meet m^ny
of the present needs in the field of human services and human
resource development.
1. It can reduce menpo Trer shortages in social service fields.
2. It can help make professionals' role definitions more flexi
ble, creating an alliance between professionals end non-pro-
fes^ioneis withich will alow the professionals to more fully
play th~ir technical roles.
3. It en provide more, better and 'closer 3 service for the
poor.
k. It can rehabilitate m^ny of the poor through "''e^Ti in rr ful
employment; and 5» It cm provides millions of new jobs "or
the unemployed in social service positions.
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INTRODUCTION
£REFAC&
Simulation, as it relates to the social sciences, has been
defined as the construction "of an operating model of an individual
or group process and experimenting on this replication by manipu-
lating its variables and their interrelationships." The scope of
this paper is to examine several of the techniques involved in simu-
lation and to develop a proposal which will relate these techniques
to the specific problem of externalizing and identifying the values,
opinions, and attitudes of the disadvantaged persons one encounters
in the Model Cities areas.
For the planner, this essentially becomes a problem of develop-
ing techniques to help facilitate a more effective means of communi-
cation between the planning agency and those for whom the planning is
being done. While it is realized that such a development may be
desirable for all sub-groups of society within a city, due to the
time available and the particular emphasis of this seminar, the
emphasis of this paper is directed towards the disadvantaged people
within a city who happen to be a part of a Model Neighborhood, as
designated by the Model Cities Program.
The format of this paper consists essentially of two main
sections: the first being the Introduction, and the second part
consisting of the actual Proposal. Within the introduction several
sub-sections are contained which begin to provide a general under-
standing of the paper's focus, the contextual elements involved,
and some of the advantages and limitations of possible existing

simulation techniques. The proposal, on the other hand, attempts to
synthesize the elements of the introduction and apply them to the
specific problems encountered in the Model Cities Program. This
proposal is divided into two stages of development, which vary
depending on the needs and the situation within a particular com-
munity, and a conclusion. The conclusion, in turn, attempts to
analyze some of the benefits and restraints of the proposed system,
some of the implications it might have in relation to the professional
planner, the disadvantaged persons, and the rest of society » as well
as some of the possible directions and areas still requiring further
study.

ELEMENTS OF CONTEXT
The minority public, the planner, and the Model Cities Program
are three contextual elements of an important problem i Kow to
accomodate more effective and accurate communication of attitudes,
opinions and ideas between the planner and his clients--in this case,
the disadvantaged groups within our cities? The following discussion
will examine each of these elements and explain their particular
relationships in more detail.
The Minority Public
The groups of people to whom I am referring by the term "minor-
ity public "are generally those who, due to their social or economic
position in society, are not able to command the influence or respect
which those not in their particular position may take for granted.
As a result of this lack of status and influence thesa disadvantaged
persons have encountered particular difficulty first in making their
particular desires, needs and opinions known, and second in having
someone take an interest in their plight. While an attempt is being
initiated to solve the second problem, by such developments as the
Model Cities Program, the problem of accurately identifying the
context which these programs should respect and within which they
should be developed, is still an area requiring much work.
The Planner
The planner has a special interest in the possibility of facil-
itating communication between himself and his clients; for his very
existence is predicated on the notion that he can help the society

whom he serves by suggesting possible solutions to problems of either
a physical, economic, or social nature and how these solutions might
be effected. To accomplish this task, Henry Fagin identifies six
roles in his paper entitled, "The Profession and the Discipline of
Planning" which he feels the planner must assume; these are the
roles of an analyst, a synthesizer, a collaborator, an educator, a
mediator, and an advocate. As such, these roles tend to emphasize
the importance which adequate and correct communication have for the
planner. As an analyst, for example, he is vitally concerned with
obtaining all information which will help his analysis be as accurate
and representative as possible.
To a large degree his other roles are at least indirectly
affected by his ability to comprehensively understand a given problem.
For example, the implementation of his proposals is often directly
related to the degree of the public ' s acceptance—which in turn is
related to how well the proposals are in harmony with the public's
values and priorities. Thus, with the difficulty of identifying
minority values, attitudes and opinions with the present methods
available (as indicated in the discussion of the minority public),
the planner is definitely in a position where he desires more
effective techniques with which he can work to alleviate these problems,
The Model Cities Program
The previously mentioned elements of context, the minority
public and the planner, assume a special significance when we discuss
the contextual element of the Model Cities Program itself. For it is

this specific program which has as its major purpose a "comprehensive
attack on social .economic and physical problems in selected slum and
blighted areas through the most effective and economical concentration
and coordination of Federal, State, and local and private efforts.''^
Wow this is a mighty ambitious undertaking and one that requires a
tremendous amount of coordination; it is one which also implies the
need for efficient and effective means of communication. This not
only refers to the communication system which our advancing technology
has provided for us, such as telephones, teletype, short wave, and
the like—it also refers to the more basic or fundamental types of
communication, such as between social or economic classes whose dif-
fering contexts may cause conflicts and misunderstandings. This
becomes an especially pertinent problem when largely middle class
institutions are attempting to handle lower class problems, as in
the field of planning.
The Model Cities Program realizes this problem and specifically
states that within the standards set by the Demonstration Cities and
Metropolitan Development Act of 19<6»
"Programs should provide mechanisms for a flow of com-
munication and meaningful dialogue between the citizens
of the area and the demonstration agency. Voice should
be given to all elements of the local population from all
parts of the area. Existing neighborhood organizations
which have already established close ties with the area
population, as well as new organizations developed by
grass-roots organizational efforts, should be utilized.
Full information should be made available to area resi-
dents concerning the demonstration program, the planning
decisions to be made and alternative courses of action.
Expression of residents' concerns, desires, and needs,
individually and in groups, should be solicited and in-
corporated in appropriate fashion in the planning and
execution of the program. Means of introducing the views

of area residents in policy-making should be developed
and opportunities should be afforded area residents to
participate actively in planning and carrying out the
demonstration program as volunteers as well as wage
earners."
3
In an effort to guarantee that these factors are indeed con-
sidered, an application for a Model Cities grant requires the sub-
mission of a itfritten proposal which essentially contains four elements:^
1. Problem Analysis—An analysis of the social, economic
and physical problems of the model neighborhood area,
with not only a description of the conditions as they
now exist, but also an awareness of how these condi-
tions came about.
2. Goals and Priorities—What steps must be taken to
overcome these deficiencies and which ones need the
most immediate attention.
3. Program Approach—An outline of the proposed program
and how the problems might be solved.
4. Administrative Machinery—This section begins to
describe the machinery which might be used in plan-
ning the comprehensive program, resolving conflicting
goals and plans of participating agencies, and the
means for coordinating the whole program.
Thus it is evident that in order to effectively and actively utilize
the area residents as described above in the program standards, and
in order to adequately fulfill the four requirements of the program
proposal, the techniques of communication become one of the most
important instruments affecting the success of the Program.

TJ2CB8LQJES OF SIMULATION
Though the people within a delimited Model Cities area may be
described as a "neighborhood" they are not necessarily a homogeneous
group; differences may exist due to racial and ethnic background,
age and education, or orientation to middle-class, working-class, or
lower-class values. The interaction of these many factors makes the
task of understanding and working with a Model Cities area, or any
sub-area of the city for that matter, a very complex problem.
At present there seems to be two primary methods in which
information concerning the values, attitudes and opinions of these
minority groups is obtained; I have termed these as the active and
passive methods. The passive technique describes the planning
agency's role as that of essentially a receiver; the public is en-
couraged to come to them and there is little effort expended to
actively become involved in determining the public's actual needs.
Rather it tends to be assummed that the desires of the agency
(largely middle-class) are generally representative of the public's.
One such passive method is the public hearing in which people with
complaints are given a chance to voice their views and ask questions
of the personnel present.
While some individuals might consider this to be ,ioro of an
active method, I maintain that this is not so since no strong attempt
is made to obtain a truly representative opinion of the public in-
volved. A public hearing generally attracts only those who have some
complaint and are brave enough to stand up and express their particular
opinion. By the hearing's very nature it may even instill a feeling

of futility on the part of the public since often it so cms that tho
whole affair is merely a formality through which a proposal must pass,
with actually little hope of being altered by the "voice" of the
people.
Another factor which may limit the response heard at a public
hearing is the apathetic feeling such as, "what can ny presence or
voiced opinion do—I'm only one person of many". Of course the
planning agency can also rely on the public coming to their office,
but again this usually does not occur at such a scale that a repre-
sentative view can be obtained in regard to a particular situation*
The second method for obtaining information concerning the
minority public, the "active method", has the potential at least of
being what I feel is the most promising technique. Unlike the passive
method, it involves the active participation of tho planning agency
in the determination of the public's attitudes and their opinions.
Of course this method requires a greater involvement on the part of
the agency, but I believe that the increased returns in the form of
greater public interest at perhaps a more sophisticated level, an
increased understanding of and sympathy to the agency's objectives,
and a greater acceptance of the agency's proposals would more than
compensate for the initial increase in efforts and resources.
One such active technique which has been used in the past is
that of the interview. However when this is used with the lower-
classes it may encounter several difficulties: -5 For example, they
(the lower-class) may be hard to locate or contact; they may be
suspicious or hostile of the group (ie, whites or social workers)

from which the interviewer comes; they may be indifferent and un-
motivated to cooperate; they may simply lack information on the
subject under inquiry; they may wish to pro sent themselves in
socially desirable terms, or perhaps in socially expected terms; or
they may want to conceal damaging information.
These factors begin to indicate that our methods of identify-
ing and understanding both the needs and desires of the lower-class,
disadvantaged persons » as well as the general framework we work within
to accomplish these objectives seem to be inadequate. In an attempt
to help solve this deficiency I am proposing the use of simulation.
For by this method it is possible to construct a representation of a
social process for the purpose of determining the parameters, examin-
ing the interaction of variables, and receiving some form of feed-
back regarding the initial input.
Hurray Geisl^r and Allen Ginsberg have stated that, "There are
usually two system characteristics which lead to the use of simulation!
a) many factors and decisions which interact in a complex manner, and
b) a number of stochastic or random variables. When combined with a
goal or objective of utilizing a controlled experimental condition
to answer various questions about the system such as the effects of
policy decisions, the sensitivity to the values of various parameters,
or the feasibility of the system as a whole, these characteristics
point strongly to the use of simulations techniques." 6 Thus it
appears that simulation may, indeed, be of some aid in helping to
establish more effective means of understanding the disadvantaged
people as w-11 as helping to facilitate more effective communication
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between this group and other people within the city.
Figure 1 illustrates a spectrum of possible techniques which
could be used for such purposes as analyzing social systems. The
first technique, that of the "Real World", is probably the easiest
to achieve since it consists of using as our social laboratory the
world as it presently exists; as such then, there is no simulation
involved. While this technique may have an advantage in that the
cost is probably lower than for other methods, there are also dis-
advantages present; one such limitation would be the problem of
limiting or attaining some degree of predictable control over the
variables involved.
The second method, "Observations from the Real World", again
used the existing real world situation as its laboratory. Essentially
the same advantages and disadvantages are introduced, and again no
simulation is involved. One additional limitation does occur, how-
ever, and this is the element of subjectivity (on the part of the
observer) and the consequences resulting from the introduction of
the observer into the system. Somo of these consequences were dis-
cussed earlier in relation to the technique of interviewing, which
FIGURE 1
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incidently is an example of this method.
Since the last three methods shown in Figure 1 concern them-
selves directly with the process of simulation, the intent of the
remainder of this section is to provide some discussion of each of
these techniques in order to provide an understanding of what relative
advantages and limitations each method has in relation to helping
facilitate communication with the disadvantaged people in our society.
Role Playing
Role-playing has been defined as a "flexible acting out (doing)
of various types of problems in a permissive group atmosphere."' It
is a technique which relies on group participation, and as such
helps to foster social interaction; the result can be facilitation
of communication in verbal, physical, or symbolic terms. Depending
upon the context within which this process occurs, then, it may be
possible for a trained observer to gain a better understanding about
both the group actions and reactions as well as individual behavior
by observing such an exercise in progress.
Frank Riessman has noted in his work at Mobilization For Youth
that where in the past role-playing may have been rejected, as in
social work, education, and other related fields of the "helping
professions", it now appears that "role-playing may have particular
application for practioners working with the economically disadvan-
taged... the poor„ M ° Several elements compatible to both the lower
income groups and the technique of role-playing provide the basis
for this thought.
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1. Compatibility with the Life-Stylo of the Poor
Compatability with a particular group's style of life is
one of the single-most important aspects to consider when work-
ing with a sub-group of society. With regard to low-income
people, Miller and Swanson? concluded on the basis of their in-
vestigations that an outstanding characteristic of their life-
style is their emphasis on physical action; "low-income people
tend to work out mental problems best when they can do things
physically. "10 And role-playing seems well suited to this style
since the process itself requires a holistic doing or acting out
of situations r?.ther than merely talking about them.
A further aspect of this technique, which compliments the
life-style of the disadvantaged, is their natural tendency to
solve what problems they have in a communal atmosphere. It has
been noted in several articles related to social class differences
that generally the lower class tends to have a greater propensity
than the middle or upper classes towards developing and main-
taining relatively strong friendship ties with other persons in
their same social class. For "Frequently, one low-income indi-
vidual has successfully dealt with (or is capable of dealing
with) problems which are overpowering to another disadvantaged
person."-^ Role-playing helps to promote this group feeling
and cooperation by its very structure, its informality, and its
easy pace.
2. Informality
The informal atmosphere of role-playing is another
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important aspect in its potential use with the disadvantaged*
Low-income groups generally do not like the traditional test
or interview format which is typically used; these methods tend
to have an office or institutional atmosphere which in turn
begin to reinforce the social, physical, and mental distance
between the interviewer and the person being interviewed. "The
entire office fabric rooted in face-to-face verbalization about
things not present is inappropriate for the low-income person
who verbalizes best in response to things he can see and do and
12physically relate to." On the other hand, role-playing with
its informal nature permits easy and relaxed relations within
a group; an atmosphere which allows its members to contribute
as they desire, without tension, and encourages them to become
emotionally involved.
3. Development of Verbal Ability
Disadvantaged persons are often characteristically dif-
fident and inadequate in their ability to verbalize their
thoughts. However, as previously mentioned, by the omphasis
which role-playing places on concrete situations, this technique
enables these people to respond more naturally, thus relieving
them of the tension which they may feel in more abstract
verbal discussions (ie, such as those which typify most formal
meetings). In relation to this aspect, Riessman has observed
in his work with deprived children that after a role-playing
session the verbal performance of these children is markedly
improved. "Ask a juvenile delinquent who comes from a disad-

m-
vantaged background what he doesn't like about school or the
teacher and you will get an abbreviated, inarticulate reply.
But have a group of the youngsters act out a school scene in
which somebody plays the teacher, and you will discover a stream
of verbal consciousness that is almost impossible to shut off. "^-3
Apparently, then, deprived children do not verbalize will in
response to words alone—rather, it is much easier for them to
respond to some action they have seen.
The ability of these persons to verbalize their feelings
is further enhanced by their increased self-confidence, which
in part can result from the relaxed and informal atmosphere, as
well as the person-to-person relationships which begin to develop,
Such a setting where an informal, friendly and active atmosphere
is created will tend to be much more conducive to the verbal
development of these people than the continued use of formal
techniques (such as the interview).
^. IMucation
A major advantage of the role-playing technique is its
educational quality. For by this method it is often possible
to discover how a person or a group of persons feel about parti-
cular situations or events. It is also educational in another
aspect; written reports or lectures may present a group of
disadvantaged persons with much useful information, but whether
or not they can understand it, as well as its implications, is
another question. Thus, the fact that information is presented
to the group through the medium of words immediately limits its
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usefulness with respect to the lower class persons. If, however,
role-playing techniques were used to describe it, it would
probably be much easier for them to understand this information,
especially as it relates to them personally. In this way, then,
information iirould be imparted through a medium which respects
the abilities and needs of the people being addressed.
Role-playing might also be felt to have an educational
value from the standpoint that it is one method which allows
many attitudes and feelings to be brought out in the open.
These may actually be fundamental opinions or feelings of an
individual or group, but which are often repressed for various
reasons previously discussed in connection with the interview
technique. Furthermore, role-playing can help people to
understand and gain insight into their own as well as other's
feelings; it has long been recognized as a technique by which
a person can begin to see things from the point of view of the
other people involved. Thus, a major value of role-playing is
that it "can serve as a method for illustrating and objecti-
fying many of the casual and dynamic factors in a group process
and human relations that are frequently ignored."-^
Despite the seemingly abundant positive aspects of the use of
role-playing with disadvantaged groups there are several limitations
which must be kept in mind. One particular aspect which may cause
specific negative consequences, particularly with the lower-class
participants, is the theatrical connotation which role-playing may

uhave. This connotation is reinforced largely by the terminology
used: role-playing, audience, director—and by the process itself,
which is often described as an "acting out" of a certain situation.
The apathetic and alienated lower class, however, may resist perform-
ing before an audience because they lack confidence and verbal
fluency. To meet these negative aspects with regard to lower class
people, it may be cecessary to change the terminology used—such as
"working out" instead of "acting out" and "discussants" instead of
"audience". Furthermore no stage should be used; instead relatively
small, groups of five to ten persons might form a semi-circular seat-
ing pattern. In addition, in order to minimize the feeling that the
participants are "on the spot" they could remain in their seats
wherever and whenever desirable.
Another limitation that has become apparent with the use of this
technique is the problem the lower class people encounter when they
are not able to identify with the role they are suppossed to work
out. Since they may lack the ability to empathize with a role which
seems abstract or unreal, the result may be that they tend to stereo-
type it. Bruce Young and Morris Rosenberg in their article entitled
"Role Playing as a Participation Technique" state that their experi-
ence with the role reversal situation has been that, in general,
anarchic people cannot accept the changing of roles. When asked to
they become bewildered and try to withdraw." -> It becomes evident
then that people should not be forced into a role and that these
roles should be appropriate itfith respect to the knowledge and ability
of the people who will be involved.
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Up to this point I have boon mentioning limitations which have
been essentially" directed towards the procedural aspects of the
technique. There are, however, other limitations which apply to
role-playing and are directed towards the validity of the method as
it might be used to provide an indication of either a group ' s or an
individual's opinions and attitudes. For example, one limitation
which has be on stressed in both the reading I have done as well as the
interviews I have had concerning this method and its potential use for
identifying attitudes is that it tends to modify an individual's
beliefs. For as a particular situation is role-played often the
opposing sides begin to reconcile themselves as each begins to under-
stand the other's position. Of course this is not a limitation at
all, but rather an asset when one is using this technique for the
purpose of helping to resolve a conflict or difference in opinion.
Furthermore, if this simulation technique is being used specifically
as an aid in identifying attitudes it must be realized that in order
to obtain a reasonably representative sample many of these role-
playing groups must bo sot up and used.
To summarize this discussion of role-playing, it might be said
that this simulation technique seems to compliment very well, indeed,
the life-style of the disadvantaged, lower-income persons. That by
its informal nature and action-orient v tion it helps provide a more
natural way for these people to communicate their feelings; it tends
to exhibit a tendency to increase their ability to express themselves
verbally, largely by developing their self-confidence and interest;
and it provides a technique by which often repressed attitudes may be
?•>
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expressed, thus offering the totential for better communication within
this group as well as for those outside the group who wish to gain a
better understanding of those within.
Gaming
For the purposes of this paper, I am using the term "game" to
refer to a "representation of processes operating in the urban environ-
ment."1^ As such, the distinction between gaming and role-playing is
indeed very slight, since both techniques involve the use of people
as players. Nevertheless, I maintain that t' tere is a difference and
that this difference exists essentially by category rather than by
degree. For example, I consider role-playing to be a one-to-one
simulation; this consists of a rather loose representation of a partic-
ular situation under study with each role involved being analyzed and
discussed in a rather informal and relaxed atmosphere. On the other
hand, I am using gaming to denote a higher-order simulation exercise.
The main objectives of such a method, as they have been used in the
past, apply mainly to abstracting the critical structure or processes
involved and to specify the components and their interactions.
The game developed by Richard Duke and the Cornell Land Use Game,
for example, are representative techniques that are presently being
used as a means of examining the complex structure of our urban areas.
However, as is the case with most "urban games" developed so far,
both of these examples concern themselves mainly with the physical
growth of cities. As of this moment I have only been able to find
one game1 ' x^hich has been developed and used for the specific purpose
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of understanding attitudes or facilitating the communication of ideas
and opinions. Though this has not been done to any groat extent so
far, I nevertheless feel that type of game is desirable and beneficial.
The realism which games offer appears to be particularly effec-
tive when one is interested in studying decisions which involve al-
locating resources, examining the feasibility of a proposed system,
and determining or demonstrating its effectiveness. IVhile a gaming
simulation is more highly structured than a role-playing exercise, it
is still flexible in that an opportunity is made to allow the human
players involved a chance to innovate or suggest new rules or policies.
Indeed this aspect of a game is one of the elements which helps to
maintain the realism in the simulated exercise. In addition to gain-
ing a better understanding of a system, however, the technique of
game simulation can also be used as a tool for obtaining measurements
and /or predictions regarding a specific proposal.
Jerry Berger has recently developed, in collaboration with
Lionel K. V/alford, the only game I have been able to find which is
directed specifically at helping the disadvantaged persons in the
ghettos. The game is called "Trade-Off" and has as its main objective
the dual functions of educating the residents and collecting data.
In this game the players are asked to build the best possible com-
munity with a certain sum of money. "They use styrofoam blocks to
represent the various physical improvements. Point values are assign-
ed beforehand to each project, by the game designers; priorities are
then given to the projects by the players, on a scale that relates each
improvement to all others. A grid represents hypothetic!—or actual
—
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streets and block." ° After the players have spent the allotted sum
for their chosen improvements, they are then told that they must
replay the game, however this time with a smaller amount of money.
This is where it really becomes hard; one must choose, for example
between a new park or a clinic, "Jhat the game achieves is a
spontaneous involvement that 'addresses itself to the psychological
problems of the powerlessness and anomie felt by the poor'... The
game increases a neighborhood ''s sense of community and a resident's
personal identification with the neighborhood. "19
The reaction to "Trade-Off" has generally been mixed; while
ghetto residents have seemed to be serious and enthusiastic aoout
the game, most of the planners, according to Berger, do not see its
value. "Although the ghetto residents use the game as a part of
their continuing participation in planning, planners seem to prefer
having it used as a single day's novelty for the ghetto, a way of
leaving residents with the thought: 'Now you can see how hard it
is to make decisions, We will go off and make them for you.' This,
obviously, is the opposite of what the game designers had in mind."^
Nevertheless, gaming does have several definite limitations,
which these people who doubt the value of games probably are well
aware. For one, we are generally concerned here more with evaluating
the exercise than was the case in role-playing; and in order to
achieve this evaluation, there must be some degree of experimental
control. However, it is not easy, or even possible sometimes, to
attain this control in a game; indeed, in some cases too much control
may even be undesirable. Thus the matter of control becomes a
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critical concern—how much, itfhen, and how? Nevertheless, without
some degree of experimental control it is generally very difficult
to interpret the results of a simulation, either qualitatively or
quantitatively.
Another limitation which this particular simulation technique
has is imposed by the number of "real life" variables which can
adequately be considered in each run of the game. Furthermore, the
accuracy of this method also depends upon the accuracy used in
determining these variables in the first place. Thus, this essentially
becomes a problem of determining what the significant variables are
in the "real life" system, and then limiting these to the most
significant which can then be used in the simulation, v\dd to this
the fact that games generally take longer than any other simulation
met nod, and as a result their cost of operation is high, and one can
see that the use of this particular technique would probably only be
warrented under certain circumstances; when the most important
variables can be determined and with relative assurance be limited
to the most significant, or when reactions are desired to certain
relatively fixed variables in order to test their feasibility and/or
effectiveness.
Despite these limitations, hox^cver, I feel that the experience
gained in St. Louis provides a basis to continue the development of
this gaming technique for the purpose of helping to facilitate the
communication between the residents of the xiodel Cities areas and
the planners. The fact that the ghetto residents expressed interest
and enthusiasm with Berger's game, reinforces my feeling that this
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active involvement, which respects the context of the situation in-
volved, is a direction to pursue further.
Machine Simulation
Synonymous with "machine simulation" is the torm "computer
simulation" since to date the computer has been the primary machine
used in the simulation process. Computer simulation essentially
represents a higher development in the evolution of game simulation;
rather than allowing decisions to be made by human players, all
decisions are made by the computer based on the particular circum-
stances and the variables which have been considered in the program.
While the success of this method has been clear in the physical
sciences its use in the social sciences, however, has been more re-
stricted. There have been several reasons^! for this and my research
found these to be quite applicable to the particular problem this
paper is addressing itself to.
1. The traditional use of optimization techniques tends to
oversimplify the complexity of goals represented in a large
system.
2. Such systems may contain decisions for which mathematically
precise rules arc not as yet developed.
3. The dgree of abstraction of a system requires that one know
a great deal of difficult-to-obtain information about the
system, such as what is important and what is not important,
the relations among the activities, the amount of aggregation
to use, etc.
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Thus, while computer simulation may offer several advantages
relative to role-playing and gaming, I have reservations as to its
present ability to adequately simulate the intangible aspects of a
social system. Furthermore, it is quite apparent that any proposal
I would make towards achieving better communication with the disad-
vantaged should be possible to implement with a minimum amount of
effort and expense. The use of computer simulation would probably
require more time and a greater initial expense than cither of the
other simulation techniques, and as such would lend itself to more
of a long-term solution. It is for these reasons that my proposal
will mainly concern itself with role-playing and gaming as the
simulation techniques to be employed.
Before discussing the proposal, however, it might be best to
summarize what has been discussed so far concerning the various
techniques of simulation. Figure 2 compares the techniques of role
playing, gaming, and machinc-sinulation with respect to some of the
ke2r characteristics; the principal differentiating characteristic
being the purpose to which the technique is put. Jith regard to this
clement, participation and education (for role-playing) arc at one
end while at the other extreme arc the quantitative answers to
specific questions, obtainable by machine simulations. In between
is gaming which, while it cannot perform the rigorous statistical
tests that the computer can, it docs provide the investigator with
an evaluation of the effects of possible policies or the feasibility
of possible systems.
The player's roles in the various types of simulation are to a
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largo extent, determined by the purpose of the simulation. In role
playing, the participant's roles are determined by the particular
objectives of the exorcise; they may either be their real-life
roles or roles assummed for the purpose of the simulation. Particular
emphasis is placed upon the interaction which is created, and not so
much in the outcome of the exercise. Likewise, this interest with
the structure and activity of the simulation is also a characteristic
of gaming. Here "the players are very often drawn from comparable
real i^orld roles. Identified with specific jobs and/or tasks, they
are more deeply involved in the tactical decision-making process,
and their decisions and interactions are of prime importance in
determining the outcome of the game."22
The different kinds of simulation can also be compared on the
basis of technical characteristics, such as time compression and the
cost of designing and running the simulation. Role-playing, because
of its broad level of detail and the nature of its structure, has a
high time compression. On the other hand, since the level of detail
for gaming is somewhat higher and more structured than for role
playing, this tends to lower the time compression and thus increase
the cost. Similarly, the cost of a completely machine-simulated
exercise tends to increase as the level of detail and analysis
increases. While the cost of running the computer simulation is
relatively low compared with the other techniques of simulation,
the development costs of designing and programming such a simulation
arc relatively high. However, there is hope that these costs can be
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substantially reduced in the future as new developments are made in
simulation programming languages. Thus, as mentioned previously,
for the purposes of the following proposal (which it is hoped would
be possible to implement with the least delay) the primary techniques
of simulation to be considered will be role-playing and gaming.

THE PROPOSAL
Iftiile it has been the purpose of tho first part of this paper
to describe the context for the eventual proposal and to examine
some of the available techniques of simulation T rhich might be appli-
cable, the specific objective of this section is to develop a pro-
posal which will provide a possible technique to help facilitate
communication by means of simulation. In the discussion relating to
the contextual elements, it was noted that the program standards
established for the Model Cities Program explicitly call for wide-
spread citizen participation— "impression of resident's concerns,
desires, and needs, individually and in groups, should be solicited
and incorporated in appropriate fashion in the planning and execution
of the program.
"
23 Furthermore they state that "Means of introducing
the views of area residents in policy-making should be developed and
opportunities should be afforded area residents to participate actively
in planning and carrying out tho demonstration program as volunteers
as well as wage earners."^
It has been recognized for some time now that citizen partici-
pation plays a very important role in the success of any program.
However, little has been done to actively accommodate this local
participation. The program standards, themselves, of the Model Cities
program call for this participation, but leave the development of the
means for accomplishing this objective up to each local area. Thus,
it is the purpose of this section to suggest the format of one pos-
sible technique by which this local dialogue between the planner and
his disadvantaged clients might bo accomplished in a more compre-
hensive manner.
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GENiSiUL FRAi-i&JDRK
Starting with the realization that this local participation is
a product of its environment, it is logical to begin such a proposal
by first considering the framexrork within which it is to take place.
Both Jim Steele and Mike Szunyog are considering key elements in their
papers to the establishment of the groundxrork for my proposal. Recall-
ing an earlier discussion in this paper, it was noted that one of
the difficulties with the present methods used in communicating with
the disadvantaged people is that it often occurs unnaturally and in
an environment which tends to stifle the flow of true feelings. In
view of these disadvantages with the present procedures, I believe
that the Neighborhood Service Center, as Mike's paper relates to,
offers a location which would tend to mini.-.ize the existing limitations
and help to promote a feeling of neighborhood unity, which in itself
might help to solve some of the internal problems of these areas
and which would surely help to establish an atmosphere conducive to
an active and meaningful exchange of ideas.
Jim's paper extends this fra.nexrork with its direction towards
developing the role of the community worker within the Model Cities
Program. For as important as having a place to meet is, some type
of agent is also needed to link the disadvantaged community and the
planning agency together so that this communication c:n occur.
Certainly Jim's consideration of the indigenous, non-professional
provides one such tic, and the one towards which this proposal is
oriented. As Jim notes, however, there are difficulties which must
be overcome in establishing such an intermediate position (this
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person will hereafter be referred to as the Facilitator). Several
of these are the problems of being able to maintain rapport with
both sides (the disadvantaged community and the planning agency),
where he should be located (in the agency or in the community), and
how he would be chosen? Nevertheless, assuming Jin has solved these
and other problems I will utilize the Facilitator (working x-jithin the
Neighborhood Service Center) as the important mechanism of my pro-
posal who, after utilizing the communication techniques I am about
to propose, will help to bridge the planning agency with the Model
Cities Neighborhood.
So far, throughout this paper I have referred to its main
objective as being a proposal which will help to facilitate com-
munication between the planner and his clients. However, subsummed
x\dthin this general objective are other objectives which begin to
describe some of the specific ways in which this communication might
be facilitated. Of these, the objective of being able to provide
information to the planning agency, and other "helping" agencies
involved, in an accurate manner must be one of the primary ones. For
as noted previously in the discussion relating to the basic context
of this paper, it was noted that Model Cities Neighborhoods are
generally not homogeneous communities. Thus, vie as planners must
understand their special attitudes and desires, and not subject
them to what we (representing essentially middle class attitudes)
believe they should want. It is hoped that this proposal will
provide a technique by which this information can be more easily
and accurately obtained than by the mothods presently available.
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Another problem which the planner seems to bo plagued with
is that of over-coming misconceptions. Essentially this involves
educating the public and keeping them informed. One of the best
ways to meet this problem is to work iri-th the public in the planning
stages, thus keeping them continually involved and eliminating pre-
judicial attitudes along the way rather than meeting them all at the
end. This is the "active" approach to planning, to which I referred
earlier, and which is actually called for in the Model Cities Pro-
gram. Again it is hoped that this proposal will provide a technique
whereby this active participation of the public can occur.
Though not one of the specific objectives of this proposal, I
c n.n nevertheless visualize that one of its consequences will be a
beginning of neighborhood unity among the heterogeneous mixtures of
people found within the ilodel Cities areas. This is a valuable out-
come, for in itself this may help to solve some of the problems
which otherwise might not be possible to solve. Certainly it would
be valuable from the standpoint of beginning to create a true
neighborhood.
Along with the objectives, however, the limitations and
restraints within which this proposal will be operating must also
be identified and recognized. Certainly one of the most important
variables is the attitude of the planning agency; it iaust be sympa-
thetic to the needs and the predicament of the disadvantaged persons
and have a true desire to help them. For a half-hearted effort hero
will seriously jeopardize any positive actions that might otherwise
be .nade. Perhaps equally important, is the ability to understand
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the true context of the situation. To help the agency in this matter
I am proposing that this technique be used by the community worker
(the Facilitator) whose specific role is developed in Jim Steele's
paper. However for this to work effectively, the Facilitator must
be able to maintain rapport with both sides; otherwise his effective-
ness ii/ill surely be limited. And as indicated, the attitude of the
community is also important; for thcr must be a willingness on the
part of these disadvantaged persons to participate and accept help,
otherwise the techniques to be proposed will be useless and the
effectiveness of the Facilitator seriously hindered.
Having described the objectives and the context, with its
resulting limitations and restraints, it may now be desirable to
briefly outline the structure or format which the actual proposal
assumes. In recognition of the fact that the inhabitants of a i4odel
Cities area are not alike in their abilities, I have divided my
proposal into two stages, thus respecting these differences. ISach
of these stages may then be further subdivided to attain certain
objectives which respect the abilities and background of the partici-
pants.
STAGE 1
The primary purpose of this stage is to arouse the interest and
opinions of the persons within a minority subculture, sucn as the
apathetic and alienated, and begin to create an active interaction
among these people. It would also serve to help all people gain con-
fidence in working with a group, and as such xrould be a required
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preliminary stop to Stage 2. For as was noted earlier, one of the
problems which is frequently encountered when working with people
of disadvantaged groups is that they often lack the ability to
verbalize their thoughts, and much less, the confidence to express
themselves in front of a group. Thus, the attempt is made in this
first stage to create a relaxed and friendly atmosphere where this
desired interaction might occur more easily. Furthermore, the
structure of the communication technique used relies almost exclu-
sively on role-playing; for as also previously noted, role-playing
is well adapted for use in this particular situation since it relies
on group participation and is well adapted to the particular life-
style of the lower-income, disadvantaged persons.
Participants
There would be five types of participants in Stage 1: the
Facilitator, the Moderator, the active participants, the audience,
and the observers.
1. The Facilitator
This role would be filled by an indigenous worker. While
training in the technique of role-playing might be helpful, this
would not be mandatory requirement, for essentially his job
would be that of a coordinator, observer, and recorder. As such,
he is the key man to the whole operation. For as a coordinator
he decides the situation and particular circumstances to be
role-played. This, in turn, is largely determined by his role
as an observer; the fact that he is an indigenous person allows
• : ;>
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him the opportunity to moot with these people individually (on
an informal, personal basis) and observe them daily as they
interact naturally within the community. From this observation
he is able to detect itfhat problems and complaints exist within
the area. As a recorder, he attends the rolc-plaj'lng sessions
at the Neighborhood Jcrvicc Center and records the proceedings
by a method appropriate to the particualr group (i°» mentally,
written, or mechanically). From his recordings and observations
he is able to make further recommendations as to possible situ-
ations to be role-played by the group. This information might
also be evaluated by the Facilitator and observers to provide
information concerning the general attitudes and desires of
these people. As such, this information could then be used as
a basic input for the policies and proposals concerning these
people. It will also be the Facilitator's job to determine
xtfhen the outside observers may be brought in to view these
exercizes xirithout having a negative effect on the participants.
2. The Moderator
The Moderator is also an indigenous worker, or at least
a person with whom the particular minority in question can
easily identify. He is specifically trained in the technique
of role-playing, and as the person in charge of conducting the
session, his main responsibilities are in helping to maintain
spontaneity and reality, to protect the players, and to stimulate
the discussions so that insight and knowledge may be gained.
The Moderator works closely with the Facilitator in planning
:.:':•:; C.
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tho sessions; when tho Facilitator has decided on the parti-
cular situations to be role-played, it is the Moderator's job
to prepare those ideas into a usable form for the exercise.
3. Tho Active Participants
These aro the members of the community who assume the
roles to be played in the exercise. The actual number needed
would of course depend upon the number of roles involved in
each particular situation.
4. The Audience
The audience would consist of those members of the com-
munity who are present but not playing a role in the exercise.
The audience could presumably be any size, but keeping in mind
that one of the main objectives of this stage is to attain
active participation among all members, it would probably be
desirable in the first part of this stage to not have an audience,
or at least to keep it to a minimum. Then, as this stage progress-
es and the persons involved begin to gain self-confidence, verbal
ability, and participate freely, it may be possible to utilize
the audience as more of an active participant; in this cr.se the
role-playing exercise would act as a stimulus for the discussion
which would follow. Here the audience might criticize the way
in which the roles were played and offer their own interpretations.
5. The Observers
The observers would be n.ny individuals from the external
world who might wish to observe these exercises; as such, they
could be individuals from various agencies, such as the planning
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agency, who would want to make first-hand observations. How-
ever, due to the potential which those observers might have
for disrupting these exercises, they would not be permitted
during the first part of this stage. The Facilitator would make
the final decision as to when he felt the observers could attend.
Method and Procedure
Since the success of Stage 1 depends largely upon proper pre-
paration, the following three steps, which are the job of the Moderator,
will describe the procedure necessary to prepare for the role-play-
ing exercise.
1. Establishing the Situation
This step consists essentially of describing each role
that is to be played and then describing the context in which
these roles occur and interact. The degree to which these roles
and the situation are firnly established, in turn, depends on
several factors. For one, it varies with the people involved
and the progress they have made in this stage. Some people,
for example, may find these exercises very stimulating and soon
desire to establish their own context relating to the roles
and the situation—and of course this should be encouraged for
it is not only enlightening to the Facilitator and any observers
which might be present, but it also serves to create more
interest within the group and a more meaningful participation.
Furthermore, their own establishment of the situation
should especially be encouraged when the intent of the exercise

%is specifically aimed at enabling the Facilitator or observers
to understand the context and underlying motives for certain
actions and attitudes. Regardless of which way the situation
is established, however, it must be specific and clear to all
participants; clarity is of great importance. This may mean
that repetition and an opportunity for people to ask questions
are necessary. If the situation is simple, the briefing may
be accomplished orally; however, if it is the least bit in-
volved, the instructions should be given in written form as well.
2. Casting of Roles
The casting of roles is generally best accomplished by
letting the people volunteer for the roles rather than to assign
them. For people find it hard to perform in a role with which
they cannot identify. If this happens, the reality is lost
and the other participants are generally thrown off stride,
i&th a new group or one not familiar with the technique, it is
usually a help to start with roles that are' not. too complex and
with which the participants are familiar. Then as the group
becomes more adept and accustomed to one another, roles can be
cast which will begin to make the participants extend themselves.
Of course this is all considered by the Facilitator and Moderator
when they are initially planning these exercises.
3. The jarm-Up
This step is usually included to make sure that each parti-
cipant knows his role. However, where the people involved will
be assuming roles that are already familiar to them, this step
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may be neglected. When it is used, it may be done either
publicly or privately as the particular situation warrants.
Action
This is the time when the actual role-playing exercise takes
place. During this phase it is the Moderator's job to see that the
situation does not get out-of-hand, as it well might when emotional
issues are being dealt with. There should be as few interruptions
and instructions given during this time as possible, for the main
desire is that the participants act as they would naturally. It is
also the Moderator's job to cut the action when an appropriate stop-
ping point is reached. For it is possible to defeat the purpose of
the exercise by letting the action continue beyond its usefulness.
Generally there are several places where the hault may occur: when
in the opinion of the Moderator, enough has been seen for an analysis
of the problem; when the audience is stimulated and ready for dis-
cussion; when the participants are beginning to repeat themselves;
or when the situation has reached its natural end.
The Discussion
The real value of role playing is not in creating a show for
entertainment, but rather in stimulating everyone present in prepara-
tion for an active discussion. In this way it is possible to in-
volve the audience as well as the active participants. Of course
during the first part of Stage 1 these discussions may be minimal or
non-existant, depending upon the particular circumstances; but as each
individual becomes more accustomed to role playing and participating
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in a group, It is hoped that their ability and willingness to partic-
ipate in a discussion will increase. Again the Moderator would be
in charge of leading the discussion with the help of the Facilitator
who might also ask questions and direct the discussions in directions
which would help him understand certain problems better. Depending
upon the progress of the group (as determined by the Facilitator and
Moderator), it might even be possible at this point for the Observers
to enter into the discussion. However, their participation should
mainly be limited to questioning and clarification of what they have
seen, rather than defending their own positions (their particular
agency's priorities, policies, or proposals). This clarification
would occur in Stage 2.
The Final Output
The desired final output of Stage 1 would be the introduction
of the participants to a group simulation exercise, the stimulation
of their opinions, the determination of some of their particular
opinions and attitudes, and the preparation of the people for active
participation in Stage 2, The change-over (to the second stage) will
occur on an individual basis, but within a given time limit; for
at the end of a certain time period, everyone who has participated in
Stage 1 will be passed on to Stage 2. There is a chance, however,
that some people will be ready for this stage before others; the
Moderator and Facilitator will make these decisions. They will be
based essentially on each individual's interest, participation and
progress.
of
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STaG^ 2
This stage will continue and expand the techniques available
for these people to actively participate in the planning process.
.Jhereas Stage 1 relied on role-playing, Stage 2 will rely essentially
on gaming; of course it is entirely possible that within the second
stage role-playing will still be used, possibly as a tool for solving
some of the problems or decisions in the game. As the participants
progress farther into the second stage, the games will gradually
become more complex (the complexity of the game would depend on the
number of variables being considered at any one time). The specific
objectives of this stage would be the further determination of the
attitudes, opinions and priorities of the disadvantaged persons.
Also there would be an educational objective, which would apoly for
both the minority groups and the planners; through the techniques of
gaming an attempt would be made to have these disadvantaged persons
actively experience some of the problems and limitations that the
planners must operate with. It would be educational for the plan-
ners in the sense that through this technique they would become more
aware of the particular priorities which the lower-income people
have and how they differ from the middle-class priorities, and their
reactions and opinions regarding proposals of the planning agency.
Participants
1. The Facilitator
He would be the same person as in Stage 1 and his duties
would essentially be the same as before; he would, however,
know how to play the games. His main roles would still be
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those of a coordinator, observer and recorder. As a coordinator
he will work with the planning agency to establish the particular
input for each game (ie, proposals, their cost, etc.—to be dis-
cussed under a later section entitled "Input"); he will arrange
for the observers to attend these gaming sessions; and he will
coordinate the various games which may be occuring simultaneously.
In the role of an observer he will watch to see that the games
proceed smoothly and he will note the specific abilities of
each participant and recommend the complexity of the game in
which they should participate. As a recorder, he notes the
progress of each game and the specific proposals and priorities
involved in each.
2. The Moderator
He is the same as in Stage 1 and his job is to supervise
the game, answer questions and observe the proceedings. He
would be trained in the technique of gaming and would know the
rules for the particular game being used.
3. The Observers
These would be any individuals from the external world
who might want to observe the proceedings of the games (ie,
people from the planning agency).
k. Game Participants
There would be no set number of participants for these
games since the actual composition of types of players (ie,
teenagers, housewives, persons over <5 years of age, etc.)
would vary with each game (they would vary with the proposals
.% • •'' '. : "•!.'•' •••''. 1
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bein^ considered and the desired objectives Tor ti*e particular
game).
Procedure
1. Introduction
This would be the point where each of the selected
players would be introduced to the game; its purpose, how it
is played, and its rules. The game I am proposing to use is
somewhat similar to "Trade-Off" in the way it is actually play-
ed, but it is initially set up in a different way. First,
depending upon the ability and experience of the players there
are a series of games, all of which follow the same set of
rules, but have differing degrees of complexity; the more
variables there are (ie, the more proposals and programs there
are to be considered and the more conflicts that must be re-
solved) the more complex tie game will be considered. This
varying degree of complexity will help the game maintain its
interest, even among the people who have played it often and
are quite skilled at it; a challenge should always be present.
Secondly, the composition of the types of players (ie,
teenagers, houseitfives, etc.) may be determined for each game,
depending upon the types of proposals being considered or the
particular typ es of players from whom a reaction is desired.
As for the actual playing of the game, each group of
players will be presented with a list of proposals (see the
following section discussing "Input") each of which have a
dollar value attached to them, ilach group is also given a
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fixed sum of money and the instructions to build the best
possible neighborhood they can. It is up to the group to
decide what proposals or programs they want to implement. One
element which I believe that Jerry Berger's game did not in-
clude, but which I would have, would be the possibility that
some of the proposals would be considered as "hard" or un-
changeable. These proposals would be considered as firm in
the sense that they would be built in a certain location regard-
less of what else might be desired. It would be possible, how-
ever, for the group to appeal their particular case to an
"Appeals Board". This is where the ability to role play, as
learned in Stage 1, would be utilized. For this Appeals Board
would consist of game participants picked specifically for this
job. After hearing the appeal, this board would make a ruling
as to whether a substitution or change could be made; it might
be in terms of additional cost or the forfeiture of certain
facilities. 'While before this Appeal Board, it would also be
possible in some games (when desired) for the group to suggest
additional proposals, projects or services in addition to the
ones provided at the outset of the game.
Once all the money had been spent, the group would play
the game again, this time with less money. The same right of
appeal would be granted. The determination of how much money
and what proposals and programs to give the group initially,
as well as how much to cut back on the second run through the
game, would be determined by the Facilitator and Moderator in
/.'.. i , . ' ! .!
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regard to the skill and ability of the players involved; in
each group an attempt would be made to have individuals of
comparable ability and skill. To increase the player's
interest still further, the neighborhood which the group would
be planning for would be the one in which they actually reside.
The area of play could be erqoanded as needed though, (ie, due
to key proposals) to include areas outside or adjacent to their
neighborhood. The game would be played on a board xd.th the
streets marked off and labeled; buildings would be represent-
ed by wooden blocks.
2. Division into Groups
Each group of players who play this game irould consist
of a variety of people. The composition of these groups irould
be determined by the Facilitator (based on his knowledge of
the particular area) in an attempt to obtain a group which is
representative of the community; the composition of the group
may also vary with the type of input being considered. The
following are possible sub-groups of a Model Cities area which
might be considered: teenagers, housewives, persons owning
their own business, male employees, unemployed men, women who
are heads of households, and persons over £5 years of age.
Each of these sub-groups may also be further subdivided as
desired.
3» Presentation of Input
The input ttfhich has been referred to in past sections
would consist of proposals, programs, and services which would
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be pertinent to the particular neighborhood where the game is
being played. These elements would be determined before the
game with the cooperation of the Facilitator, the planning
agency, and any other service agencies who might be involved
with some of the proposals being gamed. This input could
consist of many possible types, of which the following are
examples: more medical services, a new park, a nexi supermarket,
employment counseling, job training, new housing, demolition
of old buildings, more frequent garbage collection, better
equipped schools, night classes for adults, and a baby-sitting
service. Each of these elements would be broken into quanti-
ties (ie, employment counseling for 100 persons) and given a
dollar value for this improvement. Though it is recognized
that some of these elements are hard to quantify in terms of
dollars, this measure is used for lack of another which is as
readily understood by these disadvantaged persons.
Final Output
The final output of this game would be an increased awareness
and understanding on the part of the disadvantaged as to some of the
problems planners must face. It would also, hopefully, create an
active interest among these people to help solve some of these problems;
for here is a group of people who may have some valuable ideas for
the professionals regarding how some of these problems might be solved.
After all, they have been living with the problems, and this may pro-
vide them with a constructive direction towards which they can divert
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their energies.
Perhaps equally as important as educating these disadvantaged
persons, is the information which it is possible to gather from such
an exercise. For example, by observing what progra.as and proposals
these groups of players select and the priorities they give them, it
may be possible for the planners to assess the structure of the
priorities within the Model Cities area and in the end, make plans
and proposals which are more in line with the actual needs and desires
of these people.
The use of the Appeals Board is another way in which their
priorities may be assessed as well as a way towards beginning to
understand some of the reasons associated with these priorities. It
would also be possible, in this way, to assess their reactions to
certain proposals and programs, as well as to discover what additional
ones, that were not included on the original list, they might also
desire.

CONCLUiTION
Any proposal, in order to be successful, must recognize the
context in which it will be operating. In this proposal, which was
directed towards the development of a technique by which communication
may be facilitated between the planner and the disadvantaged people,
the life-style differences between the lower-class and the middle-
class were recognized as a basic element of this context. An examina-
tion of several simulation techniques indicated that role-playing
and gaming offerred the active participation x^hich these people desire
and to which they are most apt to respond.
Due to the wide variance of abilities, skills and background
of the people found within the Model Cities areas, it became quite
apparent that any proposal for facilitating communication must respect
and accommodate these differences. This was accomplished by a series
of stages and sub-stages which hopefully, will offer the degree of
flexibility needed, as well as a challenge for everyone who partici-
pates.
To insure that the proposed techniques will offer a means by
which a greater understanding and a more active participation will
occur between all groups concerned, it was further suggested that the
indigenous, community worker (the Facilitator) and the use of the
Neighborhood Service Center be considered as the framework within
which this proposal would occur. Furthermore, in order to have the
maximum influence possible, this participation must occur on a regular
basis and be organized.
A primary element which will have a strong influence on
whether this participation and interest continue once it has been
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developed, is the degree to which these disadvantaged persons can
see tangible results. The information and understanding gained by
these techniques should be used by planners wherever possible; and
when it has been used the disadvantaged should be informed of such.
Thus, by being able to see that their efforts and participation are
having some effect, the future utilization of these proposed tech-
niques will be greatly enhanced.
.'
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